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5 RESULTS 

5.1 TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF EMG, 

EEG, EMGIEEG COUPLING 
5.1.1 Introduction 

The results that will be presented were acquired from experiments carried out 
on a group of 9 normal subjects. All subjects provided informed written consent with 
the ethical approval of the University of Strathclyde's Ethics Committee. 

The main aim of the experiment was to identify movement dependent 
features in the temporal characteristics of EMG and EEG as well as spatial 
characteristics of the EEG frequency estimates by using frequency domain and time- 
frequency analysis techniques. 

Multichannel monopolar EEG signals from 28 cortical electrodes and bipolar 
EMG signals from Extensor Carpi Radialis Longus (ECRL) muscle, Flexor Carpi 

Radialis (FCR) muscle and Biceps Brachii, Long Head (BBLH) were recorded 
during the repetition of the move-hold sequence. Angle rate (angular velocity) 
information was also recorded by a rate goniometer attached on the upper palm of 
the subject's hand. The move-hold sequence involved the sequential performance of 
four phases: 

" movement flexion movement 

" posture flexion posture 

" movement extension 

" posture extension 

The duration of each movement or posture phase was 2.1s. The tasks were 
performed in an unconstrained manner without wrist or forearm support. Thus the 

elbow flexor (BBLH) plays a crucial role in stabilising forearm position throughout 
the task. Instructions to the subject on when to move or to hold a position were cued 
by auditory stimuli. For each subject 21 continuous complete move-hold sequence 
trials were completed. Each trial contained four phases which resulted in a 176.4sec 

recording. 
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Fig. 5.1 Segment of raw rectified EMG, EEG and wrist angle records from Subject 5. 
BBLH, FCR and ECRL EMGs and 7 from a total of 28 recorded EEG channels are 
displayed. The audio cues instructing the subject to move or hold are displayed in the 
plot as the magenta lines. 
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Wrist angle information and the wrist flexor (FCR), extensor (ECRL) and 

elbow flexor (BBLH) EMGs, as well as 28 EEG channels were recorded and 

analysed (Fig. 5.1). Fig. 5.2 shows a detail from Fig. 5.1 illustrating only the rectified 

EMGs during the movement extension phase. 

5.1.2 Data Pre-Processing and analysis 
Before the main analysis, the move-hold data were organised according to 

task phase. The records for each one of the four phases (for all 21 trials and all 9 

subjects) were segmented and pooled to produce 4 separate records, one for each of 

the 4 phases (movement flexion, posture flexion, movement extension, and posture 

extension). The frequency domain estimates therefore correspond to the pooled 

across subjects and trials for each phase of the task. 

Given the variability in reaction times after the audio cues, it is important to 

ensure that the data encompassing the transition between move and hold phases do 

not contaminate the pooled, phase specific datasets. Accordingly, in order to avoid 

including transitional states in this analysis, data occurring within ±200ms of the 

auditory cues were discarded. Once data sets were pooled in this way power spectra, 

pairwise intermuscular coherence, cumulant and phase for all recorded 

electrophysiological signals were calculated. 
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Fig. 5.2 EMG bursting during movement. Detail from Fig. 5.1 where rectified EMGs 
of FCR and ECRL muscles demonstrate clear EMG bursting during movement 
extension. Angle information and audio cues are also shown. 
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5.1.3 Temporal EMG frequency characteristics. 
To best illustrate any task dependent characteristics within the EMG signals 

the results of the analysis are presented as illustrated in Fig. 5.3 which shows a 

matrix of plots relating to single phase autospectra for each EMG channel (row 1, 

Fig. 5.3a, b, c), the respective pairwise coherences (row 2, Fig. 5.3d, e; f ), cumulant 
densities (row 3, Fig. 5.3g, h, i) and phase plots (row 4, Fig. 5.3j, kJ. Statistical 

parameters illustrating the estimated magnitude of a 95% confidence interval for 

each spectral estimate are shown by the small vertical lines at the top right of each 

power spectrum. The green horizontal lines in the coherence plots represent the 

estimated upper 95% confidence limit. In the cumulant estimate plots the horizontal 

line at zero is the asymptotic value and the green horizontal lines are the estimated 

upper and lower 95% confidence limits. Finally, the phase is only shown at 
frequencies where statistically significant coherence (over the 95% confidence limit) 

is identified. The blue plot represents the phase of the rectified EMG signals while 

red represents the phase when the second of the rectified signals was inverted. When 

normal phase can not be interpreted according the model described in analytical 

methods chapter, the phase curve when one of the two signals has been inverted can 

derive the correct delay, especially when signals are coupled in an "out of phase" 

fashion. The power spectral and coherence estimates have been further smoothed, 

using a3 point Hanning filter (Halliday and Rosenberg 1999). Smoothing was not 

used for the cumulant density and phase. 
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Fig. 5.3 Frequency characteristics of ECRL, FCR and BBLH EMGs, during 
movement flexion. The frequency characteristics include powers spectral estimates 
for the three EMGs on the first row of plots (a, b, c), with the small vertical lines at 
the top right give the estimated magnitude of a 95% confidence interval. The second 
row of plots (d, e, f) gives the coherence estimates between all three pairs of EMGs. 
The green horizontal line represents the estimated upper 95% confidence limit. The 
third row of plots (g, h, i) corresponds to the cumulant estimates for the current phase 
for the same pairs of muscles corresponding to coherence plots. The horizontal line 
at zero is the asymptotic value and the green horizontal lines are the estimated upper 
and lower 95% confidence limits. The fourth row (j, k, 1) represents the phase 
estimate for the same pairs, where there is significant coherence. The blue line 
represents the phase as calculated and the red is the phase calculated when one of the 
rectified EMG records was inverted. 
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5.1.3.1 Movement flexion phase EMG coupling. 
In Fig. 5.3 the frequency characteristics of . the recorded EMGs during 

movement flexion are shown. The FCR acts as agonist and the ECRL as antagonist 

while the BBLH is coactive throughout the task and aids in supporting the arm (see 

also Fig. 5.1). 

The power spectra of ECRL and FCR EMGs (Fig. 5.3a, b) show a low 

frequency (0-6Hz) component with a peak at 4Hz. This feature is absent from the 

BBLH spectrum (Fig. 5.3c). 

Strong 5-15Hz features appear in the power spectra of all three muscles. 
10Hz activity during movement has been reported to occur in agonist and antagonist 
during movement (Vallbo and Wessberg 1993; Wessberg and Vallbo 1996). Indeed 

the spectral features for ECRL and FCR have a peak at 10Hz. The large 14Hz power 
feature in the BBLH could also reflect a neurogenic source of motor unit 

synchronisation related to normal physiological tremor (Halliday, Conway et al. 

1999). BBLH also contains clear spectral features in the beta band. Such activity is 

often observed in muscles contributing to a postural task. Importantly, both ECRL 

and FCR do not have any distinct feature in this band. The FCR power spectrum 

contains a small but distinct gamma feature (30-40Hz). 

The low 0-6Hz frequency modulation of ECRL and FCR EMGs observed 

earlier (Fig. 5.3a, b) is also evident in the coherence estimate between the two EMGs 

(Fig. 5.34 The coherence plot between these two muscles shows a peak in the 2- 

4Hz band. This indicates a common modulation of the EMGs in this frequency 

range. Smaller coherence in the 0-6Hz band (with no peak appearing at 2-4Hz) is 

also apparent between FCR and BBLH (Fig. 5.3e) but not between ECRL\BBLH 

(Fig. 5.3J). 

The intermuscular coherence between ECRL and FCR also shows a clear and 

prominent 10Hz coupling feature. The agonist antagonist bursts during movement 

are visible in the raw rectified EMG as illustrated in Fig. 5.2. This is interpreted to 

represent the process reported by Vallbo (1993) who demonstrated that during slow 

movements a 10Hz reciprocal bursting occurs between antagonistic ECRL and FCR. 

The agonist produces a driving pulse and the antagonist responds by producing a 
braking pulse out of phase with the agonist burst. The reciprocal nature of this 
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Fig. 5.4 Cumulant plots for ECRL\FCR EMGs during movement flexion. The red 
plot represents the cumulant estimate for the whole 0-500Hz spectrum and the blue 
plot represents the estimate for the frequency band indicated at the top of each plot. 
The confidence limits are represented by the corresponding colour dashed horizontal 
lines. 
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Fig. 5.5 Cumulant plots for FCR\BBLH EMGs during movement flexion. The red 
plot represents the cumulant estimate for the whole 0-500Hz spectrum and the blue 
plot represents the estimate for the frequency band indicated at the top of each plot. 
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feature is apparent from the respective cumulant shown in Fig. 5.3g. This 

characteristic will be further examined in Fig. 5.3. 

Importantly, 10Hz coupling occurs between FCR and BBLH (Fig. 5.3e) but a 

similar relationship cannot be seen in the ECRL\BBLH coherence (Fig. 5.3J) as 

would be expected considering the presence of strong coupling of ECRL\FCR and 

FCR\BBLH EMGs. 

In addition, the ECRL\FCR coherence plot (Fig. 5.3d) also demonstrates 

small gamma coupling in the frequency range 34-37Hz. Further gamma coupling is 

also evident between FCR\BBLH (Fig. 5.3e) within the 30-37Hz and 46-50Hz 

ranges. Apart from a small feature of beta coupling (15Hz) no other statistically 

significant coherence over the confidence limit exists between ECRL\BBLH (Fig. 

5.3]) during this phase of the task. The 15Hz frequency coupling seen in 

ECRL\BBLH coherence can also be identified in the corresponding cumulant plot 

estimate (Fig. 5.3]). 

The cumulant densities confirm the presence of "out of phase" 10Hz 

synchronisation for ECRL\FCR (Fig. 5.3g) and short-term synchronisation between 

FCR\BBLH (Fig. 5.3h) as indicated by the side band periodicity around the narrow 
central trough and peak respectively. Despite the common frequency range in 

coherence seen between ECRL\FCR and FCR\BBLH the differences in the cumulant 

plots suggest that different mechanisms may be responsible. If the same oscillatory 
input accounted for the coupling of the two out muscle pairs in the same frequency 

range (ECRL\FCR, FCR\BBLH), the third pair (ECRL\BBLH) should behave in a 

similar way, showing statistically significant coupling at 10Hz, which is not the case. 

Since the cumulant and coherence estimates are closely linked it is important 

to examine the cumulant in relation to the distinct coupling features present in the 

coherence plots. The cumulant components analysis was used here to isolate 

frequency components in the cumulant plots according to the corresponding 

statistically significant coherence features and determine their contribution to the 

overall coupling process. 
Fig. 5.4 contains the independent cumulant estimate components for ECRL 

FCR EMGs, for three frequency bands that demonstrate coupling over the statistical 
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Fig. 5.6 Example of delay estimation from the 7-13Hz FCR\BBLH phase curve, 
based on weighted least squares regression. The solid line shows the delay estimate 
while the dashed lines show the error. The dotted lines highlight the fact that the 
extension of the delay estimate fit should cross zero. The red plot indicates the phase 
when one of the two EMGs is inverted. This would give a valid result when signals 
where synchronised in an out of phase fashion, which is not the case here. 
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Fig. 5.7 Cumulant plots for ECRL\BBLH EMGs during movement flexion. The red 
plot represents the cumulant estimate for the whole 0-500Hz spectrum and the blue 
plot represents the estimate for the frequency band indicated at the top of the plot. 
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significance limit in the corresponding coherence plot in Fig. 5.3d. In the lower 

frequency 0-7Hz band (Fig. 5.4a) a wide trough can be seen (blue plot) that is linked 

to the out of phase modulation that occurs between the antagonistic muscles during 

active slow flexion. The dominant synchronisation frequency indicated by the 

secondary features is approximately 3Hz. The peak in the corresponding coherence 

plot appeared at the same frequency (Fig. 5.34 The delay revealed by the cumulant 
is 5ms while the phase estimate of the delay is 1.1±2ms as calculated after inverting 

the FCR EMG signal. 

The cumulant estimated for the 7-13Hz band shows synchronisation features 

that associate with the original wideband estimate (Fig. 5.4b). With secondary 
features at -51 and 52ms corresponding to 9.7Hz, the frequency closely matches the 
9.8Hz frequency where maximum coupling is seen in the coherence plot (Fig. 5.3d). 
There is a central trough at Oms showing seamless "out of phase" synchronisation. 
This can be explained by the agonist antagonist double pulse model (Vallbo and 
Wessberg 1993) which however had not identified the exact "out of phase" nature 

and the zero delay between signals that are evident in the present analysis. The phase 
between 7-13Hz between ECRL and the inverted FCR (Fig. 5.3j) derives 0.2±3.8ms 

phase difference, very close to the Oms estimate of the delay derived by the 

cumulant. For deriving the phase, the FCR EMG was inverted because for rectified 

out of phase synchronised signals, phase estimates can give a valid result only when 
one of the two signals is inverted. In this way the "out of phase" synchronisation is 

converted into "in phase" synchronisation. 
The close to zero phase difference for the 10Hz agonist antagonist 

modulation during slow movement is an important observation as it gives clues on 
the origin and the generation mechanism of the discussed modulation. It suggests 
that no simple feedback loop mechanism, such as the stretch reflex, is involved as 
this might be expected to introduce a measurable non-zero delay. A descending 

spinal modulation or supra-spinal mechanisms may therefore be more likely to be 

responsible for this flexor extensor interaction. 

Within the 32-49Hz gamma band component of the intermuscular coupling 
(Fig. 5.4c), there is also a narrow negative feature at the lag time of -5ms. The phase 
between ECRL and inverted FCR EMGs confirms the above result deriving a- 
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5.2±1. Oms delay. This trough also indicates "out of phase" synchronisation between 

muscles meaning that the agonist is lagging behind the antagonist by 5ms. The 

positive sidepeaks at -18 and 8ms indicate a 37Hz frequency, very close to the 36Hz 

peak in the corresponding coherence plot (Fig. 5.3e). 

Each cumulant estimated for each band can be combined by simple arithmetic 

addition as in Fig. 5.4d which shows that the main features of the full cumulant (red 

line) is adequately captured by consideration of these separable spectral features. 

Using the same approach it is possible to analyse the FCR\BBLH cumulant 

(Fig. 5.3h) in relation to the features appearing in the corresponding coherence plot 

(Fig. 5.5). The low frequency 0-4Hz (Fig. 5.5a) cumulant shows 51ms delay, the 

short phase curve did not derive a similar delay with a high error margin 

(42.2±75.7ms) because the weighted least squares regression method for calculating 

the phase is quite sensitive to high error in low frequencies smaller than 8Hz. The 

high frequency 20-49Hz frequency components affect the original cumulant plot, 

without however being statistically significant on their own. 

The 7-13Hz feature is dominant, confirming the large 10Hz peak in the 

coherence plot seen in Fig. 5.3e. As with the ECRL\FCR pairing the coupling arises 

at 9.8Hz. A negative trough at +70ms and a positive peak at 21ms having similar 

absolute magnitude are the main features. A +21.0±9.4ms phase difference is derived 

for the 7-13Hz band (Fig. 5.3k & Fig. 5.6) which suggests the cumulant 21ms peak 

expresses the lag for the cumulant plot, indicating "in phase" synchronisation. Thus 

both cumulant and phase suggest that the FCR EMG leads the BBLH signal by 

+21ms. This is unlikely to reflect processes associated with short term 

synchronisation between these muscles as the lag time for this would be expected to 

be less and as BBLH is the more proximal muscle to the CNS it might also be 

expected that BBLH EMG would lead FCR. 

As far as the generation mechanism for FCR\BBLH 10Hz coupling it is 

feasible that a reflex loop is possibly involved. This might arise as afferent feedback 

driven by the 10Hz movement tremor act to modulate BBLH activity. 
The ECRL\BBLH cumulant (Fig. 5.7) contains weak beta oscillatory features 

but no alpha features showing 5ms delay and 20Hz coupling frequency. The different 

attributes of the ECRL\FCR (Fig. 5.5b) and FCR\BBLH (Fig. 5.6b) cumulant plots 
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and the different delays, strongly suggest different underlying mechanisms. This is 

further, suggested by the lack of coupling for the ECRL\BBLH pair. However, the 
lack of coupling for the ECRL\BBLH specifically in the 10Hz band may also 
indicate that a simple reflex mechanism does not account for the 10Hz FCR/BBLH 

coupling. 
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Fig. 5.8 Frequency characteristics of ECRL, FCR and BBLH EMGs, during posture 
flexion. The frequency characteristics include powers spectral estimates for the three 
EMGs on the first row of plots (a, b, c), with the small vertical lines at the top right 
give the estimated magnitude of a 95% confidence interval. The second row of plots 
(d, e, f) gives the coherence estimates between all three pairs of EMGs. The green 
horizontal line represents the estimated upper 95% confidence limit. The third row of 
plots (g, h, i) corresponds to the cumulant estimates for the current phase for the 
same pairs of muscles corresponding to coherence plots. The horizontal line at zero 
is the asymptotic value and the green horizontal lines are the estimated upper and 
lower 95% confidence limits. The fourth row (j, k, 1) represents the phase estimate 
for the same pairs, where there is significant coherence. The blue line represents the 
phase as calculated and the red is the phase calculated when one of the rectified 
EMG records was inverted. 
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5.1.3.2 Posture f lexion phase EMG coupling. 
Following the end of the active flexion phase the subjects held their wrist in 

the flexed position. In this posture a degree of co-activation between FCR and ECRL 

can be expected given the need to stabilise the position of the hand against 

gravitational influences. Fig. 5.8 illustrates the characteristics of the intermuscular 

coupling during this postural phase of the trial. 

All three EMG power spectra contain 1-6Hz features (Fig. 5.8a, b, c). Most 

likely this reflects low frequency tremor signals or the biomechanical properties of 

the wrist-forearm. The EMG power spectra for ECRL, FCR and BBLH are 

dominated by peaks close to 10Hz. ECRL and BBLH spectra also show 

distinguishable features around 20Hz. This is typical for muscles performing 

voluntary postural tasks. A clear beta peak in the FCR spectrum is not present, but 

there is generally high activation in the 10 to 30Hz area. Some gamma features are 

also present in the FCR spectrum. 
The coherence plots show distinct coupling between all three muscles with 

peaks at 20Hz and 22Hz respectively for ECRL\FCR, FCR\BBLH and ECRL\BBLH 

muscle pairs (Fig. 5.8d, ef). The coherences are statistically significant and strong 

especially between the FCR and BBLH EMGs. The shape of the coherence peaks in 

the 15-30Hz band is similar for all three muscle pairs. However, while all three pairs 

are strongly coupled in the 15-30Hz frequency band, only FCR\BBLH pair is 

strongly coupled in the 5-15Hz band. In the same plot, 35-50Hz features are also 

present. A small feature at 48Hz is present in each plot but is only statisticaly 

significant in FCR/BBLH and ECRUBBLH coherences. 

The cumulant plots confirm the near 20Hz coupling. All plots (Fig. 5.8g, h, i) 

have positive narrow peak and each EMG appears to be synchronised and "in phase", 

with lags very close to zero. The narrow peak and the highly dumped oscillatory 

features indicate a degree of short term synchronisation between each motor pool, 

rather that common rhythmic oscillatory input. During the posture flexion the 

cumulant for FCR\BBLH shows the strongest coupling. As with the corresponding 

coherence plots the FCR\BBLH cumulant plot resembles the ECRL\BBLH 

cumulant. 
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Fig. 5.9 Cumulant plot for ECRL\FCR EMGs during posture flexion. The red plot 
represents the cumulant estimate for the whole 0-500Hz spectrum and the blue plot 
represents the estimate for the frequency band indicated at the top of the plot. 
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Fig. 5.10 Example of delay estimation from the 13-28Hz ECRL\FCR phase curve, 
based on weighted least squares regression. The solid line shows the delay estimate 
while the dashed lines show the error. The dotted lines highlight the fact that the 
extension of the delay estimate fit should cross zero. The red plot indicates the phase 
when one of the two EMGs is inverted. This would give a valid result when signals 
where synchronised in an out of phase fashion, which is not the case here. 
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Closer examination of the cumulant density estimates illustrates that for 

ECRL\FCR cumulant (Fig. 5.9, blue line) the components within the 20Hz range 

provide most of the statisticaly significant features apparent in wideband full 

cumulant (Fig. 5.9 red line). The original plot, reveals zero lag between the two 

signals. The cumulant for the 13-28Hz band, represented in the blue plot, reveals a 

very small lead for the FCR over the ECRL of -3ms. The dominant coupling 

frequency derived by the secondary peaks, is 20Hz, while for the coherence plot 

shows maximum coherence at 20.50Hz. The phase plot (Fig. 5.8j and Fig. 5.10) for 

13-28 Hz derives -3.7±1.2 ms, very close to the -3ms predicted by the cumulant plot. 

The latency detected is too short to be the result of any reflex mechanism and most 
likely can be accounted for by differences in EMG conduction velocities. The short 
lag time combined with the sharp shape of cumulant plot and the coherence plots 

suggest that short term synchronisation of central origin is a likely explanation. In 

addition, and in light of the results from the simulation study in Appendix 8.3 it is 

highly likely that this common drive is oscillatory in nature. 

The origin of this common oscillation could be supraspinal structures, and 

more specifically the motor cortex, considering the fact that as coherence between 

cortical activity and EMG occurs during posture for a similar range of frequencies 

(Conway, Halliday et al. 1995). 

For the FCR\BBLH muscles (Fig. 5.8e), statisticaly significant coherence was 

present within the 0-5Hz, 5-13Hz and 13-35Hz ranges. The 0-5Hz cumulant (Fig. 

5.1 la) showed "in phase" synchronisation and delay at 36ms while the phase curve 
derived a similar delay estimate of 32.6±15.8ms. The main feature that the cumulant 

reveals for the 5-13Hz band is a trough at +58ms with positive side-peaks at +3 and 
+111 ms (Fig. 5.11b). The phase plot can not be interpreted according to the model 
described in the analytical methods chapter while the shape of the cumulant reveals 

out of phase synchronisation. By inverting one of the two EMGs, the 5-13Hz band 

was "out of phase" synchronised in the respective phase plot (Fig. 5.8k), which 
derived 58.5±13.5ms, delay remarkably close to the 58ms derived by the central 
trough in the corresponding cumulant (Fig. 5.11 b). The almost identical phase 

estimation from cumulant plot and inverted EMG phase estimation is reassuring for 
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Fig. 5.11 Cumulant plots for FCR\BBLH EMGs during posture flexion. The red plot 
represents the cumulant estimate for the whole 0-500Hz spectrum and the blue plot 
represents the estimate for the frequency band indicated at the top of each plot. 
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the "out of phase" synchronisation and the reliable delay estimate between the 

signals. 
5-15Hz coupling between FCR and BBLH appears to be present during either 

maintained flexion and during active flexion (Fig. 5.7e, Fig. 5.13e). The oscillatory 
features of the cumulant are different, supporting the view of a different coupling 

mechanism during the different phases. The absence of 10Hz in the ECRL\FCR 

posture flexion coupling (Fig. 5.8f) and its presence during movement coupling 
further supports the above suggestion. 

The 13-35Hz band cumulant plot (Fig. 5.1 lc) gives +Oms phase lag and a 
frequency of 22Hz. The corresponding phase plot (Fig. 5.8k), estimates a lag of 
0.6±l. lms and is therefore in agreement with the cumulant. Because of the sharp 
cumulant and near zero lag, it is likely that the central peak in the cumulant plot 
represents short term synchronisation of central origin. 

The ECRL\BBLH cumulant in Fig. 5.12 demonstrates strong coupling. The 

corresponding coherence plot (Fig. 5.8j) shows coherence in the 15-28Hz band. The 

cumulant density component for this frequency range shows a positive peak at -2ms 
with the BBLH leading the ECRL. The phase plot (Fig. 5.81) gave a similar delay 

with -1.3±0.9ms and for all intent and purposes this can be considered to be 

indicative of synchronisation at approximately 22Hz as indicated by the sidebands. 
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Fig. 5.13 Frequency characteristics of ECRL, FCR and BBLH EMGs, during 
movement extension. The frequency characteristics include powers spectral estimates 
for the three EMGs on the first row of plots (a, b, c), with the small vertical lines at 
the top right give the estimated magnitude of a 95% confidence interval. The second 
row of plots (d, e, f) gives the coherence estimates between all three pairs of EMGs. 
The green horizontal line represents the estimated upper 95% confidence limit. The 
third row of plots (g, h, i) corresponds to the cumulant estimates for the current phase 
for the same pairs of muscles corresponding to coherence plots. The horizontal line 

at zero is the asymptotic value and the green horizontal lines are the estimated upper 
and lower 95% confidence limits. The fourth row (j, k, 1) represents the phase 
estimate for the same pairs, where there is significant coherence. The blue line 
represents the phase as calculated and the red is the phase calculated when one of the 
rectified EMG records was inverted. 
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5.1.3.3 Movement extension phase EMG coupling 
Fig. 5.13 shows the characteristics of the EMG spectra, coherence cumulant 

and phase estimate during movement extension phase. As in the flexion phase of 

movement, during extension statisticaly significant coherence occurs in the low 

frequency 0-6Hz band between ECRL and FCR. The neurogenic or biomechanical 

origin of this activity is not clear. 
During extension movement there is high activation in the ECRL muscle 

especially in the 0-8Hz spectral range (Fig. 5.13a). An 8-12Hz feature is not as large 

as expected, and the spectra are dominated by low frequencies. The FCR and BBLH 

spectra (Fig. 5.13b, c) show prominent peaks close to 10Hz. Beta features are also 

present in the BBLH plot. ECRL\FCR and FCR\BBLH EMGs show statisticaly 

significant 10Hz coupling for but as seen in Fig. 5.13f, the ECRL\BBLH pair lacks 

any strong coupling in the same band. No 20Hz coherence is observed in Fig. 5.13f. 

As seen in Fig. 5.13d, e, 15-35Hz coherence has been suppressed compared with the 

previous flexion posture. However small coherence, just over the confidence limit 

can be observed in both plots for 15-35Hz and 35-50Hz bands. 

While the cumulant for ECRL\BBLH muscles in Fig. 5.131 shows no 

statisticaly significant synchronisation features, the ECRL\FCR and FCR\BBLH 

pairs (Fig. 5.13g, h) show statisticaly significant 10Hz coupling in agreement with the 

corresponding coherence plots. Similar to the movement flexion phase both plots 

contain a central trough. However differences in the shape and the timing of the 

overall plot suggest differences in the nature of synchronisation. The cumulant plots 

and their frequency components will be examined in detail later. 

Fig. 5.14 illustrates that ECRL\FCR EMGs are coupled in the 0-6Hz band. 

The synchronisation is out of phase and the delay given by the central trough of the 

cumulant (Fig. 5.14a) is -2ms while the corresponding phase estimate is similar at - 
2.0±27. Oms despite the high error. 

The cumulant density component is also shown for the 6-13Hz band for the 
ECRL\FCR muscle pair in Fig. 5.14b. There is a central broad trough at -3 ms, 

revealing "out of phase" synchronisation. The two positive sidebands are located at - 
53ms and +50ms. The phase of the ECRL with the inverted FCR EMG is -4.7±4.5, 
similar to the cumulant prediction, which means that the FCR has a small lead over 
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Fig. 5.14 Cumulant plot for ECRL\FCR EMGs during movement extension. The red 
plot represents the cumulant estimate for the whole 0-500Hz spectrum and the blue 
plot represents the estimate for the frequency band indicated at the top of the plot. 
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Fig. 5.16 Cumulant plot for ECRL\BBLH EMGs during posture flexion. The red plot 
represents the cumulant estimate for the whole 0-500Hz spectrum and the blue plot 
represents the estimate for the frequency band indicated at the top of the plot. 
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the ECRL EMG. During movement extension (Fig. 5.14b) and movement flexion 

(Fig. 5.4b) the cumulant plots appear very similar. The amplitude lag is close to Oms 

for both cases and the negative peak may indicate inhibitory interaction between the 

two EMGs. Also considering the lack of strong 10Hz content in the driving agonist 
ECRL spectral estimate, it is unlikely that a loop mechanism is responsible for the 

very strong FCR 10Hz content, and the resulting coherence. It is more likely that the 

CNS is driving directly the ECRL and FCR, by two out of phase signals of central 

origin. 

The 0-5Hz band in Fig. 5.15a illustrates strong "in phase" synchronisation 

with delay of -8ms according to the cumulant. The phase derived a similar estimate 

of -9.7±34.3ms, however the error was high, which is often the case when for the 

method is used for frequencies below 8Hz. Fig. 5.15b shows the cumulant plot for 

the 5-13Hz band for the FCR\BBLH pair. The main coupling feature appeared at 
11Hz in the corresponding coherence plot (Fig. 5.13e). The main cumulant 

component features are a trough at 78ms and a peak at 28ms of similar absolute 

magnitude. The phase plot derives a latency of 29.5±2.8ms which suggests that the 

second value expresses the lag between the "in phase" synchronised EMG signals. 

The shape of the cumulant has a highly oscillatory form which suggests that a 

common oscillatory input (in a form of a reflex loop) rather than short term 

synchronisation could be responsible for the observed phenomenon. A similar 

cumulant plot was observed for the same pair during flexion movement with a 21ms 

lag (Fig. 5.5b). 

Fig. 5.16 illustrates out of phase coupling between ECRL\BBLH within 1- 
6Hz during movement extension. The cumulant suggests a 6ms delay while the 

corresponding phase was too large (2.9±21.5ms). There was no coupling in the same 
band during movement flexion (Fig. 5.51). 
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Fig. 5.17 Frequency characteristics of ECRL, FCR and BBLH EMGs, during posture 
extension. The frequency characteristics include powers spectral estimates for the 
three EMGs on the first row of plots (a, b, c), with the small vertical lines at the top 
right give the estimated magnitude of a 95% confidence interval. The second row of 
plots (d, e, f) gives the coherence estimates between all three pairs of EMGs. The 
green horizontal line represents the estimated upper 95% confidence limit. The third 
row of plots (g, h, i) corresponds to the cumulant estimates for the current phase for 
the same pairs of muscles corresponding to coherence plots. The horizontal line at 
zero is the asymptotic value and the green horizontal lines are the estimated upper 
and lower 95% confidence limits. The fourth row (j, k, 1) represents the phase 
estimate for the same pairs, where there is significant coherence. The blue line 
represents the phase as calculated and the red is the phase calculated when one of the 
rectified EMG records was inverted. 
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5.1.3.4 Posture extension phase EMG coupling 
Fig. 5.17 demonstrates the pooled results for the three recorded EMGs; 

(ECRL, FCR and BBLH) during extension posture. A low frequency component (0- 

6Hz) is seen in the ECRL and FCR spectra (Fig. 5.17a, b) while it is absent from the 

BBLH spectrum (Fig. 5.17c). This feature could either be of neurological origin or 

the result of low frequency modulation of the EMG due to biomechanical properties 

of the wrist (Lakie, Walsh et al. 1984; Milner 2002). This low frequency activity is 

also illustrated as comodulation in ECRL\FCR coherence (Fig. 5.174 Power spectra 

show 8-12Hz and 15-25Hz peaks for all 3 muscles with 15-25Hz band dominating 

the spectrum of the ECRL (Fig. 5.17a) and 10Hz dominance for the spectra of FCR 

and BBLH (Fig. 5.17b, c). 

The ECRL\FCR pair appears synchronised for a wide range of the beta band 

(10-30Hz) and the gamma band (35-48Hz) (Fig. 5.17d). FCR and BBLH show 

statisticaly significant coherence in the 20Hz area but also a prominent peak at 14Hz 

and 6Hz. The coherence for the ECRL and BBLH muscles is smaller than the other 

two pairs but still statisticaly significant in the region of 20Hz. A small coherence 

peak is also seen at 14Hz for the same pair. It is important that high coherence at 15- 

25Hz can be observed for the two muscle pairs (ECRL\FCR in Fig. 5.17d, 

FCR\BBLH in Fig. 5.17e) but it is much lower for the ECRL\BBLH pair. The 

frequency distributions of the coherence features are also different. In the 

corresponding plots for flexion posture (Fig. 5.8d, edl the coherence features were all 

strong and with a similar frequency distribution. Therefore a functional 

differentiation emerges in the way the muscles are synchronised between the two 

phases of posture; posture flexion and posture extension. 

Observing the cumulant plots for ECRL\FCR and FCR\BBLH (Fig. 5.17g, h) 

it emerges that both contain a statisticaly significant narrow central peak, suggesting 

short term synchronisation with The ECRL\FCR peak showing the strongest 

synchronysation. The ECRL\BBLH shows weak synchronisation (Fig. 5.17i). 
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Fig. 5.18 Cumulant plots for ECRL\FCR EMGs during posture extension. The red 
plot represents the cumulant estimate for the whole 0-500Hz spectrum and the blue 
plot represents the estimate for the frequency band indicated at the top of each plot. 
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Examining the ECRL\FCR pair cumulant estimates in detail in Fig. 5.18a, 

low frequency "in phase" EMG comodulation can be observed within the 0-6Hz 

band the cumulant shows a -15ms delay while the phase gives -16.0±25. lms 

suggesting that FCR is leading ECRL. 

Examining the same ECRL\FCR cumulant within the 8-14Hz band in Fig. 

5.18b a feature of approximately 10Hz is present, not obvious in the wideband 

cumulant plot. There are two main features with similar absolute amplitude, a trough 

at -51ms and a peak at -5ms. The phase estimates derives -6.0±3.7ms delay which 
indicates that -5ms the peak is the dominant feature. This suggests "in phase" 

synchronisation in this frequency band with FCR having a slight lead over the ECRL 

EMG. 

For the main coherence feature seen at 14-33Hz in Fig. 5.18c the cumulant 
shows a Oms lag and secondary features associated with 22Hz synchronisation. The 

phase plot also derives a similar delay at 0.0±0.6ms. The cumulant for the 33-48Hz 

feature in Fig. 5.18d gives statisticaly significant coupling indicating synchronisation 

around 37Hz, with a central peak at Oms. The corresponding phase gives a similar 

near zero delay estimate at -0.3±0.4ms. 
The FCR\BBLH coherence plot (Fig. ' 5.17e) contains a number of distinct 

features. Fig. 5.19 illustrates the cumulant density analysis for the different 

frequency bands. Within the 0-4Hz range the cumulant peak shows a 31 ms delay 

while the corresponding phase gives 29.3±34.3ms. This suggests that FCR is leading 

the BBLH for the specific frequency band. That makes it unlikely to be of central 

origin because of the closer proximity of BBLH to CNS than of FCR. If central 
descending command was underling the coupling in this band BBLH should be 

leading FCR. Therefore some sort of reflex mechanism should be generating this 

synchronisation. 
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Fig. 5.19 Cumulant plots for FCR\BBLH EMGs during posture extension. The red 
plot represents the cumulant estimate for the whole 0-500Hz spectrum and the blue 
plot represents the estimate for the frequency band indicated at the top of each plot. 
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Fig. 5.20 Cumulant plot for ECRL\BBLH EMGs during posture extension. The red 
plot represents the cumulant estimate for the whole 0-500Hz spectrum and the blue 
plot represents the estimate for the frequency band indicated at the top of the plot. 
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The cumulant estimate for the 4-9Hz band (Fig. 5.19b) reveals a central peak 

at Oms and suggests 6Hz coupling. The phase does not give a valid result and 

contains 'a large error. The cumulant for the 9-16Hz band (Fig. 5.19c) shows a peak 

at 5ms and has a highly oscillatory shape. The phase plot gives a fairly close estimate 

at 3.4±3. Oms. The last statisticaly significant feature lies in the 16-26Hz band (Fig. 

5.19d) and the cumulant estimate gives a positive peak at -lms and an oscillatory 
form. The phase derives a similar value of 0.4 ± 1.9ms. 

Comparing the coherences for ECRL\FCR and FCR\BBLH pairs in Fig. 5.17, 

a symmetric shape of the coherence plot around the dominant frequency for the first 

pair is apparent. This is not the case for the second where a rapid decline is observed 
after the 24Hz. 

The ECRL\BBLH coupling shows a weak coherence feature in the 17-25Hz 
band (Fig. 5.20). The cumulant plot shows synchronisation features just over the 

confidence limit. It shows a positive peak and a latency of -2ms. The dominant 

coupling frequency is at 20Hz. The phase plot gives a similar delay at -1.5±3.2ms. 
The corresponding coupling feature during flexion posture for the same pair of 

muscles was considerablystronger. 
L 
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ECRL FCR BBLH 

0-5 Hz 5-15 Hz 15-35 H 35-50 H 0-5 Hz 5-15 Hz 15-35 H 35-50 H 0-5 Hz 5-15 Hz 15-35 H 35-5" 

Movement Flexion 2Hz 11 Hz 2Hz 11 Hz 14Hz 23Hz 

Posture Flexion 2Hz 14Hz 27Hz 2Hz 11Hz 22Hz 2Hz 12Hz 23Hz 

movement 
F-Ytpnqinn 

1Hz 21 Hz 39Hz 2Hz 11Hz 11Hz 

Posture Extension 2Hz 11 Hz 22Hz 2Hz 11 Hz 22Hz 37Hz 9Hz 22Hz T t- 

Table 5.1 Power spectral features appearing in EMG during the four motion phases. 
The frequency spectrum has been separated in four bands and the central frequency 

of the most important feature in each band is shown. 

ECRL\FCR FCR\BBLH ECRL\BBLH 

Frequ 
y 0-5 Hz 5-15 Hz 15-35 Hz 35-50 Hz 0-5 Hz 5-15 Hz 15-35 Hz 35-50 Hz 0-5 Hz 5-15 Hz 15-35 Hz 35-50 

Dela 

3H 10Hz 36Hz 1Hz 10Hz 
Movemen 

7 

t Flexion 5ms Om -5m 51m 22m 

Posture 
21Hz 

1Hz 
8Hz 22Hz 

48H 

Flexion 
-3m 

3m 
53m Om 

Om 

7-2ms 

Movemen 1Hz 11Hz / 11Hz / 

t 
Extension -2m -3m 2ms 28m 5ms 

1Hz 11Hz 21 Hz 45Hz 1Hz 13Hz 22Hz 20Hz 
Posture 

Extension 
-15m -5m Om Om 50m 

/5mr 
-1m -2m 

Table 5.2 Intermuscular coupling features appearing during the four motion phases 
(ECRL\FCR, FCR\. The frequency spectrum has been separated in four bands and 
the central frequency and delay of the most important feature in each band is shown. 
Black colour represents in phase coupling while red colour represents out of phase 
intermuscular coupling. 
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5.1.3.5 Summary 

Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 contain the summarised results from the current 

experiment. The frequency spectrum has been separated in 4 different bands: 0-SHz, 

5-15Hz, 15-35Hz and 35-50Hz. The peak frequency of the main coherence features 

in each band appears in each cell. The delay derived by the cumulant central peak or 

trough is also included, when verified by the phase curve delay estimation based on 

the weighted least squares regression. Only the main features were included; the 

magnitude of the coherence peak had to be at least two times greater than the 

confidence limit. The main findings of the results were: 

" High coupling was observed centred around 10Hz between wrist agonist and 

antagonist during flexion and extension movements, which is probably of central 

origin. The ECRL\FCR EMGs were coupled "out of phase" and with zero delay. 

This coherence was completely suppressed during posture flexion. The kind of 

synchronisation appears to be a common oscillatory input with independent Poisson 

processes as it appears in Appendix 8.4.4-Example 4 (Fig. 8.30, Fig. 8.31). A model 

that can better describe the out of phase nature of the signals can be seen in 

Analytical Methods 4.4.3 (Fig. 4.6, Fig. 4.7) 

" ECRL\FCR and FCR\BBLH EMG pairs showed strong coupling during 

movement at 10Hz, but no coupling was observed in the same frequency between 

ECRL\BBLH. FCR\BBLH coupling was "in phase" and delay suggested that FCR 

leads BBLH by 22-28ms during movement flexion-extension despite the fact that 

BBLH is located closer to the CNS, suggesting that a peripheral reflex mechanism 

may be the underlying cause. The kind of synchronisation appears to be a common 

oscillatory input with independent Poisson processes as it appears in Appendix 8.4.4- 

Example 4 (Fig. 8.30, Fig. 8.3 1) with the only difference that delay is also introduced. 

" High coherence was present between agonist and antagonist in the 15-35Hz 

band, centred around 21 Hz occurred during posture extension and posture flexion 

between ECRL\FCR agonist and antagonist. The coupling was "in phase" with 
delays between the signals close to zero. Short term synchronisation of central origin 

appears to cause this activity. This coupling was suppressed during movement. The 

kind of synchronisation appears to be short term synchronisation. This appears 

similar to a common oscillatory input with common Poisson processes model as it 
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appears in Appendix 8.4.4-Example 4 (Fig. 8.29, Fig. 8.30). There is also some 

resemblance with the model presented in Appendix 8.4.3-Example 3-Non oscillatory 

inputs producing oscillatory output. However the strong power spectra harmonics 

and the not well defined coupling features appearing in the simulated data do not 

suggest this model as a valid explanation of the coherence behaviour. 

" FCR\BBLH were synchronised at 10Hz during posture and movement but 

with different coupling characteristics for posture and movement indicating that 

different physiological mechanisms may be involved. 

" High 1-5Hz ECRL\FCR coupling was present during posture and movement. 
During movement it had "out of phase" synchronisation properties while during 

posture it was "in phase" synchronisation. The neurogenic or biomechanical origin is 

not clear and needs to be further investigated. 

" High ECRL\FCR coherence between 35-50Hz was present during posture 

extension, while absent during posture flexion. 

" The most statisticaly significant power feature was the high antagonist FCR 

10Hz feature during movement and the absence of a clear 10Hz feature for the ECRL 

agonist during extension movement. Similarly ECRL demonstrated high 10Hz 

during flexion movement. 
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Fig. 5.21 Monopolar (A) and bipolar (B) multichannel EEG montages showing the 
main motor anatomical motor areas. 
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5.1.4 Cortical and Corticomuscular frequency characteristics. 
As shown before, task dependent synchronisation occurs between muscles 

involved in postural or movement tasks. During posture, synchronisation occurs 

centred around the 10Hz and 20Hz bands while for movement the 20Hz coupling 

may get suppressed while there is still coupling at 10Hz. Various groups have 

suggested the supraspinal origin of the 10Hz and 20Hz EMG frequency modulations 

(Vallbo and Wessberg 1993; Salenius, Portin et al. 1997). Some evidence supporting 

the central origin or contribution of the under discussion frequencies has already 

been presented in the previous section examining EMG signals. The frequency 

characteristics of the EEG signal in relation with the EMG signal are now going to be 

examined. Similar analysis methods with the ones previously used for EMG signals 

were employed 

Before the application of the analytical methods that have already been 

described, the move-hold data had to be prepared and organised according to the 

individual phases in the same way that the data was prepared for the analysis of the 

EMG. Data from the same move hold sequence were used so the results are directly 

comparable with the previous section. The data for each one of the four phases, for 

each of the 21 trials and for every subject, were segmented and reshaped to produce a 

single record representing one specific task phase. The frequency estimate of that 

record corresponded the specific task and to the pooled estimate representing 

common intersubject characteristics. Only the data 200ms after the audio cue 
(indicating the start of a phase) to 200ms before the next cue (indicating the end of 

the phase) were used. In this way 400ms from each phase were discarded, in order to 

ensure the subject was actually performing the current task and avoid any effect of 

poor synchronisation with the audio cues and reaction time lag. 

The spatial characteristics (distribution of features over the scalp) of the 

cortical signals are also of great interest. For this reason multiple monopolar channels 

(Fig. 5.21A) over the ipsilateral and contralateral motor cortex were recorded in order 

to examine the variations of localised signals over a wide area. Bipolar recordings 

were also produced by generating montages of bipolar electrodes in both vertical and 

horizontal directions by means of subtracting the records corresponding to the 

bipolar electrode pairs as shown in Fig. 5.21B. In this way the identification 
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frequency characteristics and corticomuscular coupling between individual muscles 

and a widespread area over the motor cortex was possible. The cortical area 

examined included the contralateral and ipsilateral primary motor and sensory 

cortices, the premotor area and the SMA. 

During the analysis a number of parameters were calculated, corticomuscular 
coherences between all three muscles and monopolar or bipolar EEG channels as 

well as cumulant densities and phases. Intracortical spectral estimates were also 

calculated. Given the sheer scale of the number of graphs generated, only the most 

representative have been included. 
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5.1.4.1 EEG Power Spectral density task dependent features 
During the move-hold sequence task EEG recordings were acquired. In order 

to examine task dependent changes in the power spectral power of EEG signals the 

corresponding to the movement phase, monopolar and bipolar power spectral density 

plots were created and they are included in Appendix 8.2. These plots demonstrated 

some interesting features throughout the whole examined power spectrum: 

" Very high delta (0-3Hz) and high theta (4-7Hz) frequency content during all 

move-hold sequence phases. 

0 Distinct alpha (8-13Hz) features during all move-hold sequence phases that 

appear in central electrodes and reach a maximum in centroparietal 
electrodes. These features were laterally symmetrical. 

" Beta features were always present and increased mainly during posture. 

0 Gamma features did appear but with no clear organisation and task 
dependency. 

It was not possible to extract more information in the way the EEG power 

spectral plots were presented. Plotting the differences of the spectral estimates (rather 

than individual phase spectral estimates) for successive movement or posture phases 

revealed the task modulation in a more comprehensive manner. For example the 
EEG spectral power modulation between movement flexion and posture flexion was 
derived by simple arithmetic subtraction of the spectral estimates for corresponding 
channels during these two phases. The scale and improved magnitude resolution of 
the produced plots allowed small differences to emerge in a way that can be easily 
identified. 
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Fig. 5.22 EEG monopolar power spectral difference map between movement flexion 

and posture flexion; pooled power spectral maps. The labels represent the relative 
position of the electrodes over the head. The green vertical line indicates the 
magnitude of a 95% confidence interval for the spectral estimates. 
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Fig. 5.23 EEG bipolar power spectral difference map between movement flexion and 
posture flexion; pooled power spectral maps. The labels represent the relative 
position of the electrodes over the head. The green vertical line indicates the 
magnitude of a 95% confidence interval for the spectral estimates. 
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5.1.4.1.1 EEG spectral changes between movement flexion and posture flexion. 

Fig. 5.22 displays the monopolar EEG power spectral differences between 

posture flexion and movement flexion. It demonstrates an increase in the posture 
flexion power spectrum throughout the whole examined spectrum for the majority of 
the electrodes. This increase mainly took place in the alpha and beta bands. 10 and 
20Hz features were higher in the contralateral central and centroparietal electrodes 
(C5, C3, Cl, CP5, CP3 and CP1) while the main beta feature in the ipsilateral cortex 

was closer to 24Hz (F2, F4, FCZ, FC2, FC4, CZ, C2, C4 and C6). The most obvious 
decrease features were observed for the ipsilateral frontal and frontocentral 

electrodes in the high beta and gamma bands with negative peaks at 32 and 40Hz 

(FZ, F2, F4, F6, FC2, FC4 and FC6). A number of high beta and gamma increase 

features were present in the contralateral cortex with the most prominent located in 

the contralateral frontal and frontocentral areas. 
Increase in the 0-5Hz power during flexion posture (compared to movement 

flexion) was also observed. This increase is higher in frontal and frontocentral 

electrodes and also higher in ipsilateral electrodes. The highest such increase was 

observed in F6 electrode. 

Fig. 5.23 demonstrates the corresponding bipolar EEG powers spectral 
differences between movement flexion and posture flexion. It contained analogues 

changes in similar frequency bands with a different spatial distribution than the 

monopolar plot. Increase in the beta power during posture flexion was present for a 
number of electrodes mainly in frontocentral and central areas. The highest increase 
having a peak at 21 Hz was given by the FC 1-C 1 bipolar electrode pair. 10Hz 
features were present for a number of electrodes but they were not as distinctive as 
the ones observed in the corresponding monopolar map. The most statisticaly 

significant alpha features were observed for CP5-CP3, CP3-CP1, CP1-CPz, CPz- 
CP2, CP2-CP4, and CP4-CP6. A considerable decrease in high beta and gamma 
bands was also present for contralateral and medial centroparietal electrodes as well 

as medial and ipsilateral frontocentral and central electrode pairs (CP3-CP1, CP1- 
CPZ, CZ-C2, FC2-C2, C2-CP2, C2-C4, FC4-C4 and C4-CP4). The 0-5Hz bang 

showed increased power for all the electrodes taking its highest in the contralateral 
central and frontal electrodes. 
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Fig. 5.24 EEG monopolar power spectral difference map between posture flexion 
and movement extension, pooled power spectral maps. The labels represent the 
relative position of the electrodes over the head. The green vertical line indicates the 
magnitude of a 95% confidence interval for the spectral estimates. 
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Fig. 5.25 EEG bipolar power spectral difference map between posture flexion and 
movement extension, pooled power spectral maps. The labels represent the relative 
position of the electrodes over the head. The green vertical line indicates the 
magnitude of a 95% confidence interval for the spectral estimates. 
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5.1.4.1.2 EEG spectral changes between posture flexion and movement extension. 

Fig. 5.24 displays the monopolar EEG power spectral differences between 

posture flexion and movement extension. Spectral power for most of the electrodes 

has decreased over the examined frequency spectrum. The most significant changes 

take place in the contralateral cortex. Alpha (12Hz) beta (21Hz) and gamma (38Hz) 

features show a decrease especially for contralateral central and centroparietal 

electrodes (C5, C3, CP5 and CP3). Beta activity decreased for all the electrodes 

around the same 22Hz frequency. The main power increase features were observed 
for ipsilateral frontal electrodes at 40Hz and 46Hz (F4 and F6) and for 0-5Hz for 

most contralateral electrodes and especially contralateral central and centroparietal 

electrodes. 

Fig. 5.25 demonstrates the corresponding bipolar EEG power spectral 
differences between posture flexion and movement extension. The most prominent 
feature is the feature expressing reduction in the beta band (21Hz) which appears for 

FC1-C1 electrode pair. Reduction of activity occurs for a number of electrodes in 

Frontocentral central and centroparietal electrodes. However the large and sharp 
decrease in the beta band appears to be localised for FC1-C1 electrode site. Decrease 

in the gamma coherence also appears for a number of electrodes and especially for 

contralateral central and centroparietal electrodes (C5-C3, C5-CPS and CP5-CP3). 
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Fig. 5.26 EEG monopolar power spectral difference map between movement 
extension and posture extension, pooled power spectral maps. The labels represent 
the relative position of the electrodes over the head. The green vertical line indicates 
the magnitude of a 95% confidence interval for the spectral estimates. 
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Fig. 5.27 EEG bipolar power spectral difference map between movement extension 
and posture extension, pooled power spectral maps. The labels represent the relative 
position of the electrodes over the head. The green vertical line indicates the 
magnitude of a 95% confidence interval for the spectral estimates. 
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5.1.4.1.3 EEG spectral changes between movement extension and posture 

extension. 

Fig. 5.26 displays the monopolar EEG power spectral differences between 

posture flexion and movement flexion. It demonstrates an increase in the posture 
flexion power spectrum throughout the whole examined spectrum for all examined 

electrodes. The most important increase features appear in theta, delta, alpha, beta 

and gamma bands. 0-5Hz shows higher increase for ipsilateral electrodes. Sharp 
features centred around 11Hz are very clear for central and centroparietal electrodes 
especially in the contralateral side. Wide beta increase features centred around 22Hz 

appear throughout the cortex and especially for contralateral centroparietal (C3, Cl, 
CZ, CP5, CP3, CPI and CPZ) and medial frontal and frontocentral electrodes (Fl, 
FZ, F2, FC I, FCz and FC2). High beta and gamma features are also present for most 
monopolar power spectra. 

Fig. 5.27 demonstrates the corresponding bipolar EEG power' spectral 
differences between movement and posture extension. The vast majority of 

electrodes increased their spectral power during posture extension (compared to 

movement extension). The most prominent increase features appeared in beta band 

and especially for FC 1-C 1 electrode for which the highest increase occurs. Less 

important increase in the same band occurs for several frontocentral central and 

centroparietal electrodes. Smaller alpha increase features for posture extension 

appear especially in central and centroparietal electrodes. Gamma increase features 

are also present with the highest occurring in the ipsilateral frontal area (F2-F4 and 
F4-FC4) always compared to the movement extension. 
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Fig. 5.28 EEG monopolar power spectral difference map between posture extension 
and movement flexion, pooled power spectral maps. The labels represent the relative 
position of the electrodes over the head. The green vertical line indicates the 
magnitude of a 95% confidence interval for the spectral estimates. 
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Fig. 5.29 EEG bipolar power spectral difference map between posture extension and 
movement flexion, pooled power spectral maps. The labels represent the relative 
position of the electrodes over the head. The green vertical line indicates the 
magnitude of a 95% confidence interval for the spectral estimates. 
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5.1.4.1.4 EEG spectral changes between posture extension and movement f lexion. 

Fig. 5.28 displays the monopolar EEG power spectral differences between 

posture extension and movement flexion. Changes were observed throughout the 

whole examined frequency spectrum. 
0-5Hz decreased during movement flexion for all electrodes with the most 

substantial reduction occurring for frontal electrodes. 10Hz activity also decreased 

especially in contralateral central centroparietal electrodes like C5, CP5, C3, CP3, Cl 

and CP 1 where a distinct negative peak at 11 Hz is present expressing the power 

decrease. Beta power decrease during movement also occurs for the same set of 

electrodes and medial ipsilateral frontocentral and central electrodes. High beta and 

gamma increase during flexion movement compared to extension posture for 

ipsilateral and contralateral frontal and frontocentral electrodes (F5, F3, Fl, FZ, F2, 

F4, F6, FC5, FC3, FC I, FC4 and FC6). 

Fig. 5.29 demonstrates the corresponding bipolar EEG power spectral 
differences between posture extension and flexion movement. The most important 

changes appear in the beta and gamma bands. Decrease in the beta band occurs for a 

large number of electrodes. FC1-C1 demonstrates once more the highest change in 

the form of a high peak expressing the suppression in beta activity during flexion 

movement compared to extension posture. A large increase occurs for high beta and 

gamma bands for contralateral centroparietal electrodes (CP3-CP1, CP1-CPz and 

C1-CPI). Gamma and high beta increase also occurs for a number of electrodes in 

ipsilateral electrodes in frontocentral and central areas (Cz-C2, FC2-C2, C2-CP2 and 
C2-Cz). Small alpha suppression features are also present (FC3-C3, FC1-C1 and Cl- 

Cz) however these features are much smaller than alpha suppression features that 

occurred in the corresponding monopolar map (Fig. 5.28). 
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5.1.4.2 Topographic maps of EEG spectral power 
The results that are going to be presented are in fact a different illustration of 

the results presented in Fig. 5.22-Fig. 5.29 showing the spatial characteristics of EEG 

power differences during the four different phases of the move-hold sequence as 

monopolar and bipolar maps. These maps consist of plotting two dimensional plots 

of the frequency characteristics over a relative position that corresponds to the 

respective electrode site over the cortex. In this way the spatiotemporal changes over 

the examined spectrum were observed and the main EEG spectral power features 

were identified. Alpha, beta and gamma features were identified. The most 
distinguished features were changes in the alpha and especially the beta EEG power. 

The bands were the most considerable task dependent variation occurs were 
identified as 8-12Hz for the alpha band and 17-23Hz for the beta band. Spectral 

power and changes in power within those confines were visualised as topographic 

maps of a scalp data field in a 2-D circular view using interpolation on a fine 

cartesian grid. The positions of the electrodes were also indicated on the topographic 

maps. By illustrating the data in this way it was possible to present the spatial, task 

dependent characteristics for the specific bands that changes are most likely to occur 
in an easy to comprehend way. 

The topographic maps were presented in a configuration that also included 

the wrist angle information derived by the goniometer information. In this way it was 

possible to demonstrate in a graphical way of the movement phase that each map 

represents. 
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Fig. 5.30 EEG monopolar spectral power (A-D) and changes in power (E-H) within 
8-12Hz band visualised as topographic maps of a scalp data field in a 2-D circular 
view using interpolation on a fine cartesian grid. The positions of the electrodes are 
indicated on the topographic maps. The maps present the spatial, task dependent 
characteristics for the 8-12Hz that changes are most likely to occur. Dark red 
represents the highest value while dark blue represents the lowest value. The top plot 
represents the wrist angle information derived by the goniometer demonstrating in a 
graphical way the movement phase that each map represents. The green vertical lines 
represent the audio cues while the interval between the red vertical lines represents 
the transition phases for which data was discarded. The difference maps are: E=A-D, 
F=B-A, G=C-B, H=D-C. 
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Fig. 5.30 shows the monopolar EEG 8-12Hz alpha spectral power modulation 

during the move-hold sequence. The results are pooled across 21 trials and 9 subjects 

as the results presented in the previous sessions. Fig. 5.30A, B, C, D illustrate the 

topographic map of interpolated absolute 8-12Hz power data while Fig. 5.30E, F, G, H 

show the difference between the current phase and the previous phase. for example 

Fig. 5.30F displays the power during posture flexion after subtracting the 

corresponding power during flexion movement. Because of the task dependent 

variations were small compared to the total power, presenting the differences 

increased the resolution of the given colourmap. 

Fig. 5.30A shows the 8-12Hz monopolar alpha power during flexion 

movement. The highest activity for the specific frequency band can be observed for 

the medial electrodes while the lowest can be observed for the lateral electrodes. An 

asymmetry can be observed with contralateral drop in power to be greater than for 

the ipsilateral monopolar electrodes. A different distribution of power can also be 

observed for the rest of the phases with medial electrodes showing the highest 

activity and contralateral and ipsilateral the lower with the contralateral monopolar 

electrodes showing the lowest. However the overall power level appears to be higher 

during posture than during movement. This is confirmed by Fig. 5.30F, H that 

expresses the variation of alpha power from movement flexion to posture flexion and 

movement extension to posture extension. Both topographic maps show an increase 

in alpha power during posture. The increase is not uniform and is higher for 

contralateral centroparietal electrodes for flexion posture and contralateral 

centropärietal and frontal electrodes during posture extension. Decrease in 8-12Hz is 

greater for centroparietal electrodes during movement flexion and frontal electrodes 
during extension movement. 
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Fig. 5.31 EEG bipolar spectral power (A-D) and changes in power (E-H) within 8- 
12Hz band visualised as topographic maps of a scalp data field in a 2-D circular view 
using interpolation on a fine cartesian grid. The positions of the electrodes are 
indicated on the topographic maps. The maps present the spatial, task dependent 
characteristics for the 8-12Hz that changes are most likely to occur. Dark red 
represents the highest value while dark blue represents the lowest value. The top plot 
represents the wrist angle information derived by the goniometer demonstrating in a 
graphical way the movement phase that each map represents. The green vertical lines 
represent the audio cues while the interval between the red vertical lines represents 
the transition phases for which data was discarded. The difference maps are: E=A-D, 
F=B-A, G=C-B, H=D-C. 
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Fig. 5.31 demonstrates the topographic map of 8-12Hz EEG power for 

vertically aligned bipolar electrodes. A pattern of activity appears where a 

continuous trough of low activity appears for contralateral central extending to the 

medial frontal electrodes. A more localised low point appears in central ipsilateral 

electrodes. In a similar fashion to the corresponding monopolar maps in Fig. 

5.30A, B, C, D the power at the ipsilateral site is higher than at the contralateral site. 

One more common feature with the corresponding monopolar maps is the 

suppression of alpha power during movement. The suppression is better illustrated in 

the 8-12Hz power differences between consequent phases shown in Fig. 

5.31E, F, G, H. More specifically the Fig. 5.31E shows the difference in alpha power 

between movement flexion and posture extension. The alpha power follows the 

general power decrease while it is even further suppressed for frontal and 

frontocentral ipsilateral electrodes and the central ' and centroparietal electrodes 

contralateral electrodes. This suppression was inversed during flexion posture when 

an increase in power occurs in similar sites. The distribution of the suppression 
during movement extension (Fig. 5.31 G) is slightly different, with the contralateral 

suppression site more frontally located. However the same pattern of activity with 

one ipsilateral and one contralateral site is present. Similar is the situation during 

posture extension where the recovery of the 8-12Hz power occurs in both ipsilateral 

and contralateral sites, with fontal electrodes also increasing their activity. 

Both monopolar and bipolar topographic alpha power maps show distinct 

changes between different phases. The most important is the general power increase 

during posture and its suppression during movement. There are also differences 

between the two posture phases as well as between the two movement phases. 
Movement flexion and movement extension are followed by suppression of activity 

with a different distribution. Posture extension is connected with a different 

distribution in the alpha power increase than posture extension. Both general alpha 

power 'variation and suppression or rise distribution are more distinct for the 

monopolar maps than the bipolar. In simple terms it is easier to identify transition 
from one phase to the following phase by monitoring the differences of the 

corresponding topographic map of the alpha power spectral differences by 

monitoring the monopolar map than by monitoring the bipolar map. 
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Fig. 5.32 EEG monopolar spectral power (A-D) and changes in power (E-H) within 
the 17-23Hz band visualised as topographic maps of a scalp data field in a 2-D 
circular view using interpolation on a fine cartesian grid. The positions of the 
electrodes are indicated on the topographic maps. The maps present the spatial, task 
dependent characteristics for the 8-12Hz that changes are most likely to occur. Dark 
red represents the highest value while dark blue represents the lowest value. The top 
plot represents the wrist angle information derived by the goniometer demonstrating 
in a graphical way the movement phase that each map represents. The green vertical 
lines represent the audio cues while the interval between the red vertical lines 

represents the transition phases for which data was discarded. The difference maps 
are: E=A-D, F=B-A, G=C-B, H=D-C. 
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Topographic maps in Fig. 5.32A, B, C, D show the distribution of the 17-23Hz 

beta power of topographic electrodes. There is a similar pattern for all three phases 

where alpha appears to be lower in medial frontal electrodes and show a minimum at 

lateral central and centroparietal electrodes. The beta power is lower for the 

contralateral site. The highest beta power occurs at contralateral and ipsilateral 

frontal electrode sites. As with central and centroparietal electrodes there is an 

asymmetry. This time however higher beta power occurs for the contralateral frontal 

monopolar electrodes. 
The topographic maps also reveal a general increase of beta power during 

posture and suppression during movement. This modulation in power is better 

illustrated in the topographic maps expressing the differences in monopolar beta 

power (Fig. 5.32E, F, G, H). It is clearly demonstrated that the beta power is higher 

during posture than during movement. It is also demonstrated that there are two 

centres of the beta power suppression and increase located in the ipsilateral and 

contralateral central and centroparietal sites. Medial frontal and frontocentral 

electrodes also show analogous modulation. During movement flexion the 

suppression is greater at the ipsilateral site (Fig. 5.32E) while during movement 

flexion the main suppression takes place at the contralateral site (Fig. 5.32E). During 

both posture flexion and extension the main increase in power occurs at the 

ipsilateral site (Fig. 5.32F, H) 
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Fig. 5.33 EEG bipolar spectral power (A-D) and changes in power (E-H) within 17- 
23Hz band visualised as topographic maps of a scalp data field in a 2-D circular view 
using interpolation on a fine cartesian grid. The positions of the electrodes are 
indicated on the topographic maps. The maps present the spatial, task dependent 

characteristics for the 8-12Hz that changes are most likely to occur. Dark red 
represents the highest value while dark blue represents the lowest value. The top plot 
represents the wrist angle information derived by the goniometer demonstrating in a 
graphical way the movement phase that each map represents. The green vertical lines 
represent the audio cues while the interval between the red vertical lines represents 
the transition phases for which data was discarded. The difference maps are: E=A-D, 
F=B-A, G=C-B, H=D-C. 
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Fig. 5.33A, B, C, D show the distribution of the vertically aligned bipolar EEG 

channels for the 17-23 beta power during the move-hold sequence. 
The corresponding power differences between consequent phases for the 17- 

23Hz beta band that appear in Fig. 5.33E, F, G, H show a similar spatial organisation. 

Two main centres of power suppression and recovery appear. Both overly the site 

that correspond to the motor cortex. The contralateral site show notably higher 

variation than the ipsilateral one. More specifically 17-23Hz beta band increases 

during posture flexion mainly over the contralateral motor cortex with smaller 

increase also occurring for the ipsilateral cortex. This activity is suppressed during 

extension movement to be re-established during posture extension. The centre of the 

beta power and corticomuscular coherence topographic features overlies the bipolar 

FC1-C1 electrode where the highest beta corticomuscular coherences occurred. This 

area corresponds to the contralateral primary moor cortex. 

Both monopolar and bipolar topographic beta power maps show distinct 

changes between different phases. The most important is the general power increase 

during posture and its suppression during movement which also occurred for the 

alpha and beta band. There are small differences between the two posture phases as 

well as between the two movement phases for the monopolar map. For the equivalent 

alpha monopolar maps the differences were more noteworthy. The distribution of 

power change is well defined for the bipolar map. It would be possible to identify 

transition from movement to posture and vice versa by monitoring the increase or 
decrease of beta power over the FC1-C1 bipolar electrode even though it would not 

provide information on the nature (flexion or extension) of movement performed. 
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5.1.5 Summary of task dependent EEG power results. 
In the last results session the pooled EEG power was examined in relation to 

the task performed during the move-hold sequence. That was achieved by means of 

two types of activity maps. The first type was a grid of two dimensional spectral 

power plots for the examined 0-50Hz power spectrum. The position of the plots in 

the grid corresponded to the relative position of the monopolar or bipolar electrode 

over the scalp. The second type contained spectral power and changes in power 

within the 8-12Hz and 17-23Hz bands where statisticaly significant task dependent 

changes appeared in the previous maps. The information was visualised as 

topographic maps of a scalp data field in a 2-D circular view using interpolation on a 

fine cartesian grid. Useful conclusions were made and include: 

" The overall EEG spectral power was higher during posture than during 

movement for the whole examined spectrum (0-50Hz) with very few exemptions 
(mainly for a number of electrodes in the high beta and gamma bands). 

" Considerable -and statistically significant change features appeared in theta, 

delta, alpha, beta and gamma bands for both monopolar and bipolar maps. 

Particularly strong and well defined were features in changes of alpha and beta 

bands (8-12Hz and 17-23Hz) 

" One of most well defined maps represented the changes in the topographic 

monopolar 8-12Hz map of spectral power differences which gave information 

about the transition from movement to posture as well as the flexion or extension 

type of action. 8-12Hz increased during posture following the general rise in 

activity. 

" The topographic map representing the changes in bipolar EEG within the 17- 

23Hz band between phases was the most consistent in the distribution of power 

changes between phases. The highest variability was concentrated over the FC1- 

C1 electrode overlying the forearm related motor cortex site. However little 

information was present regarding the extension or flexion nature of movement. 

" In general monopolar and bipolar EEG power appeared to contain task dependent 

information indicating movement or posture. 
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5.1.6 'Corticomuscular coupling task dependent features. 

In this section task dependent, corticomuscular coupling features are going to 

be presented. Pooled data from 9 subjects and 21 trials were examined during the 

four phases of the move-hold sequence (movement flexion, posture flexion, 

movement extension, posture extension). were pooled. The plots produced were 

monopolar corticomuscular maps, and bipolar corticomuscular maps. The maps were 

formed by plotting each estimate over the relative position of the corresponding EEG 

electrode. Individual corticomuscular plots containing strong coupling features are 

also presented and further analysed using the cumulant components analysis. 
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Fig. 5.34 Pooled coherence map of all subject data, between right wrist ECRL EMG 
and multiple monopolar EEG channels during flexion movement. The green 
horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 5.35 Pooled cumulant map of all subject data, between right wrist ECRL EMG 
and multiple monopolar EEG channels during flexion movement. The green 
horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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5.1.6.1 Flexion movement phase 

5.1.6.1.1 ECRL coupling 
Fig. 5.34 illustrates the pooled coherence estimates between the ECRL EMG 

and monopolar EEG recordings. The signals were recoded during the wrist 

movement flexion phase of the move-hold sequence task. The estimates are pooled 

across all subjects and trials. 6Hz corticomuscular coherence peaks can be observed 

over a large area, especially in the electrodes overlying medial and ipsilateral 

frontocentral area. The maximum coupling appears at FC2 (Fig. 5.34). Beta (21Hz) 

and gamma (35Hz) coherence features appear in the centroparietal row of electrodes 
but it is weak and not consistent for a large number of electrodes like the 6Hz 

feature. 

The cumulant densities for ECRL EMG with the monopolar EEG channels 
during movement flexion (Fig. 5.35) show coupling in the 6Hz band with a similar 

spatial organisation to the corresponding coherence map (Fig. 5.34). Although no 

peaks exceed the confidence limits, the consistent shape of the cumulant plots across 

a widespread area, as well as the widespread 6Hz coherence appearing in the 

corresponding monopolar coherence map in Fig. 5.34, indicate a possible functional 

feature in the cumulant. 
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Fig. 5.36 Pooled coherence map of all subject data, between right wrist ECRL EMG 

and multiple bipolar EEG channels during flexion movement. The labels represent 
the relative position of the electrodes over the head. Coherence estimate between 
EMG and a bipolar EEG channel, product of two vertically or horizontally aligned 
monopolar ones, is plotted between the labels of the two monopolar EEG electrodes. 
The green horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 5.37 Pooled cumulant map of all subject data, between right wrist ECRL EMG 

and multiple bipolar EEG channels during flexion movement. The labels represent 
the relative position of the electrodes over the head. Cumulant estimate between 
EMG and a bipolar EEG channel, product of two vertically or horizontally aligned 
monopolar ones, is plotted between the labels of the two monopolar EEG electrodes. 
The green horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 5.36 shows the coherence estimate plots between ECRL muscle and 

multiple bipolar EEG channels during wrist movement flexion. The bipolar EEG 

channels contain more localised cortical activity than the monopolar channels. The 

distribution of the coupling features does not resemble the monopolar map in Fig. 

5.34. Local 6Hz features occur in both hemispheres, and especially contralaterally. 
The 6Hz coupling appears almost exclusively for bipolar electrodes of horizontal 

orientation (e. g. Fig. 5.36a). It is especially strong for CP5-CP3, CP3-CP1, CP4-CP6 

and FC5-FC3 electrodes. "High beta" (28Hz) and gamma coupling, medially located 

in central and frontocentral areas can also be observed. The beta band feature comes 
in the shape of a narrow peak, which is stronger for vertically aligned bipolar 

electrodes, and is especially clear between the frontocentral and central row of 

electrodes, FC 1-C 1, FCZ-CZ and FC2-C2. 

The movement flexion cumulant map between ECRL EMG and bipolar EEG 
(Fig. 5.37) does not reveal any strong or widespread coupling features. However 

some of the electrodes showing 6Hz coherence (e. g. FC5-FC3 and CP3-CP1) contain 

a rather consistent cumulant plot containing weak coupling at approximately 6Hz. In 

contrast weak 10Hz cumulant content appears for a few horizontal electrodes, mainly 
CP2 and CP4, while this coupling frequency is not obvious in the coherence map in 

Fig. 5.36. A 3Hz ECRL\EEG cumulant feature also spreadsaccross frontal- 

frontocentral rows of electrodes. 

Fig. 5.38a, b display individual plots from Fig. 5.34 and Fig. 5.35 

respectively. It illustrates the ECRL\FC2 coherence (Fig. 5.38a) and corresponding 

cumulant plot as well as the 5-7Hz cumulant component (Fig. 5.38b) estimated for 

the band of frequencies where statisticaly significant coherence is seen. While the 

wideband (0-500Hz) cumulant illustrates 6Hz coherence (also indicated by the 

corresponding coherence feature) the estimate does not exceed the 95% confidence 
limits. However the 5-7Hz cumulant component feature appears statistically 
significant as it exceeds its individual narrower confidence limits (Fig. 5.38b). The 

coupling appears to be "out of phase". The cumulant indicates a delay of -10ms 
while the corresponding phase derives a similar delay of -9.0±9. Oms (not shown) 
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indicating that the EEG activity leads EMG by that margin (since EMG\EEG 

coupling is calculated, positive phase would mean that the EMG is leading the EEG). 

Two individual plots from Fig. 5.36 and Fig., 5.37 are shown separately in 

Fig. 5.39a, b respectively. 4-7Hz cumulant features are evident (Fig. 5.39a, b) and 

demonstrating features similar to the monopolar corticomuscular frequency 

characteristics that appear in Fig. 5.38. The coherence peaks at 6Hz and the delay 

derived by the 4-7Hz cumulant appears to be -10ms while the corresponding phase 

estimate derives -8.5±24. lms. These values are similar to the ones derived by the 

monopolar plot (-10ms, phase: -9.0±9. Oms). The synchronisation appears to be "in 

phase" while for the ECRL\FC2 pair the coupling was "out of phase". This is not an 

important difference since it is a matter of the orientation of the bipolar electrode. If 

the bipolar electrode pair (FC5-FC3) was inverted (FC3-FC5), "out of phase" 

synchronisation would have occurred instead. It is important to mention that while 

the 6Hz coupling feature is strong and shows a clear spatial organisation in the 

monopolar coherence and cumulant maps (Fig. 5.34, Fig. 5.35) this is not the case for 

the corresponding bipolar maps (Fig. 5.36, Fig. 5.37) where the features appear for a 

smaller number of electrodes with no clear spatial organisation. 

Fig. 5.40 illustrates ECRL\FZ-FCZ coherence, the corresponding wideband 

cumulant plot and the 2Hz-5Hz cumulant component. While the 3Hz coherence 
feature is just over the significance level (Fig. 5.40a), the corresponding 2Hz-5Hz 

cumulant component does not exceed the confidence limits. However the profile of 

the cumulant plot is very similar for ECRL\EEG corticomuscular coherence across 
F5-FC5, F3-FC3, F1-FC1, FZ-FCZ, F2-FC2, F4-FC4 and F6-FC6 bipolar electrodes. 
The similar cumulant profile may suggest that this is a feature with functional 

significance. This could be the case for a number of subjects and not characterise the 

general population. 
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Fig. 5.41 Pooled coherence map of all subject data, between right wrist FCR EMG 
and multiple monopolar EEG channels during flexion movement. The green 
horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 5.42 Pooled cumulant map of all subject data, between right wrist FCR EMG 
and multiple monopolar EEG channels during flexion movement. The green 
horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval 
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5.1.6.1.2 FCR coupling 

Fig. 5.41 shows the coherence estimate plots between FCR muscle and 

multiple monopolar EEG channels during movement flexion. Alpha coupling 
features with a peak at 9Hz are evident over most of the cortical area. This is 

especially high in medial and contralateral areas with a maximum at electrode C2. 

Beta coupling appears in contralateral frontal and ipsilateral centroparietal areas but 

it is relatively weak. 
The corresponding monopolar cumulant map for the same muscle in Fig. 5.42 

shows coupling features just over the statistical significance level. These are 

connected with the 9Hz coupling appearing in the monopolar coherence map in, Fig. 

5.41. 
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Fig. 5.43 Pooled coherence map of all subject data, between right wrist FCR EMG 
and multiple bipolar EEG channels during flexion movement. The labels represent 
the relative position of the electrodes over the head. Coherence estimate between 
EMG and a bipolar EEG channel, product of two vertically or horizontally aligned 
monopolar ones, is plotted between the labels of the two monopolar EEG electrodes. 
The green horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 5.44 Pooled cumulant map of all subject data, between right wrist FCR EMG 
and multiple bipolar EEG channels during flexion movement. The labels represent 
the relative position of the electrodes over the head. Cumulant estimate between 
EMG and a bipolar EEG channel, product of two vertically or horizontally aligned 
monopolar ones, is plotted between the labels of the two monopolar EEG electrodes. 
The green horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 5.43 shows the coherence estimate map between FCR muscle and 

multiple bipolar EEG channels during the movement flexion phase. It contains a 

plethora of coherence peaks for the whole frequency range. Narrow 9Hz peaks are 

the most common features. Features at the same frequency were also observed in the 

corresponding monopolar map (Fig. 5.41). Unlike the monopolar case, the 

distribution of the bipolar 9Hz coupling features do not have any obvious 

organisation. Well defined 28Hz coherence features appear for F4-F6 and F4-FC4 

electrodes and increased gamma activity also occurs over the contralateral 

frontocentral area. The cumulant map (Fig. 5.44) reveals weak coupling features 

connected to the corresponding coherence map. C2-CP2 and C2-C4 for example 

show alpha coupling while F4-FC4 and F4-F6 show beta coupling. 
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Fig. 5.45 FCR\FC2 coherence and corresponding cumulant plot (red plot). The blue 

plot represents the main cumulant component for the frequency band that coherence 
is statistically significant, while the blue dashed lines represent the estimated upper 
and lower 95% confidence limits for the cumulant component. 
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Fig. 5.45 contains the movement flexion FCR\FC2 monopolar coherence and 

cumulant plots highlighted in Fig. 5.41 and Fig. 5.42 respectively. It also contains the 

8-12Hz cumulant component for the frequency band within which coupling is 

statistically significant. The synchronisation appears to be "out of phase" with the C2 

leading FCR signal by 16ms (-16ms delay). The corresponding phase derives a very 

similar delay of -15.1±9.7ms (not shown). 

The monopolar coupling feature for ECRL\FC2 displayed in Fig. 5.38 

showed some similarities and differences to the corresponding FCR\FC2 features 

shown in Fig. 5.45. Both show "out of phase" synchronisation; however the 

ECRL\FC2 feature appears at the lower frequency of 6Hz while FCR\FC2 feature 

appears at 9 Hz. The EEG\EMG delay for FCR is in the 15ms range while the 

corresponding delay for ECRL the delay is in the range of I Oms. 

Fig. 5.46 illustrates the FCR\C2-C4 coherence plot, cumulant and the 7-10Hz 

cumulant component. Fig. 5.45 shows the FCR\C2 monopolar feature that occurs in a 

similar frequency range. FCR\C2-C4 delay is -15ms (-14.0±15.2ms as given by the 

phase estimate, which is not shown), similar to the corresponding monopolar feature 

FCR\C2 in Fig. 5.45b (approximately -16ms). The monopolar feature appears in the 

monopolar map seen in Fig. 5.41 for a large number of electrodes with clear spatial 

organisation the corresponding while the 10Hz bipolar features appear for a few 

electrodes with no obvious organisation. 
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Fig. 5.47 Pooled coherence map of all subject data, between right BBLH EMG and 
multiple monopolar EEG channels during flexion movement. The green horizontal 
line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 5.48 Pooled cumulant map of all subject data, between right BBLH EMG and 
multiple monopolar EEG channels during flexion movement. The green horizontal 
line represents the 95% confidence interval 
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5.1.6.1.3 BBLH coupling 

Fig. 5.47 shows the coherence estimate plots between BBLH muscle and the 

monopolar EEG channels during the movement flexion phase. The map contains 

small coherence features like alpha at 11Hz and gamma 35-38Hz present in 

contralateral frontal frontocentral and central electrodes. Alpha coupling is strongest 
for FZ electrode while gamma is strongest at the F3 electrode. The peaks are narrow. 
The contralateral hemisphere and centroparietal area show very little statistically 

significant coherence. 
The corresponding monopolar cumulant map in Fig. 5.48 does not have clear 

connection with the coherence map most probably because of the fact that coherence 
features are narrow and not particularly strong. A large number of electrodes appear 
to contain a consistent trough most probably connected with, the weak alpha 

coherence feature. The trough is more obvious for medially located electrodes. 
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Fig. 5.49 Pooled coherence map of all subject data, between right BBLH EMG and 
multiple bipolar EEG channels during flexion movement. The labels represent the 
relative position of the electrodes over the head. Coherence estimate between EMG 
and a bipolar EEG channel, product of two vertically or horizontally aligned 
monopolar ones, is plotted between the labels of the two monopolar EEG electrodes. 
The green horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 5.50 Pooled cumulant map of all subject data, between right BBLH EMG and 
multiple bipolar EEG channels during flexion movement. The labels represent the 
relative position of the electrodes over the head. Cumulant estimate between EMG 
and a bipolar EEG channel, product of two vertically or horizontally aligned 
monopolar ones, is plotted between the labels of the two monopolar EEG electrodes. 
The green horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 5.49 shows the coherence estimate plots between BBLH muscle and 

multiple bipolar EEG channels during the movement flexion phase. BBLH acts to 

support the arm in a horizontal position so it would be expected the BBLH muscle to 

be strongly coupled with the contralateral cortex. As illustrated in the bipolar map 

strong beta coherence in the contralateral cortex is not present. Coherences are quite 

small and and with no clear spatial organisation. Fig. 5.50 illustrates the cumulant 

map that corresponds to the coherence map in Fig. 5.49. There is a variety of 

cumulant profiles which correspond to the small coherence features. However these 

are not statistically significant or with any sort of spatial organisation. 
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Fig. 5.51 BBLH\FZ coherence and corresponding cumulant plot (red plot). The blue 
plot represents the 10-13Hz cumulant component while the blue dashed lines 
represent the estimated upper and lower 95% confidence limits for the cumulant 
component 
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Fig. 5.51 contains the BBLH\Fz monopolar coherence and cumulants from 

Fig. 5.47 and Fig. 5.48 respectively. It also contains the 10-13Hz cumulant 

component identified from the coherence plot. The synchronisation within this band 

appears to be "in of phase" with the Fz leading BBLH signal. The cumulant suggests 

a -20ms delay. The corresponding phase derives -21.9±3.4ms (not shown). 

Even though BBLH acts on elbow joint, movement around the wrist joint 

appears to suppress the beta coupling that is present during posture flexion (see Fig. 

5.68). Intermuscular coherence plots showed that very little beta coupling was 

present in the ECRL\BBLH and FCR\BBLH coherences (Fig. 5.3f e) compared with 

posture flexion (Fig. 5.8fe), where all three muscles were involved in a posture task. 

The cortical origin of the beta band intermuscular coupling is suggested' since 

suppression in corticomuscular coupling coincides with suppression of intermuscular 

coupling between FCR\ECRL and between FCR\BBLH (Fig. 5.3d, e). 

Previous studies have reported suppression of intermuscular coherence, under 

similar conditions on synergistic muscles on the same joint (Mulcahy 2001). 

However it is now clear that suppression of corticomuscular coherence between a 

postural active muscle and the cortex can occur, even when a muscle in the same 

functional group is participating in movement acting on a different joint. Because of 

the fact that the forearm is not externally supported but is held only by the action of 

the BBLH muscle, it is possible that subtle movement of the arm could contribute to 

the observed suppression of the beta corticomuscular coherence. However, there are 

strong indications that this is not the case. As will be demonstrated later (Fig. 5.141, 

Fig. 5.149), statisticaly significant beta corticoinuscular coherence can emerge for 

the BBLH EMG during continuous wrist movement, which should show similar 

subtle movement effect of the elbow and BBLH as the intermittent wrist movement. 
This suggests that the lack of beta BBLH corticomuscular coupling observed in Fig. 

5.49 has functional significance. 
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Fig. 5.52 Pooled coherence map of all subject data, between right wrist ECRL EMG 
and multiple monopolar EEG channels during flexion posture. The green horizontal 
line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 5.53 Pooled cumulant map of all subject data, between right wrist ECRL EMG 
and multiple monopolar EEG channels during flexion posture. The green horizontal 
line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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5.1.6.2 Flexion posture phase 

S. 1.6 2.1 ECRL coupling 
Fig. 5.52 shows the coherence estimate map between ECRL muscle and 

multiple monopolar EEG channels during the wrist flexion hold phase. A large area 

of the monopolar map is coupled in the beta band with ECRL wrist antagonist. These 

areas are the medial frontal and frontocentral area (Fl, FZ, F2, F4, FC1, FCz and 

FC2) and the contralateral central and centroparietal area (C3, Cl, CP5, CP3, CP1 

and CPz). Peaks in both areas reach maximums close to 21Hz with narrower and 

higher magnitude features emerging in the frontal cortex. The centroparietal 

coherences are wider with lower maximum. The highest coherence for the frontal 

cortex is observed for the Fz electrode while the centroparietal CP3 electrode gives 

the highest coherence value. The CP3 peak appears much broader than the Fz 

coherence peak. Other coupling features are a 6Hz peak in the frontal and 

frontocentral areas and a gamma peak at the contralateral centroparietal electrodes. A 

6Hz coherence feature was present during flexion movement in ECRL but the 

features show different spatial distribution (Fig. 5.34). 

Fig. 5.53 contains the monopolar ECRL\EEG cumulant map that corresponds 

to the coherence map in Fig. 5.52. It contains beta coupling features, connected to the 

strong beta coherence in the respective areas of the coherence map (frontocentral and 

contralateral central/centroparietal). As has already been mentioned, there are 
differences in the profile of the coherence plots in the two main areas where it 

occurs. This is also the case for the cumulant plots which appear different. These 

differences will be examined in detail in Fig. 5.57 and Fig. 5.58. 
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Fig. 5.54 Pooled coherence map of all subject data, between right wrist ECRL EMG 
and multiple bipolar EEG channels during flexion posture. The labels represent the 
relative position of the electrodes over the head. Coherence estimate between EMG 
and a bipolar EEG channel, product of two vertically or horizontally aligned 
monopolar ones, is plotted between the labels of the two monopolar EEG electrodes. 
The green horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 5.55 Pooled cumulant map of all subject data, between right wrist ECRL EMG 
and multiple bipolar EEG channels during flexion posture. The labels represent the 
relative position of the electrodes over the head. Cumulant estimate between EMG 
and a bipolar EEG channel, product of two vertically or horizontally aligned 
monopolar ones, is plotted between the labels of the two monopolar EEG electrodes. 
The green horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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The bipolar coherence map for flexed posture (Fig. 5.54) shows a very clear 

picture of strong coupling of the ECRL muscle with the cortex during the posture 

flexion phase of the task. More specifically beta coherence appears strongest in the 

contralateral, for frontocentral-central electrodes. The maximum coherence appears 
in the vertically aligned bipolar FC1-C1 electrode pair. The corticomuscular 

coherences for the vertically aligned electrodes are higher than for the horizontal. A 

statisticaly significant 6Hz feature appears for the contralateral electrodes, roughly in 

the same area that beta coherence appears. However, it does not seem to be a 

harmonic connection due to the fact that the size of the 6Hz coherence feature does 

not seem to be connected with the magnitude of the beta coherence peak. For 

example in electrode FC4-C4 the 6 and 21Hz coherence peaks have similar 

magnitudes while in FC1-Cl the difference is massive. Gamma coherences appear 

locally but they are neither strong nor having spatial organisation. The 

corresponding bipolar cumulant map (Fig. 5.55) also shows strong synchronisation 
between the contralateral hemisphere and ECRL EMG. The spatial distribution 

corresponds with the equivalent coherence map from Fig. 5.54. The FC1-C1 

electrode shows the highest coupling. The peaks clearly show that the dominant 

coupling is in the beta band. The vertical electrodes are coupled "in phase" and the 

horizontal coupled "out of phase" coupled with the rectified EMG, presumably an 
effect resulting from the orientation of the bipolar EEG electrodes. ECRL\FC1-C1 

coupling is "in phase" but ECRL\C1-FC1 coupling is "out of phase" coupled with 

the ECRL EMG. 
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Fig. 5.56 ECRL\FZ coherence and corresponding cumulant plot (red plot). The blue 

plot represents the main cumulant component for the frequency band that coherence 
is statistically significant while the blue dashed lines represent the estimated upper 
and lower 95% confidence limits for the cumulant component. 
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Fig. 5.57 ECRL\FZ coherence and corresponding cumulant plot (red plot). The blue 
plot represents the main cumulant component for the frequency band that coherence 
is statistically significant while the blue dashed lines represent the estimated upper 
and lower 95% confidence limits for the cumulant component. 
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Fig. 5.58 ECRL\CP3 coherence and corresponding cumulant plot (red plot). The blue 
plot represents the main cumulant component for the frequency band that coherence 
is statistically significant while the blue dashed lines represent the estimated upper 
and lower 95% confidence limits for the cumulant component. 
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Fig. 5.57a shows the ECRL\Fz coherence, which is highlighted in Fig. 5.52. 

Fig. 5.57b shows the wideband cumulant plot that corresponds to Fig. 5.57a as well 

as the 17-23Hz cumulant component. "In phase" synchronisation takes place with a- 

6ms delay (-6.5±4.4ms as revealed by phase which is not shown). The corresponding 
ECRL\CP3 coherence and 17-23Hz cumulant component is shown in Fig. 5.58. CP3 

has the highest beta coupling feature in the ipsilateral central and centroparietal 

areas. This area (as shown earlier) is strongly coupled with ECRL in the 17-23Hz 

band during posture. Fz activity was coupled "in phase" with ECRL in the beta band, 

but CP3 coupling in this band is "out of phase". The cumulant delay is -7ms (phase: - 
7.6±3.2ms). Fig. 5.56 shows the ECRL\Fz 5-8Hz cumulant. While the cumulant 

profile appears statistically significant the delay phase error is too large to give a 

reliable value. 
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Fig. 5.59 ECRL\FCI-Cl coherence and corresponding cumulant plot (red plot). The 
blue plot represents the main cumulant component for the frequency band that 
coherence is statistically significant while the blue dashed lines represent the 
estimated upper and lower 95% confidence limits for the cumulant component. 
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Fig. 5.60 ECRL\FC 1-C 1 coherence and corresponding cumulant plot (red plot). The 
blue plot represents the main cumulant component for the frequency band that 
coherence is statistically significant while the blue dashed lines represent the 
estimated upper and lower 95% confidence limits for the cumulant component. 
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Fig. 5.59a shows the ECRL\FC1-C1 coherence plot. Fig. 5.59b and Fig. 5.60b show 

the cumulant components for the 5-8Hz and 17-23Hz coupling features respectively. 

The 5-8Hz shows "in phase" coupling with -15ms or +66ms delay. Phase estimates 

could not reliably indicate the correct delay. The prominent beta feature gives a delay 

of -7ms (-7.5±1.6ms as derived by phase). This means that the EEG has a 7ms lead 

over the EMG. 
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Fig. 5.61 Pooled coherence map of all subject data, between right wrist FCR EMG 
and multiple monopolar EEG channels during flexion posture. The green horizontal 
line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 5.62 Pooled cumulant map of all subject data, between right wrist FCR EMG 
and multiple monopolar EEG channels during flexion posture. The green horizontal 
line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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5.1.6.2.2 FCR coupling 
Fig. 5.61 shows the coherence estimate plots between FCR EMG and the 

monopolar EEG channels during the flexion posture phase. Strong beta coupling is 

present in the medial frontal and frontocentral areas (18-26Hz with a peak at 20Hz) 

and the contralateral central and centroparietal areas (14-23Hz). The peaks in the 

frontal and frontocentral areas appear wider and the distribution of coherence in 

those areas different than the corresponding ECRL map of Fig. 5.52. However, the 

peak frequency is still the same (21Hz). A small 4Hz coherence peak appears for the 

whole cortical area and some weak alpha coupling also exists for the medial frontal 

and frontocentral electrodes. 

The monopolar cumulant map for the same muscle during flexion posture 
(Fig. 5.62) shows widespread features that are connected with the beta coupling 

features appearing in the coherence map. The plots are also influenced by a common 

low frequency component (most probably the 4Hz peak), which was not the case for 

the corresponding ECRL map (Fig. 5.53). 
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Fig. 5.63 Pooled coherence map of all subject data, between right wrist FCR EMG 
and multiple bipolar EEG channels during flexion posture. The labels represent the 
relative position of the electrodes over the head. Coherence estimate between EMG 
and a bipolar EEG channel, product of two vertically or horizontally aligned 
monopolar ones, is plotted between the labels of the two monopolar EEG electrodes. 
The green horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 5.64 Pooled cumulant map of all subject data, between right wrist FCR EMG 
and multiple bipolar EEG channels during flexion posture. The labels represent the 
relative position of the electrodes over the head. Cumulant estimate between EMG 
and a bipolar EEG channel, product of two vertically or horizontally aligned 
monopolar ones, is plotted between the labels of the two monopolar EEG electrodes. 
The green horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 5.63 shows the coherence estimates for FCR EMG (agonist) and multiple 

bipolar EEG channels during the posture flexion. The coupling map is very similar 

with the equivalent ECRL corticomuscular map shown in Fig. 5.54. Beta coherence 

(18-27Hz with a main peak at 20-22Hz) is very strong and widespread, and reaches 

its maximum in the contralateral hemisphere over the FC1-C1 electrode. The beta 

coupling is in general higher for the vertically than for the horizontally aligned 

electrodes. Comparing the results with the ECRL (antagonist) bipolar coherence map 

in Fig. 5.54, For FCR the ratio between and horizontal and vertical bipolar electrode 

coherences appears to be higher than for ECRL (Fig. 5.54). This means that there is 

smaller difference between FC1-C1 and C1-Cz for FCR corticomuscular coherence. 

Statistically significant 5,10,15 and 35Hz coherence features are also present 
in the map for a number of electrodes. The coherence magnitudes are much smaller 
than the dominant 20Hz component but they may have some localised functional 

significance. This may well be the case especially for the 15 and 35Hz features that 

appear strong for some electrodes mainly in contralateral frontocentral and central 

electrodes (F1-FC1, FC3-C3, FC1-C1, FCz-Cz and FC2-C2). 

The bipolar cumulant plots for the same muscle in Fig. 5.64 are in line with 
the corresponding coherence map shown in Fig. 5.63, illustrating high beta 

synchronisation in the same areas. Alpha coupling is also obvious in ipsilateral sites 

when not masked by the dominant beta synchronisation. CP4-CP6, C2-C4 and FC2- 

FC4 are the electrodes that show the strongest alpha coupling in the cumulant map 

even though C2-C4 and FC2-FC4 coherences do not reveal alpha coupling. 
Horizontally aligned bipolar electrodes seem more prone to the alpha coupling than 

vertically aligned. 

Fig. 5.65 and Fig. 5.66 show the FCR\Fz and FCR\CP3 coherences, the 

wideband cumulants and the 17-23Hz cumulant features respectively. Fz and CP3 

show the maximum coherences from respective cortical areas of high beta 

corticomuscular coupling during posture. The FCR\Fz figure shows "in phase" 

synchronisation with -4ms delay as derived by the cumulant (phase estimate: - 
3.8±1.9ms) while FCR\CP3 coupling was "out of phase" with similar delay at -3ms 
(phase estimate: -3.1±2.8ms). 
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Fig. 5.65 FCR\FZ coherence and corresponding cumulant plot (red plot). The blue 

plot represents the 17-23Hz cumulant component, while the blue dashed lines 

represent the estimated upper and lower 95% confidence limits for the cumulant 
component. 
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Fig. 5.66 FCR\CP3 coherence and corresponding cumulant plot (red plot). The blue 

plot represents the 17-23Hz cumulant component, while the blue dashed lines 

represent the estimated upper and lower 95% confidence limits for the cumulant 
component. 
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Fig. 5.67 FCR\FC 1-C 1 coherence and corresponding cumulant plot (red plot). The 
blue plot represents the 17-23Hz cumulant component, while the blue dashed lines 
represent the estimated upper and lower 95% confidence limits for the cumulant 
component. 
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Fig. 5.67a shows the most prominent beta coherence feature of the FCR 

bipolar map and the 17-23Hz cumulant plot. FCR\FC1-C1 show clear in phase 

synchronisation with -5ms delay (-4.2±1.7ms as suggested by the phase). 
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Fig. 5.68 Pooled coherence map of all subject data, between right wrist BBLH EMG 
and multiple monopolar EEG channels during flexion posture. The green horizontal 
line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 5.69 Pooled cumulant map of all subject data, between right BBLH EMG and 
multiple monopolar EEG channels during flexion posture. The green horizontal line 
represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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5.1.6.2.3 BBLH coupling 

Fig. 5.68 shows the coherence estimate map between BBLH EMG and 

monopolar EEG channels during flexion posture. Strong beta band coherence is seen 

mainly in the medial frontal and frontocentral areas (21Hz) as well as the 

contralateral central and centroparietal electrodes (17-24Hz). Alpha band coupling is 

almost absent except for a few frontal electrodes showing weak 13Hz. There is also 

very little gamma synchronisation. The corresponding cumulant map contains 

evidence of beta features (Fig. 5.69) in the same electrodes which show high 

coherence. 
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Fig. 5.70 Pooled coherence map of all subject data, between right BBLH EMG and 
multiple bipolar EEG channels during flexion posture. The labels represent the 
relative position of the electrodes over the head. Coherence estimate between EMG 
and a bipolar EEG channel, product of two vertically or horizontally aligned 
monopolar ones, is plotted between the labels of the two monopolar EEG electrodes. 
The green horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 5.71 Pooled cumulant map of all subject data, between right BBLH EMG and 
multiple bipolar EEG channels during flexion posture. The labels represent the 
relative position of the electrodes over the head. Cumulant estimate between EMG 
and a bipolar EEG channel, product of two vertically or horizontally aligned 
monopolar ones, is plotted between the labels of the two monopolar EEG electrodes. 
The green horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 5.70 shows the respective coherence estimate plots between BBLH and 

bipolar EEG channels during the posture flexion phase. It appears similar to FCR and 

ECRL bipolar coherence maps (Fig. 5.54, Fig. 5.63) with strong contralateral beta 

synchronisation that is maximal for the FC1-C1 electrode pair. The spatial 

distribution is slightly different with the appearance of the strong beta component for 

medial and ipsilateral, vertically aligned electrodes in the central and centroparietal 

area (Cz-CPz, C2-CP2 and C4-CP4) and the lower coherence for the contralateral 

vertically aligned bipolar electrodes between the frontal and frontocentral rows (e. g. 

Fl-FC1 and Fz-FCz). Statistically significant alpha synchronisation (12-13Hz) 

occurs especially in the contralateral cortex (FC5-C5 and FC3-C3). 

The cumulant map corresponds closely to the beta coherence map features 

(Fig. 5.71). Beta coupling features are present in the contralateral cortex with 

BBLH\FC1-Cl showing the most prominent beta coupling. CP4-CP6 shows alpha 

coupling despite the fact that there is no coupling in the respective coherence plot. 

Similar observations can be made for the equivalent FCR coherence map Fig. 5.64. 
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Fig. 5.72 BBLH\FZ coherence and corresponding cumulant plot (red plot). The blue 
plot represents the main cumulant component for the frequency band that coherence 
is statistically significant while the blue dashed lines represent the estimated upper 
and lower 95% confidence limits for the cumulant component. 
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Fig. 5.73 BBLH\CP3 coherence and corresponding cumulant plot (red plot). The 
blue plot represents the 17-23Hz cumulant component, while the blue dashed lines 

represent the estimated upper and lower 95% confidence limits for the cumulant 
component. 
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Fig. 5.74 BBLH\FC 1-C 1 coherence and corresponding cumulant plot (red plot). The 
blue plot represents the 17-23Hz cumulant component while the blue dashed lines 
represent the estimated upper and lower 95% confidence limits for the cumulant 
component. 
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Fig. 5.74b shows the BBLH\FC1-C1 17-23Hz component during the posture 
flexion phase. The delay is -8ms (phase: -7.5+-0.5ms). The absolute delay is higher 

than BBLH\CP3 (-4ms) while it is similar to BBLH\Fz (-7ms). 

Fig. 5.72b and Fig. 5.73b show the 17-23Hz cumulant components for 

corticomuscular coupling between BBLH\Fz and BBLH\CP3 respectively. The 

BBLH\Fz 17-23Hz cumulant shows -7ms delay (-5.6±2.5ms as given by phase) 

while the equivalent BBLH\CP3 delay was -4ms (phase: 2.2±3.2ms). 
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Fig. 5.75 Pooled coherence map of all subject data, between right wrist ECRL EMG 
and multiple monopolar EEG channels during extension movement. The green 
horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 5.76 Pooled cumulant map of all subject data, between right wrist ECRL EMG 
and multiple monopolar EEG channels during extension movement. The green 
horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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5.1.6.3 Extension movement 
5.1.6.3.1 ECRL Coupling 

Fig. 5.75 shows the coherence estimate plots between the ECRL muscle and 

multiple monopolar EEG channels during wrist movement extension. In this phase 
this muscle acts as agonist. The strong beta coherence observed during posture 
flexion in the beta in medial frontal and contralateral centroparietal and central areas 
(Fig. 5.52) has been suppressed. Weak beta coupling features in central and 

centroparietal areas (Cz, CP5, CP3 and CPZ) is present. Localised coherence in the 

gamma band (35-38Hz) appears for a number of centroparietal, and central (C3, Cl, 

CP5, CP3, CP 1, CPZ, CP2, CP4 and CP6) as well as one frontal (F5) electrode. 
The monopolar cumulant map (Fig. 5.76) shows consistent low frequency 

coupling over the whole cortex (approximately 3Hz). However these features are not 

above the confidence limits and not clearly connected with the corresponding 

coherence map. 
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Fig. 5.77 Pooled coherence map of all subject data, between right wrist ECRL EMG 
and multiple bipolar EEG channels during extension movement. The labels represent 
the relative position of the electrodes over the head. Coherence estimate between 
EMG and a bipolar EEG channel, product of two vertically or horizontally aligned 
monopolar ones, is plotted between the labels of the two monopolar EEG electrodes. 
The green horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 5.78 Pooled cumulant map of all subject data, between right wrist ECRL EMG 
and multiple bipolar EEG channels during extension movement. The labels represent 
the relative position of the electrodes over the head. Cumulant estimate between 
EMG and a bipolar EEG channel, product of two vertically or horizontally aligned 
monopolar ones, is plotted between the labels of the two monopolar EEG electrodes. 
The green horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 5.77 shows the coherence estimate plots between ECRL muscle and 

multiple bipolar EEG channels during movement extension. The strong and 

widespread 21 Hz coupling observed during posture (Fig. 5.54) is suppressed. A 

number of electrodes contains "high beta" (C1-CPI, CPZ-CP2 and CP5-CP3) and 

gamma coupling features (C2-C4, CP2-CP4 and CP4-CP6). 

The beta coupling is also suppressed in the bipolar ECRL cumulant map (Fig. 

5.78) where no significant coupling features can be observed. In a similar fashion to 

flexion movement (Fig. 5.37), 10Hz coupling appears for CPZ-CP2 and C2-CP2 

electrodes. However, no analogous coupling features appear in the corresponding 

coherence plots in (Fig. 5.77). 
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Fig. 5.79 ECRL\Cz coherence and corresponding cumulant plot (red plot) during 
movement extension. The blue plot represents the 19-30Hz cumulant component 
while the blue dashed lines represent the estimated upper and lower 950/0 confidence 
limits for the cumulant component. 
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Fig. 5.80 ECRL\CP 1 coherence and corresponding cumulant plot (red plot) during 
movement extension. The blue plot represents the 33-38Hz cumulant component 
while the blue dashed lines represent the estimated upper and lower 95% confidence 
limits for the cumulant component. 
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Fig. 5.79b shows the ECRL\Cz cumulant component for the 19-30Hz feature. 

The delay derived by the cumulant is not clear as an "out of phase" 5ms delay or an 
"in phase" 25ms can be detected. The phase plot indicates that the delay is 5.4±3.2ms 

supporting the "in phase" form of coupling suggesting that EMG is leading EEG. 

Fig. 5.80b shows the ECRL\CP1 cumulant component for the 33-38Hz band. 

The ECRL\CP1 33-38Hz cumulant derives a delay of -5ms (phase: -5.4±1.5ms). The 

synchronisation appears to be "in phase" and the EEG leads the EMG as revealed by 

the -5ms delay. 
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Fig. 5.81 Pooled coherence map of all subject data, between right wrist FCR EMG 
and multiple monopolar EEG channels during extension movement. The green 
horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 5.82 Pooled cumulant map of all subject data, between right wrist FCR EMG 
and multiple monopolar EEG channels during extension movement. The green 
horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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S. 1.6.3.2 FCR coupling 
Fig. 5.81 shows the coherence estimate plots between the FCR EMG and 

monopolar EEG channels during extension movement. The corticomuscular 

coherence map of the antagonist FCR shows a narrow beta peak at 15Hz across 

central and centroparietal electrodes. Gamma coupling (33Hz) appears for the same 

area while a "high beta" (26Hz) components appear in the contralateral areas and 
4Hz ipsilaterally. The beta coupling observed during movement in the SMA and 

contralateral sensorimotor areas has been suppressed. 
The cumulant map in Fig. 5.82 shows weak coupling features for central and 

centroparietal electrodes in the 15Hz area that are connected with the narrow 

coherence peaks in the same frequency range in the monopolar coherence map 

shown in Fig. 5.81. 
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Fig. 5.83 Pooled coherence map of all subject data, between right wrist FCR EMG 
and multiple bipolar EEG channels during extension movement. The labels represent 
the relative position of the electrodes over the head. Coherence estimate between 
EMG and a bipolar EEG channel, product of two vertically or horizontally aligned 
monopolar ones, is plotted between the labels of the two monopolar EEG electrodes. 
The green horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 5.84 Pooled cumulant map of all subject data, between right wrist FCR EMG 
and multiple bipolar EEG channels during extension movement. The labels represent 
the relative position of the electrodes over the head. Cumulant estimate between 
EMG and a bipolar EEG channel, product of two vertically or horizontally aligned 
monopolar ones, is plotted between the labels of the two monopolar EEG electrodes. 
The green horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 5.83 shows the coherence estimate plots between FCR muscle and 

multiple bipolar EEG channels during extension movement. The strong posture beta 

coherence has been suppressed. There is however localised alpha, beta and gamma 

peaks. The 4,15, and 33Hz coherence components observed in the bipolar map, also 

appeared in the corresponding monopolar map (Fig. 5.81). 40-50Hz gamma features 

appeared in F1-Fz, Fz-F2, Fz-FCz, FCz-FC2, FC4-FC6, C5-C3, Cz-CPz, C2-CP2, 

C4-CP4, CP3-CPI and CPz-C2.4Hz features were present in Fz-F2, F2-F4, F4-F6, 

Fz-FCz, FCz-FC2, C3-C1, Cz-C2, C2-C4 and CP1-CPz electrode pairs. 15-20Hz 

features appeared in Fz-F2, C5-C3, C3-C1, C1-Cz, Cz-CPz, Cz-C2, CP5-CP2, and 

CPz-CP2, while 33Hz features existed for Fz-FCz, FC2-FC4, FC4-FC8, FC4-C4 and 

C5-C3 bipolar electrode pairs. Apparently there is no clear organisation in the above 

mentioned features. 

The bipolar cumulant map does not contain any strong or widespread features 

for corticomuscular synchronisation. However in the ipsilateral centroparietal area 

alpha features appear. They are more obvious for CPZ-CP2 and CP2-CP4 channels. 
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Fig. 5.85 FCR\CP2 coherence and corresponding cumulant plot (red plot) during 
movement extension. The blue plot represents the 14-17Hz cumulant component 
while the blue dashed lines represent the estimated upper and lower 95% confidence 
limits for the cumulant component. 
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movement extension. The blue plot represents the 14-17Hz cumulant component 
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Fig. 5.85b and Fig. 5.86b show the 14-17Hz cumulant component for 

(monopolar) FCR\CP2 and (bipolar) FCR\Cz-CPz respectively. The delays measured 

by the cumulants are -10ms in both cases (phases gave -10.7±2.6 and -11.4±3.4 

respectively). The similarities in frequency and delay suggest that the monopolar and 
bipolar cumulant feature are expressing the same underlying activity. 
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Fig. 5.87 Pooled coherence map of all subject data, between right BBLH EMG and 
multiple monopolar EEG channels during extension movement. The green horizontal 
line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 5.88 Pooled cumulant map of all subject data, between right BBLH EMG and 
multiple monopolar EEG channels during extension movement. The green horizontal 
line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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5.1.6.3.3 BBLHcoupling 

Fig. 5.87 shows the coherence estimate plots between BBLH EMG and 

monopolar EEG channels during movement extension. A widespread 6Hz narrow 

peak is the only important coupling feature in the monopolar coherence map. It is 

most apparent ipsilaterally and diminishes in amplitude towards the contralateral 

side. The same 6Hz synchronisation feature is also present in the corresponding 

cumulant map presented in Fig. 5.88. 
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Fig. 5.89 Pooled coherence map of all subject data, between right BBLH EMG and 
multiple bipolar EEG channels during extension movement. The labels represent the 
relative position of the electrodes over the head. Coherence estimate between EMG 
and a bipolar EEG channel, product of two vertically or horizontally aligned 
monopolar ones, is plotted between the labels of the two monopolar EEG electrodes. 
The green horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 5.90 Pooled cumulant map of all subject data, between right BBLH EMG and 
multiple bipolar EEG channels during extension movement. The labels represent the 
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monopolar ones, is plotted between the labels of the two monopolar EEG electrodes. 
The green horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 5.89 shows the coherence estimate plots between BBLH and bipolar 

EEG channels during the wrist movement extension phase. The strong beta coupling 

has been greatly suppressed despite the fact that the BBLH muscle is still involved in 

an isometric posture task. 16 and 29Hz peaks appear for medially located electrodes. 

30 and 47Hz gamma coupling also occur for some electrodes, with no obvious 

organisation. 

The weak beta features are not clearly represented in the corresponding 

cumulant map in Fig. 5.90. However some weak alpha features appear in the bipolar 

cumulant map despite not having a strong presence in the bipolar coherence map. 

These features are also widespread over a large area of the contralateral and 

especially ipsilateral cortices (mainly for central and centroparietal electrodes). CPZ- 

CP2, C4-CP4 and FC4-C4 are some of the electrodes for which these features are 

clearly seen. 
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Fig. 5.91 Pooled coherence map of all subject data, between right wrist ECRL EMG 
and multiple monopolar EEG channels during extension posture. The green 
horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 5.92 Pooled cumulant map of all subject data, between right wrist ECRL EMG 

and multiple monopolar EEG channels during extension posture. The green 
horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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5.1.6.4 Extension posture 
5.1.6.4.1 ECRL coupling 

Fig. 5.91 contains the coherence estimate map for the ECRL EMG (agonist) 

and monopolar EEG channels during extension posture. Strong beta coupling absent 

during the extension movement (Fig. 5.75), is now re-established during posture. 

Statistically significant coupling is observed in the beta band over contralateral 

central and centroparietal areas. The medial frontal lobe also shows beta coupling 

features. These features are smaller compared with the equivalent plot in Fig. 5.52 

during flexion posture. The coherence is in the 14-25Hz range with a peak at 20Hz. 

The monopolar cumulant map in Fig. 5.92 shows beta coupling for the same 

set of beta coupled electrodes as shown in the corresponding coherence map in Fig. 

5.91. The coupling features do not exceed the confidence limits in all cases. However 

the beta coupling features are clear and widespread especially over the central and 

cenroparieal areas. 
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Fig. 5.93 Pooled coherence map of all subject data, between right wrist ECRL EMG 
and multiple bipolar EEG channels during extension posture. The labels represent the 
relative position of the electrodes over the head. Coherence estimate between EMG 
and a bipolar EEG channel, product of two vertically or horizontally aligned 
monopolar ones, is plotted between the labels of the two monopolar EEG electrodes. 
The green horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 5.94 Pooled cumulant map of all subject data, between right wrist ECRL EMG 
and multiple bipolar EEG channels during extension posture. The labels represent the 
relative position of the electrodes over the head. Cumulant estimate between EMG 
and a bipolar EEG channel, product of two vertically or horizontally aligned 
monopolar ones, is plotted between the labels of the two monopolar EEG electrodes. 
The green horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 5.93 contains the coherence estimate plots between the ECRL EMG and 

bipolar EEG channels during the posture extension phase. As expected, high beta 

coherence emerges during posture extension in the bipolar plot for contralateral 

central and frontocentral areas. The ECRL\EEG corticomuscular coherence during 

this posture is lower than the coherence seen when ECRL acted was coactive during 

flexion posture (Fig. 5.54). Distinct 10Hz and 15Hz coupling features coexist with 

the prominent 19-25Hz. Despite the strong alpha features in the bipolar coherence 

map, there is only weak occurrence of alpha coupling in the ECRL monopolar map 

(Fig. 5.91). This occurs mainly in the frontal lobe. Horizontally aligned C1-Cz has 

similar coherence magnitude to vertically aligned FC1-C1. In contrast in the 

corresponding map during posture flexion (Fig. 5.54), where FC1-C1 beta coherence 

feature was much larger than C1-Cz beta coherence feature. 

The beta coupling can also be observed in the bipolar cumulant map in Fig. 

5.94, for the same set of electrodes displaying statisticaly significant coherence in the 

bipolar coherence map. Alpha influences in the cumulant plot cannot be observed, 

possibly because they are masked by the prominent beta synchronisation for most of 

the channels. 
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Fig. 5.95 ECRL\Fz coherence and corresponding cumulant plot (red plot) during 
posture extension. The blue plot represents the 9-13Hz cumulant component while 
the blue dashed lines represent the estimated upper and lower 95% confidence limits 
for the cumulant component. 
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Fig. 5.96 ECRL\Fz coherence and corresponding cumulant plot (red plot) during 
posture extension. The blue plot represents the 17-23Hz cumulant component while 
the blue dashed lines represent the estimated upper and lower 95% confidence limits 
for the cumulant component. 
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Fig. 5.97 ECRL\CP3 coherence and corresponding cumulant plot (red plot) during 
posture extension. The blue plot represents the 17-23Hz cumulant component while 
the blue dashed lines represent the estimated upper and lower 95% confidence limits 
for the cumulant component. 
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Fig. 5.95 and Fig. 5.96 show the 9-13Hz and 17-23Hz cumulant components 

respectively between ECRL\Fz. Both couplings are "in phase" and 9-13Hz 

component gives 12ms EMG\EEG delay (phase: -7.9±1. Oms) while the 17-23Hz 

gives a delay of Oms (phase: -1.6±2.4ms). In both cases EEG appears to lead the 

EMG. 

Fig. 5.97b shows the ECRL\CP3 17-23Hz posture extension cumulant 

component that corresponds to the peak of the respective coherence plot. CP3 is 

located in the contralateral centroparietal area which is one of the two centres of 
increased corticomuscular coherence during posture. The coupling appears to be "out 

of phase" with a delay of -7ms (phase: -3.2±4.4ms). The wideband cumulant gives a 

minimum at -5ms. 
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Fig. 5.98 FCR\FC1-C1 coherence and corresponding cumulant plot (red plot) during 

posture flexion. The blue plot represents the 9-13 cumulant component while the 
blue dashed lines represent the estimated upper and lower 95% confidence limits for 
the cumulant component. 
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Fig. 5.99 ECRL\FC 1-C l coherence and corresponding cumulant plot (red plot) 
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limits for the cumulant component. 
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Fig. 5.98 and figure Fig. 5.99 show the 9-13Hz and 17-23Hz cumulant components 

respectively. The 9-13Hz cumulant gives -8ms EMG\EEG delay (phase: -8.2±7.9ms) 
while the 17-23Hz component derives -4ms delay (phase: -3.8±3. Oms). Both 

couplings are "in phase" with the EEG leading the EMG. 
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Fig. 5.100 Pooled coherence map of all subject data, between right wrist FCR EMG 
and multiple monopolar EEG channels during extension posture. The green 
horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 5.101 Pooled cumulant map of all subject data, between right wrist FCR EMG 

and multiple monopolar EEG channels during extension posture. The green 
horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval 
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5.1.6.4.2 FCR coupling 
Fig. 5.100 shows the corticomuscular map between FCR muscle and 

monopolar EEG channels during the extension posture. Beta coupling is widespread 

across the whole cortical area. The strongest coherence appears at the contralateral 

centroparietal and central areas (peaks at 15Hz and 20Hz), as well as medial frontal 

and frontocentral areas (20Hz). Strong alpha coupling at 11 Hz appears for frontal 

and frontocentral electrodes. Some widespread but small magnitude gamma coupling 

at 44Hz is also present. 
The corresponding cumulant plot (Fig. 5.101) as expected is influenced by 

synchronisation over a wide range of frequencies, but mainly in alpha and beta bands 

where the alpha cumulant density features dominate the map. The alpha 

synchronisation is especially, clear for the central and centroparietal electrodes 
despite the fact that for ipsilateral centroparietal electrodes, there is no statisticaly 

significant alpha coherence present in the corresponding coherence plots. 
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Fig. 5.102 Pooled coherence map of all subject data, between right wrist FCR EMG 
and multiple bipolar EEG channels during extension posture. The labels represent the 
relative position of the electrodes over the head. Coherence estimate between EMG 
and a bipolar EEG channel, product of two vertically or horizontally aligned 
monopolar ones, is plotted between the labels of the two monopolar EEG electrodes. 
The green horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 5.103 Pooled cumulant map of all subject data, between right wrist FCR EMG 
and multiple bipolar EEG channels during extension posture. The labels represent the 
relative position of the electrodes over the head. Cumulant estimate between EMG 
and a bipolar EEG channel, product of two vertically or horizontally aligned 
monopolar ones, is plotted between the labels of the two monopolar EEG electrodes. 
The green horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 5.102 shows the corticomuscular map between FCR and the bipolar EEG 

channels during extension posture. The vertically aligned FC1-Cl bipolar electrode 

pair gives the highest beta coherence, with horizontal CI-CZ showing a large 

coupling in the same band. The 10,15 and 20Hz components, observed in the ECRL 

bipolar and FCR monopolar maps can be observed here as well, but are differently 

distributed. Many electrodes also show increased gamma activation at approximately 

35Hz and 45Hz (especially FC5-C5, FC3-C3, FC1-Cl and FCz-Cz). 
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Fig. 5.104 FCR\Fz coherence and corresponding cumulant plot (red plot) during 

posture extension. The blue plot represents the 9-14Hz cumulant component while 
the blue dashed lines represent the estimated upper and lower 95% confidence limits 
for the cumulant component. 
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Fig. 5.105 FCR\Fz coherence and corresponding cumulant plot (red plot) during 

posture extension. The blue plot represents the 17-23Hz cumulant component while 
the blue dashed lines represent the estimated upper and lower 95% confidence limits 
for the cumulant component. 
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Fig. 5.106 FCR\CP3 coherence and corresponding cumulant plot (red plot) during 
posture extension. The blue plot represents the 17-23Hz cumulant component while 
the blue dashed lines represent the estimated upper and lower 95% confidence limits 
for the cumulant component. 
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Fig. 5.104b and Fig. 5.105b show the 9-14Hz and 17-23Hz FCR\Fz cumulant 

components respectively. The 9-14Hz gives 2ms EEG\EMG delay (phase: 

0.1±6.6ms) while the 17-23Hz cumulant gives -5ms (phase: -3.5±2.34ms). The 9- 

14Hz may indicate that the EMG has a slight lead over the EEG signal, but lead of 

EEG over EMG is within the error margin. 

Fig. 5.106 shows the FCR\CP3 17-23Hz cumulant component during the 

posture extension phase. The coupling is "out of phase" at a delay of -8ms 
EMG\EEG (phase suggests: -10.7±5.5ms) 
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Fig. 5.107 FCR\FC 1-C 1 coherence and corresponding cumulant plot (red plot) 
during posture extension. The blue plot represents the 17-23Hz cumulant component 
while the blue dashed lines represent the estimated upper and lower 95°%o confidence 
limits for the cumulant component. 
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Fig. 5.108 FCR\FC 1-C 1 coherence and corresponding cumulant plot (red plot) 
during posture extension. The blue plot represents the 27-45Hz cumulant component 
while the blue dashed lines represent the estimated upper and lower 95% confidence 
limits for the cumulant component. 
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Fig. 5.107b and Fig. 5.108b show the 17-23Hz and 27-45Hz cumulant 

components of FCR\FC1-C1 wideband cumulant respectively. The 17-23Hz 

cumulant component derives a -7ms delay (phase: -5.9±2.2ms) while the 27-45Hz 

shows a very similar EMG\EEG delay of -6ms (phase: -7.5±1.6ms). Both 

synchronisation features reveal "in phase" coupling. 
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Fig. 5.109 Pooled coherence map of all subject data, between right BBLH EMG and 
multiple monopolar EEG channels during extension posture. The green horizontal 
line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 5.110 Pooled cumulant map of all subject data, between right BBLH EMG and 
multiple monopolar EEG channels during extension posture. The green horizontal 
line represents the 95% confidence interval 
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5.1.6.4.3 BBLH coupling 
Fig. 5.109 shows the corticomuscular map between BBLH muscle and 

monopolar EEG channels during extension posture. It displays high beta coupling in 

the medial frontal and frontoparietal area as well as contralateral central and 

centroparietal areas. Weak gamma coupling is present in the contralateral frontal 

electrodes but no alpha coupling is present. This is in contrast to the ECRL and FCR 

monopolar maps (Fig. 5.91,, Fig. 5.100). The corresponding cumulant map (Fig. 

5.110) show beta coupling for the same set of electrodes as the coherence map, with 

beta influences being more obvious in the frontal areas. 

Fig. 5.111 shows the bipolar corticomuscular coherence map between BBLH 

EMG and the paired EEG channels during extension posture. The BBLH map 

contains the strongest beta corticomuscular coherence, for all recorded muscles 

during posture extension. The coherence is very much concentrated between the 

contralateral central and frontocentral area, with the maximum appearing at FC1-C1. 

Strong coherence appears for vertical oriented electrodes. 32Hz coupling appears at 

electrodes where high 12-25Hz beta coupling also occurs. The two features have 

similar distribution, which suggests the possibility that the smaller 32Hz feature may 

be a harmonic of the main feature. BBLH/EEG coherence map during extension 

posture does not contain the alpha features, observed during the corresponding map 

during flexion posture in Fig. 5.70. 
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Fig. 5.111 Pooled coherence map of all subject data, between right BBLH EMG and 
multiple bipolar EEG channels during extension posture. The labels represent the 
relative position of the electrodes over the head. Coherence estimate between EMG 
and a bipolar EEG channel, product of two vertically or horizontally aligned 
monopolar ones, is plotted between the labels of the two monopolar EEG electrodes. 
The green horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 5.112 Pooled cumulant map of all subject data, between right BBLH EMG and 
multiple bipolar EEG channels during extension posture. The labels represent the 
relative position of the electrodes over the head. Cumulant estimate between EMG 
and a bipolar EEG channel, product of two vertically or horizontally aligned 
monopolar ones, is plotted between the labels of the two monopolar EEG electrodes. 
The green horizontal line represents the 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 5.112 shows the corresponding BBLH/bipolar EEG cumulants and 

demonstrates the same strong beta coupling appearing in the coherence map. FC 1-C 1 

electrode shows a statisticaly significant central peak, showing EEG leading the 

EMG signal. There is no clear indication for any alpha synchronisation. 

Fig. 5.113 and Fig. 5.114 show the 17-24Hz for BBLH\Fz and BBLH\CP3 

respectively. BBLH\Fz derives -7ms EMG\EEG delay (phase: -6.1±3.3ms) and "in 

phase" synchronisation while BBLH\CP3 derived -7ms delay (phase: -7.5±4.2ms) 

and "out of phase" synchronisation. 

Fig. 5.115b shows the 17-23Hz cumulant for BBLH\FC1-C1 during posture 

extension. The EMG EEG delay is -8ms while the phase derives -8.1±1.3ms. The 

synchronisation is "in phase". 
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Fig. 5.113 BBLH\Fz coherence and corresponding cumulant plot (red plot) during 

posture extension. The blue plot represents the 17-23Hz cumulant component while 
the blue dashed lines represent the estimated upper and lower 95°°o confidence limits 
for the cumulant component. 
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Fig. 5.114 BBLH\CP3 coherence and corresponding cumulant plot (red plot) during 

posture extension. The blue plot represents the 17-23Hz cumulant component while 
the blue dashed lines represent the estimated upper and lower 95% confidence limits 

for the cumulant component. 
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5.1.6.5 Summary of corticomuscular coupling results 

" Corticomuscular coherences of the wrist extensor, flexor and supporting 

biceps muscles were examined during the move-hold sequence. Strong beta coupling 

in the EEG with all three muscles was present during posture and was stronger 

during posture flexion phase. The beta coherence was strongest over the contralateral 

motor cortex (FC1-C1) for the bipolar EEG while for the monopolar sites it appeared 

strongest in the medial frontal and contralateral centroparietal electrodes. 

" Other smaller features were also occasionally present and include alpha and 

gamma coupling. The amplitude of alpha coherence is not correlated with the 

amplitude of the beta peaks which suggest that the two features were independent. 

The beta features during posture were more defined and show a clearer spatial 

organisation in the bipolar plots than in the monopolar. The spatial organisation 

appeared similar for all three muscles. Cumulant estimates confirmed the presence of 

strong beta rhythmic features and the fact that the cortical beta band drives the 

muscle activity. 

" During movement the strong beta coupling was suppressed for all muscles. 

That was the case for the supporting biceps as well, despite the fact that this muscle 

held the elbow position unchanged. However there were coupling features at lower 

frequencies and more specifically in the 6-9Hz range. These features were present as 

very narrow peaks mainly in the monopolar coherence maps. These features were 

also clear in the corresponding cumulant plots. However, they were not strictly 

statistically significant but because of the consistent shape seen over a wide area, 

these features may be effective as movement indicators in certain individuals. 

" Quite defined rhythmic activity lying in the alpha range was also observed in 

the bipolar cumulant plots even when coherence was not statisticaly significant in 

that band. The cumulant features were not statistically significant and may express 
the coexistence of strong 10Hz frequency content during movement for both EMG 
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and EEG without being strongly correlated. These features should be investigated 

further. 

" The corticomuscular delays revealed by the phase and cumulant plots for beta 

posture coupling features were not consistent ranging from 4-9ms with expected 

corticomuscular times in the range of 15ms. The conduction times for 4-8Hz 

movement features derived conduction times in the 15ms range. 

" The model that appears to be closer to the beta corticomuscular coherence 

appears in Appendix 8.4.4 Example 4. The source of coupling appears to be a 

common oscillatory input with common poison processes, which is responsible for 

the high coherence, the oscillatory cumulant as well as the prominent central 

cumulant peak. 
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Fig. 5.116 EEG monopolar corticomuscular coherences within 17-23Hz band for 
during movement flexion, posture flexion, movement extension, posture extension 
for ECRL (A, B, CD), FCR (E, FG, H), BBLH (I, JK, L) respectively. The coherences 
were visualised as topographic maps of a scalp data field in a 2-D circular view using 
interpolation on a fine cartesian grid. The positions of the electrodes are indicated on 
the topographic maps. Dark red represents the highest value while dark blue 
represents the lowest value. The top plot represents the wrist angle information 
derived by the goniometer demonstrating in a graphical way the movement phase 
that each map represents. The green vertical lines represent the audio cues while the 
interval between the red vertical lines represents the transition phases for which data 
was discarded. 
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5.1.7 Topographic coherence and cumulant maps 
The results that are going to be presented are a different representation of the 

results presented in Fig. 5.34-Fig. 5.115. The corticomuscular characteristics during 

the four move-hold sequence phases were previously presented as monopolar and 

bipolar maps. These maps consisted of two dimensional corticomuscular estimates 

plotted over the relative positions of the corresponding electrode sites over the 

cortex. The spatiotemporal changes over the examined 0-50Hz spectrum could be 

observed and the main coupling features were identified. The most important task 

dependent characteristic identified was beta band coherence and cumulant features 

during posture and the suppression of those features during movement. 

In this session coherence and cumulant estimates within this band will be 

visualised as topographic maps of a scalp data field in a two-dimensional circular 

view using interpolation on a fine cartesian grid. By illustrating the data in this way it 

will be possible to present in an easy to comprehend way the spatial, task dependent 

characteristics for the 17-23Hz band where changes are most likely to occur. It will 

also allow the approximation of the origin of the cortical source responsible for the 

corticomuscular association. The coherence topographic maps were presented in a 

configuration that displayed the wrist angle information. In this way it was possible 

to illustrate in a graphical way the movement phase that each map represents. 

5.1.7.1 Monopolar corticomuscular coherence topographic maps 
Fig. 5.116 illustrates the topographic maps of the 17-23Hz monopolar 

corticomuscular coherence for the three examined muscles during the four phases of 

the move hold sequence. The goniometer information is also displayed in order to 

better illustrate the association of the coherence modulation with the performed task 

phases. Each horizontal row of topographic maps corresponds to each of the three 

EMGs while the columns correspond to the indicated movement phase. It is obvious 

that statisticaly significant coherence features appear during posture flexion Fig. 

5.116B, F, J and posture extension Fig. 5.116D, H, L while these are suppressed during 

movement. Increase in coherence during posture mainly occurs at contralateral 

central and centroparietal sites and the medial frontal and frontocentral electrodes. 
While coherence spatial features appear for all posture maps there are district 
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differences depending on the muscle examined and if the posture is flexion or 

extension. During posture flexion the two main ECRL\EEG corticomuscular features 

appear to have similar amplitude (Fig. 5.116B), while for FCR\EEG map (Fig. 

5.116F) the medial frontal feature is considerably larger than the contralateral 

centroparietal. The opposite can be observed for BBLH\EEG topographic coherence 

map (Fig. 5.116J) where the contralateral centroparietal feature is higher than the 

frontal feature. During posture extension the contralateral centroparietal feature for 

ECRL\EEG (Fig. 5.116D) is higher than the medial frontal one. The corresponding 

features for FCR\EEG and BBLH\EEG maps (Fig. 5.116H and Fig. 5.116L) appear 

to have similar amplitude. 

It is also important to examine the differences for individual muscles in 

relation to the preformed posture task, the spatial distribution of beta corticomuscular 

coherence in relation to posture extension or posture flexion. Comparing ECRL\EEG 

maps during posture flexion and posture extension (Fig. 5.116B and Fig. 5.116D 

respectively) important differences can be observed. During flexion posture the two 

features have a similar magnitude while during posture extension the contralateral 

centroparietal feature is considerably higher than the corresponding frontal. For 

FCR\BBLH posture maps (posture flexion in Fig. 5.116F and posture extension in 

Fig. 5.116H) the overall coherence for posture extension is noticeably lower. For the 

same phase the magnitudes of the two features are comparable. In contrast during 

posture flexion the FCR\EEG coherence is higher for the medial frontal electrodes 

than the contralateral centroparietal ones. 
Fig. 5.116J, L show respectively the BBLH\EEG beta coherences maps during 

posture flexion and posture extension. The overall coherence level is lower during 

posture extension while the two features have similar size. During posture flexion the 

centroparietal feature is larger than the frontal. The distribution of coherences over 

the medial frontal cortex is different. During posture flexion the ipsilateral frontal 

and frontocentral electrodes show higher coherence than the corresponding 

electrodes during posture extension. The last observations confirm once more the 

fact that task modulation of BBLH corticomuscular coupling depends on the task 

performed by the wrist. 
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Fig. 5.117 EEG bipolar corticomuscular coherences within 17-2 "Hz hand for during 
movement flexion, posture flexion, movement extension, posture extension for 
ECRL (A, B, C, D), FCR (E, FG, H), BBLH (I, J, K, L) respectively. The coherences 
were visualised as topographic maps of a scalp data field in a 2-D circular view using 
interpolation on a fine cartesian grid. The positions of the electrodes are indicated on 
the topographic maps. Dark red represents the highest value while dark blue 
represents the lowest value. The top plot represents the wrist angle information 
derived by the goniometer demonstrating in a graphical way the movement phase 
that each map represents. The green vertical lines represent the audio cues while the 
interval between the red vertical lines represents the transition phases for which data 
was discarded. 
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It can also be concluded that the relative size of the two beta corticomuscular 
features were task specific. This may suggest that they could be utilised as a means 

of identifying not only posture but also distinguish posture flexion from posture 

extension. 

5.1.7.2 Bipolar corticomuscular coherence topographic maps 
Fig. 5.117 illustrates the topographic maps of the pooled beta bipolar 

(vertically aligned electrodes) coherences during the move hold sequence. The map 

contains the 17-23Hz coherence, where the most prominent corticomuscular 

coupling features occur for all EMGs. 

The results show a very clear spatial organisation with high coherence over 
the contralateral motor cortex during posture flexion (Fig. 5.117B, F, J) and posture 

extension (Fig. 5.117D, H, L) which is suppressed during movement (Fig. 

5.117A, E, I, C, G, K). The centre of the corticomuscular coherence is clearly located 

over the FC1-C1 electrode. Lower coherence is also extended over the ipsilateral 

cortex. 

The distribution of coherences over the cortex is very similar for ECRL\EEG 

and FCR\EEG (agonist - antagonist) while it appeared slightly different for 

BBLH\EEG for which the weak ipsilateral coherence (Fig. 5.117J) occurs at a more 

posterior location than for ECRL and FCR (Fig. 5.117B, F) during posture flexion. 

The opposite is happening during posture extension where ipsilateral ECRL\LEEG 

and FCR\EEG features (Fig. 5.117D, H) are stronger in more posterior electrodes 
than BBLH\EEG (Fig. 5.117L). Nevertheless the centre of high coherence remains 
the same. 

The contralateral beta bipolar coherence feature for all three muscles is higher 

during posture flexion (Fig. 5.117B, F�1) than during posture extension (Fig. 

5.117D, H, L). This is the case even for ECRL which acts as an antagonist during 

posture flexion (Fig. 5.117B) and as an agonist during posture extension (Fig. 
5.117D). 

Comparing the bipolar topographic maps with the corresponding monopolar 
in Fig. 5.116 it is obvious that the coherence posture feature is more distinct and 
localised in the bipolar maps. FC1-C1 electrode which actually overlies the part of 
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Fig. 5.118 Topographic maps of 17-23Hz cumulant components for ECRL, FCR, 
BBLH EMGs with monopolar electrodes (A, B, C respectively) and vertical bipolar 
electrodes (B, C, D) during posture flexion. Ten instances are presented between -1 
and -55ms at 6ms interval. The 17-23Hz cumulant component plots of Fz and CP3 
for monopolar plots and FC 1-C 1 for bipolar are also presented where the most 
prominent coherence and cumulant features emerge during posture. Warm colours 
represent high values and cold colours low values. Dark red represents the highest 
value while dark blue represents the lowest. 
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the motor cortex that corresponds to the forearm muscles would derive the optimal 

information as a means for detecting posture. The reduction of the feature during 

posture extension and the slightly changed distribution of coherences (mainly over 

the ipsilateral cortex) could be used for differentiating posture 'extension from 

posture flexion. However the monopolar map could still be useful since it derives 

more unambiguous information on the type of posture (flexion or extension) by 

comparing the relative size of the two spatial coherence features in frontal and 

centroparietal electrodes. 

5.1.7.3 Cumulant topographic maps 
The individual corticomuscular cumulant estimates represent the envelope of 

averaged EEG channel timelocked to the EMG signal bursts. Furthermore the 17- 

23Hz cumulant component specifically represents the averaged 17-23Hz EEG 

frequency content timelocked to the 17-23Hz EMG bursts. Therefore the cumulant 

estimates in effect represent voltage (electric field), as the envelope of the averaged 

EEG. Therefore the resulting topographic maps represent the distribution of electric 

field over the cortex for an instance within the period of an approximately 20Hz 

corticomuscular motor command. 
In other words it can be assumed that a cortical 17-23Hz oscillator generates 

motor descending command to the muscles because of the fact that most of the 

corticomuscular coherence occurs within this band. In order to detect the spatial 

characteristics of the cortical activity and its source, every 17-23Hz EEG pulse is 

averaged using the corresponding coupled 17-23Hz EEG pulse as a trigger. This 

results to a number of cumulant estimates; one for each channel which combined in a 

topographic plot give us with great accuracy the distribution of voltages for a single 

period of the 17-23Hz cortical rhythm generator pulse. From resulting distribution 

useful conclusions can be drawn regarding the origin and other characteristics. 
Fig. 5.118A, B, C demonstrates the monopolar corticomuscular 17-23Hz 

cumulant topographic maps for ECRL, FCR, and BBLH EMGs respectively with 

monopolar EEG electrodes during posture flexion. The 17-23Hz corticomuscular 

cumulant component plots for Fz and CP3 are also presented as they contain the 

most prominent coupling features during posture. Fig. 5.118D, E, F show the 
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Fig. 5.119 Topographic maps of 17-23Hz cumulant components for ECRL, FCR, 
BBLH EMGs with monopolar electrodes (A, B, C respectively) and vertical bipolar 
electrodes (B, C, D) during posture extension. Ten instances are presented between - 
I and -55ms at 6ms interval. The 17-23Hz cumulant component plots of Fz and CP3 
for monopolar plots and FC 1-C 1 for bipolar are also presented where the most 
prominent coherence and cumulant features emerge during posture. Warm colours 
represent high values and cold colours low values. Dark red represents the highest 
value while dark blue represents the lowest. 
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respective bipolar topographic maps and the 17-23Hz cumulant component for FC1- 

C1 which shows the strongest bipolar corticomuscular coupling features. The 

corresponding results for posture extension can be seen in Fig. 5.119. Ten instances 

of the topographic maps are illustrated between -1 and -55ms timepoints of the 

cumulant estimates at a 6ms interval. 

As shown earlier Fz and CP3 displayed the highest coupling with EMG from 

posturally activated muscles. The two monopolar EEG channels represent the two 

cortical centres of high corticomuscular coupling. It was also shown that while Fz 

was "in phase" coupled with the EMG during posture, CP3 was coupled "out of 

phase", both at approximately 17-23Hz. This can also be observed in Fig. 

5.118A, B, C and Fig. 5.119A, ß, C where Fz reaches it's minimum CP3 reaches it's 

maximum and vice versa. Since cumulant expresses variation of electric field this 

means that when medial frontal and frontocentral cortex (area around Fz) is more 

positive, the contralateral central and centroparietal cortex (area around CP3) is more 

negative and vice versa. This is more evident in the corresponding monopolar 

cumulant topographic maps. For time point -7ms, the area around Fz is dark red 

which means that the voltage is maximum and positive while the dark blue in the 

area around CP3 means that the voltage is negative. The opposite happens at -31ms. 
This is probably caused by a dipole which acts as a battery transferring 

electrodes from one cortical area to the other. The isocontours reveal the possible 
location and orientation of the dipole. The isocontours express the area along which 

the voltage is equal. Therefore the dipole source will be situated where the 

isocontours density is high. High density of isocontours means that the change in 

voltage per distance is high. This change can only be created by a source of activity. 
The orientation of the dipole should also be perpendicular to the isocontours at the 

point if highest density. 

The hypothesis for the location of the dipole is further supported by the 17- 

23Hz bipolar corticomuscular cumulant topographic maps Fig. 5.118D, E, F and Fig. 

5.119D, E, F. The bipolar cumulant estimates express averaged electric potential field 

differences between electrodes timelocked to the EMG activity. Therefore it can 
detect changes in voltage generated by underlying oscillators. 
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Fig. 5.120 Monopolar and bipolar cumulant topographic maps for ECRL, FCR and 
BBLH EMGs during posture flexion and posture extension at -7ms of the cumulant 
estimate. A dipole source has been experientially approximated for the monopolar 
plots. The location of the dipole should match the area with the highest density of 
isocontours. Its direction should be perpendicular to these isocontours. The location 
should also roughly match the area that the maximum value occurs for the bipolar 
map. Dark red represents the highest value while dark blue represents the lowest 
value. 
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The maximum and minimum cumulant features occur at approximately -7ms 

and -31 ms timepoints on the cumulant estimates. At -7ms minimum voltage can be 

seen over the contralateral central cortex and increased voltage over the ipsilateral 

central cortex compared to the rest of the cortical area. The voltage in the same areas 

drops below zero at -31ms with the contralateral motor cortex showing the lowest 

value. 

An experiential approximation of the dipoles at -7ms can be seen in Fig. 

5.120. The bipolar recordings contain more localised activity and express activity of 

underling processes. In this case it is very likely to contain the dipole source 

associated with corticomuscular coherence. The interchanged positive and negative 

voltage is the result of the change in polarity of the dipole that generates oscillatory 

activity. The disadvantage of the bipolar configuration compared with the monopolar 

is the lack of information on the orientation of the dipole. Some information could be 

extracted by combining information from vertical and horizontal bipolar montages in 

order to reconstruct diagonal voltages. However a much greater number of electrodes 

would be required, resulting to much greater spatial resolution of information in 

order to obtain accurate results. This is not an issue for the results presented in this 

session since the monopolar montage derived adequate dipole orientation 

information. 
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5.1.7.4 Summary of topographic coherence and cumulant map results. 

" Monopolar and bipolar topographic maps were produced illustrating the 

distribution of the 17-23Hz coherence over the cortex. This was a useful way to 

examine the spatial characteristics of coherence for the band that was previously 

shown to display the most task dependent variations. 

" Monopolar topographic maps showed two centres of high 17-23Hz 

corticomuscular coherence during posture; medial frontal and frontocentral cortex 

and contralateral central and centroparietal cortex. The relative size of the maximum 

of each feature contains information regarding the flexed or extended type of posture. 

The distribution of the features (disregarding heir size) was similar for ECRL and 

FCR EMGs while slightly different for BBLH. 

" Bipolar topographic maps showed one site of localised 17-23Hz 

corticomuscular coherence over the contralateral motor cortex during posture. This 

site closely matched the site where the highest increase in 17-23Hz spectral power 

occurs during posture. The distribution of corticomuscular coherences was similar 

for ECRL and FCR EMGs while slightly different for BBLH. The features were 

stronger during posture flexion than during posture extension for all three EMGs. 

The higher size of the peaks during posture flexion and small differences in the 

distribution of the features contain information regarding the type of posture 

performed (posture extension or posture flexion). However the relative information 

contained in the corresponding monopolar topographic map is clearer and easier to 

recognize. 

" Monopolar and bipolar topographic maps were produced illustrating the 

distribution of the 17-23Hz cumulant estimates over the cortex. Several frames were 

captured over the cumulant estimate time axis. This was a useful way to examine the 

spatial characteristics of cumulant for the band that was previously shown to display 

the most task dependent variations. 

" Cumulant components express the averaged EEG timelocked to the onset of 
EMG bursts. Therefore the collective cumulant topographic maps are a good 

estimation of the distribution of voltage over the scull. By confining the cumulant 

within the 17-23Hz band that corticomuscular coupling features occur, the 
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distribution of voltage over the cortex generated by the cortical oscillators underling 

the corticomuscular coupling in this band was estimated. 

" The monopolar and bipolar cortical voltage distribution revealed features of 

the underlying cortical oscillator. It appears to be located in the contralateral motor 

cortex. Earlier, bipolar coherence and spectral power showed a localised increase 

during posture over the same area. The isocontours of the monopolar topographic 

map revealed the orientation of the dipole souse. For ECRL and FCR the dipole 

orientation roughly follows the line connecting the electrodes showing the highest 

coupling features (Fz, CP3). The direction for the dipole underlying the BBLH 

corticomuscular activity has a direction closer to the posterior-anterior axis. While 

the direction of the dipoles appears relatively constant, its polarity alternates between 

positive and negative, justifying the term cortical oscillator. 

" The estimated location and orientation of the dipole using multiple EEG 

closely' matches analogous studies (Gross, Tass et al. 2000) using multiple MEG 

recordings. The magnetic field isocontours (Fig 2.22) appeared perpendicular to the 

electric potential field isocontours calculated in the present study, simply because of 

the fact that electric and magnetic fields are fundamentally perpendicular. 
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Fig. 5.121 Pooled EMG spectrograms for ECRL. FCR, BBLH are displayed together 
with averaged wrist angle and audio cue triggers. The plots contain the data from all 
9 subjects and 21 trials and illustrate the spectral power variations in the length of 
one trial. 
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5.1.8 Time dependent frequency characteristics 
In this section the EEG and EMG data sets obtained from the move-hold 

sequence experiment are going to be presented from a different perspective. 

Previously the focus was to identify task dependent features for each individual 

phase during the move-hold sequence by segmenting and analysing the data into four 

data sets. Each contained data only from a specific task (movement flexion, posture 

flexion, movement extension, posture extension) ignoring the data spanning the 

transition periods. In this section, the focus will not only be the task dependent 

frequency characteristics of individual tasks but also how these parameters 

continuously change in time during the transition from phase to phase and within 

each phase. Sliding-window time-frequency techniques were used in order to achieve 

this. Data was pooled across subjects (9 subjects) and trials (sets of four sequential 

phases; movement flexion, posture flexion, movement extension, posture extension) 

and estimates were calculated in time. This produced three dimensional matrix 

results where X axis represents time, Y axis represents frequency (or time for 

cumulant plots) and Z axis is the value of the estimate (phase, coherence, cumulant 

or phase). These results were plotted as images, where the Z axis was displayed as an 

optimised scale 256 colour intensity map. 

Using this approach, it was possible to monitor the time dependent changes of 

the estimates. The way these estimates changed between tasks or during the same 

task, provide additional information that could improve our understanding of the 

nature of human movement, and also relevant to the design of control systems for 

neural prostheses. 
Fig. 5.121 shows the pooled EMG spectrograms. All results are presented as 

one trial of the move hold sequence (movement flexion, posture flexion, movement 

extension, posture extension). Fig. 5.121A represents the averaged wrist angle 
information normalised to the "maximum flexion" and "maximum extension" 
deviations. An example of the ECRL, FCR and BBLH EMG modulation during the 

move-hold sequence can be seen in Fig. 5.1. While the level of activity for BBLH 

appears quite constant, ECRL and FCR activity show great variability depending on 
the point in the movement sequence. 
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Fig. 5.122 Pooled EMG spectrogram of BBLH muscle, displayed together with 
averaged wrist angle and audio cue triggers. The plots contain the data from all 9 
subjects and 21 trials and illustrate the spectral power variations in the length of one 
trial. Fig. 5.122B is actually identical to Fig. 5.121D plotted in a tighter time scale to 
highlight the variation of the near 10Hz carrier frequency during the move-hold 
sequence. 
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Fig. 5.121B shows the pooled ECRL spectrogram. During the flexion phase 

the antagonist ECRL activity is relatively low. However activity in the 10Hz band 

increases. The agonist-antagonist activity, as has been previously demonstrated 

(REF), appears to be modulated in 10Hz bursts. The ECRL 10Hz power during 

flexion movement is stronger at the beginning of the movement. The transition from 

movement flexion to posture flexion decreases the overall power for the ECRL 

muscle. During the posture flexion phase the ECRL power is relatively low except 

from a low activity feature in the 15-30Hz range. The 35-45Hz band activity is 

largely decreased compared to movement flexion. The transition from posture 

flexion to movement extension initiates increased activity over the whole ECRL 

EMG spectrum. A low frequency component (below 5Hz) is present at the onset of 

movement. There is no distinct 10Hz peak, despite the presence of very strong 10Hz 

activity in the antagonist's FCR spectrum. At the end of the extension movement a 

strong ECRL and FCR 5Hz power feature emerges again. At the same time a 

dramatic increase in the activity of the ECRL muscle takes place. At the start of the 

posture extension phase, a distinct FCR feature at 10Hz is apparent and persists 

throughout the extension movement and posture becoming narrower loosing power 

towards the end of the phase. Features at 19Hz, 23Hz, 30Hz and 40Hz were also 

present. Towards the end of the posture phase the overall power decreases, with 

frequencies from 30 to 45Hz decreasing faster than the 10-30Hz band. After the 

transition from extension posture to flexion movement there is a general decrease in 

activity except from the 10Hz band while decreasing in power, persists into the 

flexion movement phase. 

Fig. 5.121 C shows the FCR EMG spectrogram during a period of the move 
hold sequence. The wrist movement flexion phase is dominated by a strong, 

movement related 10Hz feature. A gradual increase in the whole power spectrum 

also occurs. In the transition from flexion posture to movement a low frequency 

components can bee seen to emerge. During the flexion posture high activity can be 

observed in the FCR spectrum. Towards the end of the phase, power is decreased and 
focused to occur within the 10Hz band. This 10Hz power increases and reaches a 

maximum with the start of the movement extension phase. Higher frequencies seem 
to decrease faster than low frequencies towards the end of the phase. After the start 
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of extension, high frequencies decrease in a more progressive way, when compared 

with ECRL (Fig. 5.121B) during the transition from extension posture to flexion 

movement. The 10Hz antagonist FCR power remains at a high level throughout 

extension movement phase. During the posture extension phase, the FCR EMG is 

relatively silent with a weak 10Hz component. Small 20Hz activity is also present 

while in the 30 to 45Hz band the activity is low. For the transition from extension 

posture to flexion movement there is an increase in all frequencies with an onset of 

10Hz activity occurring before the increase at higher frequencies. The 10Hz power 

becomes increasingly stronger. 

For the BBLH muscle (Fig. 5.121D) there is a 10Hz trail of activity 

throughout the move-hold sequence. The carrier frequency appears relatively 

constant however it actually varies from 14Hz to 9Hz depending on the wrist 

movement phase. During movement flexion the peak of the examined alpha band is 

14Hz. During posture flexion the frequency shifts to 12Hz. During extension 

movement the power magnitude decreases even further to reach the minimum 
frequency of 9Hz just after the start of extension posture. During extension posture 

and flexion movement the frequency again reaches its maximum frequency of 14Hz. 

These changes can be better monitored in Fig. 5.122 where the BBLH spectrogram is 

displayed using a shorter time scale to highlight the task dependent frequency 

variation. In addition an 18Hz feature is seen during the first phases of wrist posture 
flexion and a 20-24Hz is present throughout the duration of posture. The same 
features emerge in the same way during posture extension. They appear considerably 

stronger during posture flexion than during posture extension. BBLH shows strong 
(wrist) task dependent modulation despite the fact that its main action during the test 

was to stabilise the elbow at a fixed angle. It acts as agonist on elbow, and performs a 

continuous contraction supporting the arm while the wrist performs the move hold 

sequence. It is obvious that there is a task dependent variation of the dominant BBLH 

alpha activity, not only in the power magnitude but in the carrier frequency as well. It 

appears that BBLH does not function in isolation, but as part of synergistic system. 
Despite the fact that BBLH is not directly involved in wrist action, its activity is task 

modulated according to the wrist movement, with its frequency content changing 

according to the task performed by the wrist. 
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Fig. 5.123 shows a grid consisting of the pooled monopolar EEG 

spectrograms during the move-hold sequence. A number of movement dependent 

features are present in all examined bands. 

In delta band (0-3Hz), task dependent activity can be observed. This 

modulation is expressed as relative power increase (synchronisation) during posture 

and during movement. The increase during posture is higher than during movement. 

Desynchronisation occurs during the transition from posture to movement and vice 

versa. A similar pattern of activity can be observed for the theta band; however the 

delta features are more distinct. The theta and delta features are widespread and are 

present for all examined electrodes, while they appear slightly stronger in the frontal 

area. 

The alpha band also displays task dependent features. These features have 

different temporal and spatial characteristics than the ones observed in the delta 

band. They are stronger for medially located, central and centroparietal electrodes at 
the medial-ipsilateral cortex. The alpha patterns show alpha synchronisation before 

the initiation of movement flexion and movement extension phases (or towards the 

end of posture flexion and posture extension phases) and desynchronisation during 

movement flexion and movement extension. Synchronisation at a smaller scale also 

occurs just before the onset of posture phases. 
There is increase in beta EEG power during posture while it is suppressed 

during movement. The beta features are widespread and are more distinct for medial 
frontal electrodes while they expand laterally towards the centroparietal area. The 

beta feature is present for all monopolar centroparietal electrodes. The distribution of 
features also appears to be symmetrical over the anterior-posterior axis. Small 

gamma features are also present mainly during posture these features are quite small 
in comparison to the features already examined so they are not easily identifiable. 

Fig. 5.124 displays a grid of spectrograms of the bipolar EEG electrodes 
(bipolar montage includes all pairs of adjacent electrodes on the vertical axis). All 
displayed spectrograms contain similar delta, theta alpha and gamma features with 
the corresponding monopolar map (Fig. 5.123) but but with different spatial 

J characteristics. Delta band features emerge during posture and movement with the 
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posture,. feature larger than the movement. Delta desynchronisation occurs during the 

transition between movement and posture phases. Similar to the corresponding 

monopolar spectrogram features is the bipolar alpha modulation while it appears less 

defined in the latter. Regarding the beta band there are clear features during posture 

(flexion and extension) at around 15-25Hz, reaching a maximum around 0.7 sec after 

the audio cue. For ipsilateral frontocentral and central electrodes small occurrence of 

beta power can be observed during movement, which is not obvious in the 

contralateral electrodes. 

Fig. 5.125 and Fig. 5.126 illustrate the cortical maps consisting of time 

dependent intracortical coherences between adjacent electrodes on the vertical and 
horizontal axis respectively. Fig. 5.125 demonstrates posture specific decoupling in 

the beta band. The decoupling is expressed as reduction in coherence and is more 
distinct for the contralateral cortex between frontocentral-central electrodes. It is also 

present at the ipsilateral cortex where smaller beta decoupling is also present during 

movement. Delta intracortical coupling features are also present and resemble the 

power spectra features observed for monopolar and bipolar EEG spectrograms (Fig. 

5.123 and Fig. 5.124). No alpha features are apparent. However alpha features appear 
in Fig. 5.126 at the ipsilateral cortex, mainly for FC2\FC4 intracortical time 
dependent coherence. It emerges as task dependent alpha decoupling during the last 

is of posture and the first 1.5s of movement. Coupling recovers at the end of 

movement (last 0.5s), the transition to posture and the first1s of posture. 

Fig. 5.127 contains in more detail the spectrograms of selected EEG channels 
from the spectrogram grid maps in Fig. 5.123 and Fig. 5.124. These channels are the 

monopolar FC1 (Fig. 5.127B) and Cl (Fig. 5.127C) as well as the bipolar FC1-C1 

(Fig. 5.127D) electrode pair. The spectrograms of the FC1 and Cl monopolar 

channels displayed in great detail in Fig. 5.127B, C appear very similar and contain 
task related features. The most obvious is increased power during posture at around 
15-25Hz. This beta synchronisation appears slightly higher during extension posture 
than during flexion posture. There are also delta spectral features (at approximately 
2Hz) following the initiation of posture and movement. As described earlier the 
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features have greater magnitude during posture than during movement. The timing is 

also different with the posture delta features reaching a maximum approximately 0.6s 

after the audio cue while this happens 0.9s after the audio trigger during movement 

phases. Desynchronisation occurs during the movement-posture and posture- 

movement transitions. Strong 10Hz activity appears almost throughout the performed 

movement phases, especially for Cl channel. This feature takes its maximum at the 

end of the posture phase. This means that it is either a late posture component, 

(becoming stronger around 1.5 sec after posture commences) or that it is the 

cognitive product of a movement preparation state. 

The spectrogram of FC1-C1 bipolar channel is illustrated in Fig. 5.127D. The 

delta, alpha and beta features are also present in the bipolar spectrogram with similar 

temporal characteristics to the monopolar spectrograms. The fact that these features 

emerge in a similar way for monopolar and bipolar channels suggest that they are not 

the product of auditory evoked potentials triggered by the audio cue, as these evoked 

potentials should be diminished in the bipolar recording. The beta features are in fact 

better defined than in the monopolar plots. A strong and broad (15-25Hz) beta 

component appears during the two posture phases, which is broader and occurs at a 

similar frequency as observed for the two monopolar channels. It has a peak at 

around 22Hz. A small beta feature is also present during movement. It is different to 

the one observed during posture, being narrower and with lower amplitude. The beta 

feature proportional increases during posture, reaches it's maximum at 0.7-0.9ms 

after the audio cue, and clearly decreases during the transition between posture and 

movement. A small beta feature remerges during movement while it decreased 

during the transition to posture. 
Fig. 5.127E shows the intracortical coherence between FCI\C1 electrodes. It 

is evident that there is a major reduction in intracortical coherence (decoupling), 

during posture phases. While the beta power in the area has increased during posture 

(as demonstrated in the monopolar FC1, Cl and bipolar FC1-C1 spectrograms in Fig. 

5.127B, C, D) the coherence between FC1 and Cl electrodes has decreased. The 

reduction occurs in the same frequency band (15-25Hz). The decrease starts soon 

after the audio cue and reaches a minimum level at approximately 0.9s after the 

audio cue for flexion and extension posture. The decoupling is not as strong towards 
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the end of the posture phase and intracortical coherence seems to recover before the 

second audio cue instructing the subject to move. During movement there are no 

strong features apart from a small trough in coherence at 21 Hz for the whole duration 

of the wrist movement. "High beta" and gamma features are also present during 

posture. During posture flexion decoupling at 30Hz is present, which is more defined 

in the second half of the phase. In addition a 40Hz desynchronisation can be 

identified and is more defined in the first half of posture flexion. For posture 

extension there are no clearly defined features outside the ones described above. 

In Fig. 5.127F there is a representation of the phase between the two 

monopolar EEG channels in time. During movement the phase is very uniform 

throughout the examined band. During posture clear phase modulation occurs in the 

same beta frequency area and with similar timing to intracortical coherence and 

power modulation observed in Fig. 5.127E. The phase starts decreasing at 16-18Hz, 

reaches a minimum value at 21 Hz and then recovers to its near zero value at 26Hz. 

Its timing is similar to the coherence features with minimum value around 0.9s after 

the'audio cues. These characteristics are clearest for the posture extension feature. 

In Fig. 5.127G the time dependent cumulant density can be seen, which also 
includes task dependent modulation. There is an increase during posture and 

movement phases, with cumulant during posture higher compared to movement. The 

maximum cumulant during posture appears approximately 0.6ms after the audio cue 

a few ms earlier than power, coherence and phase EEG modulation (where the 

maximum features emerged 0.7-0.9ms after the audio prompt). 
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Fig. 5.127 Pooled EEG spectrograms for monopolar FC 1, monopolar CI and bipolar 
FCI -C 1 channels are displayed together with averaged wrist angle and audio cue 
triggers. The plots contain the data from all 9 subjects and 21 trials and illustrate the 
spectral power variations in the length of one move-hold sequence trial. 
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Fig. 5.128 displays the time dependent coherence and cumulant estimates 

between all three EMG pairs, ECRL\FCR (Fig. 5.128B, C), FCR\BBLH (Fig. 

5.128D, E) and ECRL\BBLH (Fig. 5.128F, G). There is functional coupling in the 18- 

26Hz area during posture flexion and posture extension for all three coherograms 

with peaks at approximately 21Hz. Beta coupling is not constant throughout posture 

phases but starts increasing soon after the establishment of posture, reaches a 

maximum value and declines before the end of the phase. Because of the 1024 point 

sliding window used for the processing, the exact time of rise or end of coherence 

can not be accurately defined. It appears that in most cases beta posture 

intermuscular coherence reaches its maximum approximately 0.9ms following the 

audio cue. It also seems that coherence drops towards the late stages of posture and 

prior to the audio cue instructing the subject to move. 

For the ECRL\FCR pair (Fig. 5.128B), the intermuscular coherence is higher 

during, posture extension than during posture flexion while coherence for 

FCR\BBLH and ECRL\BBLH pairs (Fig. 5.128D and F) is stronger during posture 

flexion. This means that ECRL\BBLH and FCR\BBLH coherences are higher for 

posture flexion but ECRL\BBLH is higher in posture extension. Different pairs of 

muscles reach different levels of coupling under similar conditions which under the 

assumption of central origin of coupling, suggests the independent control of 

coactive muscles by the CNS. 

In the FCR\BBLH time dependent coherence (Fig. 5.128E) weak 10Hz is 

present during both posture phases, but is stronger during the posture flexion. This 

feature becomes stronger in the last stages of posture after the decline of the 20Hz 

coherence. 
During movement the time dependent coherence reveals development of 

10Hz intermuscular coupling. At the beginning of movement extension there is 

strong coherence for ECRL\FCR pair, which is strongest in the early stage of the 

movement but does not sustain to the end of the movement. While the 10Hz 

ECRL\FCR feature starts immediately with the movement phase set off, 
ECRL'BBLH and FCR\BBLH coherences start later (approximately 0.7ms) which 

suggest that these features are not directly connected, and are not the expression of 
the same underlying activity. This is also supported from results displayed in Fig. 
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5.3d, e, g, h and Fig. 5.13d, e, g, h. while both ECRL\FCR and FCR\BBLH coherences 

during posture flexion (Fig. 5.3d, e respectively) occur at exactly the same band, the 

cumulant plots and delay characteristics (Fig. 5.3g, h) are different. During the 

transition from extension posture to flexion movement coherence at 10Hz between 

FCR and ECRL occurs. Weak coupling appears for FCR\BBLH and ECRL\BBLH. 

Fig. 5.128C, E, G show the intermuscular time dependent cumulant estimates 

for all three EMG pairs, pooled across subjects and trials. For all three pairs of 

muscles, task dependent features can be seen. Most of these features relate to the 

corresponding time dependent coherence plots (Fig. 5.128B, D, F). For ECRL\FCR 

cumulant (Fig. 5.128C) there are clear features around time zero during posture 

extension and flexion, indicating strong synchronisation during these phases, and 

Oms delay. The feature takes is maximum 0.9 s after the audio cue for flexion posture 

and 0.9 s for extension posture. The positive side-band peaks placed around 40-50ms 

on each side of the main peak indicate beta synchronisation. The central cumulant 

features start immediately and last almost throughout the posture tasks, being better 

defined than coherence peaks, seen in Fig. 5.128B. The central peak contains short 

term synchronisation information from the full 0-500Hz band and not only the 0- 

50Hz band as the coherence plot. This information is expressed by the more defined 

central peak. The secondary features indicating beta synchronisation are strong only 

for the part of posture where corresponding coherence plot is also strong. 

During movement the ECRL\FCR cumulant central peak is absent and is 

replaced by features with 100ms period in the vertical time axis, revealing 10Hz 

synchronisation (Fig. 5.128C). The features during movement include a central 

trough in the cumulant density function. The trough is better defined for extension 

movement than for flexion. For both movement directions the synchronisation 
feature is more intense at the beginning and is fading out towards the end, with the 

trough lasting longer during extension movement than during flexion. The delay 

characteristics of the central trough and 10Hz cumulant can be better seen in Fig. 

5.4b. ECRL\FCR appear as "out of phase" coupling with Oms delay. The pictures for 

movement extension and posture extension are very similar to movement flexion and 

posture flexion. 
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Examining the FCR\BBLH time dependent cumulant (Fig. 5.128D), a central 

synchronisation feature can be observed at approximately time zero during posture, 

similar to the one observed for ECRL\FCR and ECRL\BBLH. The feature lasts 

longer than for the other two EMG pairs. For flexion posture the prolonged central 

feature appears to have two peaks during his phase. It reaches a first maximum value 

at 0.9s and after small decreased reaches a second one 1.6 after the audio cue. This 

may be connected to the double coherence features that will be shown for FCR\EEG 

coherence later (Fig. 5.134). The satellite features indicate that beta band coupling 

occurs. Alpha synchronisation can be clearly seen in the continuous time plots, with 

alpha coupling appearing in the late stages of posture. Stronger side-peaks appear at 

100ms while secondary peaks close to ±50ms are present in the early stages and 

become less strong in the later posture stages. 

For FCR\BBLH 10Hz synchronisation can bee seen during the movement 

phases; very strong during extension movement and less strong during flexion 

movement. The 10Hz synchronisation feature does not reach its maximum at the start 

of the movement phase similar to the ECRL\FCR pair but occurs well into the 

movement phase, and with different delay characteristics which suggests, as already 

mentioned different underlying processes. 

ECRL\BBLH time dependent cumulant is shown in Fig. 5.128G. Similar to 

the ECRL\FCR and FCR\BBLH cumulant, a synchronisation feature is present 
during posture flexion, showing beta coupling. 10Hz coupling is present during 

movement. For movement flexion it appears stronger during the first half of the 

phase while during movement extension it appears later within the phase. 
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Fig. 5.129 illustrates a grid of the pooled time dependent coherences between 

ECRL EMG and monopolar EEG channels during the move-hold sequence. A 

number of theta, alpha and beta features can be observed. Most of the features can be 

are present during posture. 

Beta coherence features are present in the medial frontal and front central 

areas as well as contralateral central and centroparietal areas during posture flexion 

and posture extension with ECRL\Fz and ECRL\CP3 showing the largest features. 

For the medial frontal and frontocentral electrodes the magnitude of corticomuscular 

coherence is higher during posture flexion while in central and centroparietal 

electrodes the highest coherence emerges during posture extension. 

A distinct 10 Hz feature occurs during the last stages of the posture phase for 

a number of electrodes. This feature appears stronger in the ipsilateral cortex and 

especially in centroparietal, central and frontocentral electrodes. Its spatial 

distribution is very different than for the beta couplings. The most distinct alpha 

coupling appears in ECRL\CP6 estimate. Similar features also appear in the 

contralateral cortex, mainly in centroparietal and central electrodes. However the 

features are weak and last for a few ms around the audio cue indicating the end of 

posture flexion. FCR corticomuscular coherence also contains a similar feature with 

different spatial distribution on the cortex, as will be shown later in Fig. 5.132. 

A theta coherence feature is also present mainly in the contralateral and 

medial frontocentral and central channels. The frequency of the feature is 

approximately 4Hz. The coherence emerges just after the audio cue indicating the 

start of the extension movement phase. A smaller feature in a similar frequency is 

also present in the contralateral frontal electrodes. The timing this time is different 

since the feature emerges just after the trigger indicating the start of posture flexion 

and last for approximately half the posture phase. Very small gamma activity is also 

present during posture flexion in ECRL\CP5 and ECRL\CP6 
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Fig. 5.130 illustrates a grid of the pooled time dependent coherences between 

the ECRL EMG and bipolar EEG channels during the move-hold sequence. A 

number of theta, alpha, beta and gamma features can be observed mainly during 

posture. The most prominent features emerge in the beta band during posture flexion 

and posture extension. The highest coherence occurs for ECRL\FC1-C1 estimate, 

and is also seen for surrounding electrodes, particularly those between the 

contralateral frontocentral and central area. The strongest feature also occurs during 

flexion posture where ECRL is coactive with FCR. 

A beta feature is present in the bipolar maps during posture extension. It is 

stronger in ECRL\FC1-C1, ECRL\FC3-C3, ECRL\FCz-Cz and emerges in the last 

stage of the posture extension disappearing with movement. Weak theta features are 

present in the frontal-frontocentral channels. The features are similar with the 

features observed in the monopolar map in Fig. 5.129. 

Gamma coherence also appears during posture extension. There is no clearly 
defined feature but sparse activity ranging from 30Hz to 45Hz, and occurring mainly 
during the second half of posture extension. 
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Fig. 5.131B, D, F show the coherences in time between ECRL EMG and three 

EEG channels, two monopolar FZ, CP3 and one bipolar FC1-C1. As illustrated 

previously these channels are strongly coupled with the EMG during posture. As 

expected, during movement phases no significant corticomuscular coherence is seen 

in the examined spectrum. 10Hz coherence exists in the equivalent intermuscular 

ECRL\FCR coherogram Fig. 5.128B but not in the corticomuscular coherograms 

(either bipolar or monopolar). This suggests that the 10Hz intermuscular coherence is 

not the direct result of a process originating from a 10Hz activation of the examined 

cortical areas. 

Flexion posture shows significant beta corticomuscular coherence between 

ECRL and all three EEG channels. The strongest coherence appears for the bipolar 

FC1-C1 channel and the weakest for the CP3 channel. The duration of the coherence 
does not last for the whole duration of the posture phase. It commences after the 

posture is established, (approximately 0.5 sec after the audio cue), and lasts around 1 

second. The duration for the bipolar channel is longer during flexion posture. 
However once again the main coherence feature does not seem to last for the entire 
duration of the posture phase. The coherence trail is relatively narrow, with a range 

of 19-23Hz and maximum at around 21Hz. The maximum magnitude coincides with 

the equivalent intermuscular coherence coherograms in Fig. 5.128. The time that the 

maximum ECRL\Fz coherence value occurs also coincides with the maximum for 

the ECRL\FCR and ECRL\BBLH coherograms, which is an indication that the 

phenomena are related. During the extension movement there is no significant 10Hz 

or other feature in the examined frequency spectrum. During extension posture the 

bipolar coherence shows the strongest coupling. In this phase (extension posture) the 

ECRL\CP3 pair shows a stronger coherence than ECRL\Fz. During flexion posture 
ECRL\Fz appeared stronger coupled than ECRL\CP3. At the very late stage of 

extension movement alpha coherence is present. This appears more clearly for the 

bipolar EEG. 

The corticomuscular time dependent cumulant estimates are going to be 

examined for single monopolar and bipolar EEG recordings (Fz, CP3, FC1-C1 in 

Fig. 5.131 C, E, G), looking for task dependent features. Fig. 5.131C shows the 

corticomuscular cumulant estimates in time for ECRL EMG. For the monopolar Fz 
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EEG channel (Fig. 5.131 C), 20Hz coherence with ECRL can be observed during 

both posture phases. The 20Hz is indicated by the spacing of the sidebands on the 

vertical axis (approximately ±50ms) and in the cumulant density plot between CP3 

and ECRL (Fig. 5.131E). Coherence during extension posture where ECRL muscle 

is acting as agonist, especially for CP3, appears stronger than during flexion posture. 

Movement phases do not contain any comprehensive synchronisation features. 

The cumulant densities estimated between ECRL muscle and the bipolar 

pairing of FC1-C1 (Fig. 5.131 G) reveal task specific features clearer than the 

corresponding monopolar estimates. For both postural phases, the EEG signal 

appears to lead the EMG signal. The maximum central peak occurs 0.9 s after the 

flexion posture audio cue and 1.2s with a second one at 1.8 after the extension 

posture audio cue. There is clear 20Hz coupling during early posture that is 

suppressed during movement. The central synchronisation peaks are strong and last 

almost for the whole length of the posture phase. The corresponding coherence peaks 

do not last as long Fig. 5.131F. However it appears that the last part of the extension 

posture reveals 10Hz synchronisation since the major side-peaks come at 

approximately ±100ms. A similar observation was made for the equivalent time 

dependent coherence plot which revealed an initial 20Hz feature replaced by a 10Hz 

component during the last phase of posture, before the initiation of movement. This 

finding is in agreement with previous studies, reporting 10 and 20Hz corticomuscular 

synchronisation during maintained posture (Hansen, Hansen et al. 2002). The present 

results show that this alteration between 10 and 20Hz may take place over short time 

scales. 

Fig. 5.132 illustrates a grid of the pooled time dependent coherences between 

FCR EMG and monopolar EEG channels during the move-hold sequence. A number 

of alpha and beta features can be observed. Most of the features are present during 

posture. Beta features appear for medial frontal and frontocentral electrodes as well 

as contralateral central and centroparietal electrodes. The beta features do not appear 
in the form of a single feature but as a double feature with the individual peaks 

occurring at different frequencies and with a few ms delay. This will be examined in 

more detail in Fig. 5.134. The features in central and centroparietal electrodes are 
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stronger than in frontal and frontocentral for both posture phases (CP3 and Fz give 

the highest features respectively). 
A very clearly defined alpha feature is present in the coherence map Fig. 

5.132. The feature is especially strong for the medial frontal electrodes, and also 

extends in the frontocentral and central electrodes while it appears very weak for 

centroparietal channels. Fz shows the strongest alpha coherence feature which 

appears at the last stages of posture flexion and during the transition to movement 

extension. This feature shows similar temporal characteristics to the 10Hz feature 

observed for ECRL\ monopolar EEGs coherence (Fig. 5.129). However the spatial 

characteristics appear different since the ECRL alpha feature seem to be stronger in 

the ipsilateral central and centroparietal electrodes. 

A low strength 14Hz feature is also present for a large number of electrodes 

during movement extension. The feature is greatest for the contralateral 

centroparietal electrodes but it also expands into the frontal region. 
Fig. 5.133 illustrates the pooled time dependent coherences between FCR and 

bipolar EEG spectrograms during the move-hold sequence. It shows alpha and beta 

features in similar frequency ranges and temporal characteristics as those present in 

the corresponding monopolar plots in Fig. 5.132, but with a different distribution 

because of the fundamental differences between monopolar and bipolar recordings. 

Beta coupling is stronger for the FC1-C1 bipolar electrode and surrounding bipolar 

electrodes. It is also stronger during posture flexion than during posture extension. 

The alpha feature appearing in the last stages of posture flexion and in the transition 

to movement extension are also strongest in the contralateral frontocentral-central 

row of electrodes. However this appears to be weaker than seen in the corresponding 

monopolar map (Fig. 5.132). FCR\Fz, FCR\CP3 and FCR\FC1-C1 time dependent 

coherence and the contained features is going to be presented in more detail in Fig. 

5.134F- 
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In Fig. 5.134B, D, F the time dependent coherences between wrist FCR EMG 

and Fz, CP3, FC 1-C 1 are presented in greater detail than in the corresponding 

cortical maps in Fig. 5.132 and Fig. 5.133. 

As with the ECRL time dependent corticomuscular time dependent plot (Fig. 

5.131), there is an increase in beta corticomuscular coherence during posture which 

is suppressed during movement. However, ECRL coherence during posture flexion 

contains one coherence feature at 21Hz, whereas the FCR corticomuscular 

coherogram contains 2 distinct features, (one at the same 21 Hz frequency and the 

second at 24Hz). This is the case for monopolar (Fig. 5.134B, D) and the bipolar 

EEG (Fig. 5.134F) channels. The two features are not aligned in time. The 24Hz 

feature starts first and reaches its maximum around 0.5 sec after the audio cue. The 

21Hz feature follows and reaches its maximum around 0.9 sec after the audio cue. 

The timing and the frequency of the 21Hz FCR\EEG corticomuscular coherence 

feature is closer to the corresponding ECRL\EEG corticomuscular features (Fig. 

5.131) as well as equivalent ECRL\FCR intermuscular coherence feature observed 

during posture flexion (Fig. 5.128). During posture extension, only one 21Hz 

coherence feature is present in the coherogram with similar time characteristics as 

the equivalent feature during flexion posture. The feature takes its maximum around 

0.6 seconds after the audio cue and declines before the end of the posture. 

During the last one second of the flexion posture and approximately half a 

second in the movement extension phase a strong 10Hz coherence feature appears 
into the coherence for FCR\FZ (Fig. 5.134B) but not for FCR\CP3 (Fig. 5.134D). 

Smaller coherence (comparing with the main coherence feature) in the same 
frequency band is also present in the FCR\FC1-C1 time dependent coherence (Fig. 

5.134F). As shown in Fig. 5.132 this feature is particularly strong for frontal 

electrodes. 
The corticomuscular cumulant estimates in time for FCR EMG can be seen in 

Fig. 5.134C, E, G. During posture both monopolar EEG channels are coupled with 
FCR EMG in the beta band, indicated by the spacing of the peaks on the vertical axis 
(C, E). The FCR is most strongly coupled with CP3 during flexion posture, where it 

acts an agonist. For FZ channel coherence with FCR during extension posture is very 
weak and there are hardly any features defining beta synchronisation. In all other 
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cases features indicating beta synchronisation are obvious. Movement phases do not 

contain any significant features. 

A trough is also observed during and shortly after the transition from posture 

flexion to movement extension at approximately 100ms in the cumulant delay for 

FCR\CP3 in Fig. 5.134E. This is an expression of a very low amplitude coherence 

feature appearing at the same time in the corresponding time dependent cumulant 

Fig. 5.134C. 

The bipolar EEG channel gives better defined synchronisation features (Fig. 

5.134H) than the monopolar channels (Fig. 5.134D, F) during posture. It shows 

strong synchronisation during the hold flexed postural phase and a weaker coupling 

during maintained extension. Maximum synchronisation emerges 0.8s after the audio 

cue for both posture phases. Beta synchronisation is indicated by side-band features 

mainly during the early stages of movement. A 10Hz component replaces the 20Hz 

one atý the end of the flexion posture phase according to the corresponding 

corticomuscular coherence feature. The central coherence peak is strong throughout 

posture alike corresponding coherence that declined before the end of posture (Fig. 

5.134G). A 6Hz feature in the beginning of posture flexion in FCR\FC1-C1 

coherogram is also present at the corresponding cumulant plot as peaks and troughs 

cumulant modulation spaced approximately 150ms. 

Fig. 5.135 illustrates a grid of the pooled time dependent coherences between 

BBLH EMG and monopolar EEG spectrograms during the move-hold sequence. A 

number of beta and gamma features can be observed while no alpha features are 

evident. All features can be observed during posture. There are no obvious features 

during movement. 
Beta features are present during posture flexion as well as posture extension. 

These features are stronger in the medial frontal and frontocentral as well as the 

contralateral central and centroparietal areas. For both areas the posture flexion 

feature is higher than the posture extension while the highest feature appears for Fz 

electrode during posture flexion. In the medial frontal and frontocentral area the 

coherence occurs earlier, just after the audio cue, and at a slightly higher frequency 

with a peak at 24Hz, than the coherence features in contralateral central and 
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centroparietal electrodes. For the second area the coherence peak occurs at 21 Hz. 

Both features decline before the end of the phase. 

Gamma features are also present in most of time dependent coherence 

estimates at times close to the end of the movement periods. These short lasting 

features appear during posture flexion and posture extension just after the audio cue. 

Frontal and frontocentral electrodes show higher gamma coherence during posture 

flexion while centroparietal electrodes show higher coherence during posture 

extension. The distribution of gamma features appears different to the distribution of 

beta features. 

Fig. 5.136 illustrates the grid of pooled time dependent coherences between 

BBLH EMG and bipolar EEG spectrograms during the move-hold sequence. Most 

features can be observed during posture. There are no obvious features during 

movement. While there are strong beta features in the same frequency range as 

observed in the monopolar plot (Fig. 5.135) there are less obvious gamma features 

which were very widespread in the monopolar plots, with similar temporal 

characteristics. The beta features appear during posture and they are absent during 

movement despite of the fact that BBLH is posturally activated in supporting the 

elbow. This reveals that BBLH corticomuscular coherence is modulated by the wrist 

activity. The maximum coherence occurs for FC1-C1 for both posture phases. The 

coherence of electrodes located around FC1-C1 also show high coherence with 

electrodes located between the frontocentral and central rows of electrodes to show 
higher coherence. Coherence features during posture flexion are stronger than those 

features observed during posture extension (Fig. 5.135, Fig. 5.136). 

The bipolar beta features, for contralateral centroparietal-central electrodes 

appears centred at 24Hz and emerge early after the audio trigger while for the medial 
frontal-frontocentral electrodes, the feature appears at 21Hz and occurs later within 

the posture phase. The frontal-frontocentral feature seems to be a fusion of the early 
24Hz and later 21Hz with the first appearing stronger. These facts will be shown in 

greater detail in Fig. 5.137. 
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Fig. 5.137 shows the detailed corticomuscular time dependent coherence and 

cumulant estimates for BBLH EMG with Fz, CP3 monopolar and FCI-C1 bipolar 

EEG channels, (see also Fig. 5.135 and Fig. 5.136). BBLH is not directly involved in 

the wrist movement since its main task was to support the arm in the horizontal 

position during the move-hold task. However its spectral power is strongly 

modulated with the wrist movement as shown in Fig. 5.121D. This is also the case 

for the time dependent coherence. Movement is characterised by complete 

suppression of beta coherence and no obvious corticomuscular coupling. During 

posture flexion the BBLH muscle shows significant coherence with the cortical EEG, 

occurring more specifically during the early stage of the flexion posture. It is 

maximal at 24Hz, approximately 0.4 sec after the audio cue (Fig. 5.137C). The 

timing and the frequency of this feature resembles the early feature in the FCR\CP3 

coherogram during the same phase (Fig. 5.134D). A much weaker occurrence of a 

21Hz feature is also present. For the coherogram between BBLH and CP3 (Fig. 

5.137E) a 21Hz feature with maximum at 0.9 s after the audio cue is dominant during 

posture flexion. This feature resembles the late FCR\CP3 feature during the same 

phase (Fig. 5.134D). A much weaker early feature is also present at 24Hz. During 

posture extension where BBLH\Fz shows mainly 24Hz coherence, this time with a 

maximum 1.2s after the audio cue. At the same time BBLH\CP3 coherence occurs 

mainly at 20Hz with a maximum at 0.9s after the audio cue. Significant coherence at 

24Hz is also present. 

The coherogram between BBLH and bipolar FC1-Cl EEG channel (Fig. 

5.137F) derives the highest coherence during posture. The maximum coherence is 

reached at 24Hz, but a weaker lower frequency feature is also present. The feature 

appears to be a fusion of the 24Hz and 21Hz features with the first being the 

dominant. Coherence takes is maximum 0.3s-0.4. s after the audio cue. One more 

element that appears during flexion posture in all three time dependent coherences is 

a gamma feature appearing at 38Hz in the monopolar and bipolar plots. It is present 
during the first half of the posture phase and was not observed in the ECRL and FCR 

time dependent corticomuscular coherences (Fig. 5.134, Fig. 5.131), or in 

intermuscular coherence estimates between these muscles. 
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In Fig. 5.137C, E, G the corticomuscular time dependent cumulant estimates 

for BBLH EMG can be seen. Wrist movement dependent synchronisation features in 

the BBLH cumulant plots with FZ, CP3 and FC1-Cl EEG channels are present. 

20Hz coherence can be observed during posture between BBLH and the monopolar 

EEG channels (Fig. 5.137C, E). The cumulant is stronger in the early stages of 

posture. During movement some high magnitude features can be observed but they 

do not suggest any coupling in any band area. 

The cumulant of BBLH with the bipolar channel (FC1-C1) reveals high 20Hz 

synchronisation starting very early and lasting for the whole duration of both posture 

phases. Unlike FCR and ECRL, the BBLH cumulant in time does not give any 

obvious 10Hz feature, which is also the case in the corresponding time dependent 

coherence plots that does not contain alpha features (Fig. 5.137F). The maximum 

central feature occurs 1.1 s and 0.9s after the audio cue indicating flexion and 

extension posture respectively. During posture flexion however there is a smaller 

peak at 0.5 ms obviously corresponding to the earlier 24Hz coupling feature. 

Coupling during posture flexion also appears stronger than during posture extension. 
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5.1.8.1 Summary of time dependent frequency characteristics results 

" The EMG spectrograms revealed task related components at 10Hz mainly 

associated with movement and 15-30Hz mainly associated with posture. 10Hz power 

was present for antagonist FCR during extension movement and for antagonist 

ECRL during flexion posture. 

" The BBLH spectrogram showed activity which was task modulated by the 

wrist movement. 9-14Hz activity was continuously present throughout the move hold 

sequence while 15-30Hz components appeared during wrist posture and were mostly 

suppressed during wrist movement. The 9-14Hz activity of the BBLH showed 

frequency variation dependent on the wrist task. 

" Significant ECRL\FCR, FCR\BBLH and ECRL\BBLH beta coherence 

features appeared in the early stages of posture phases. In the current study near 

10Hz activity was also present during short posture tasks for the pooled data. For 

FCR\BBLH this coupling was higher at the end of the posture phase where 20Hz 

coherence had declined, but for ECRL\FCR coherence during extension it occurs 

simultaneously with the main 20Hz feature. 

" The monopolar and bipolar EEG spectrograms contained task dependent 

features in delta, alpha and beta bands. 0-4Hz power showed an increase during early 

parts of posture and movement phases. Alpha activity was present throughout the 

move hold sequence showing an increase just before the onset of the movement task. 

A distinct beta feature was present during posture and was suppressed before the 

initiation of the movement but partially recovered during the movement. These 

features were better defined in the bipolar FC1-C1 channel records. 

" The cortical and intracortical frequency characteristics revealed important 

features for cortical organisation during posture. This organisation was expressed by 

beta band synchronisation, as expressed by an increase in power, with simultaneous 
decoupling as expressed by a decrease in intracortical coherence in the same beta 

range of frequencies with similar temporal characteristics. These changes were also 
localised over the contralateral motor cortex. The range of frequencies that this 

simultaneous synchronisation-decoupling occurs is in the same beta (15-30Hz) range 

of frequencies that posture corticomuscular and intermuscular coupling occur which 

suggest that the phenomena are related. 
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" ECRL\FCR 10Hz intermuscular coherence appeared early, during the 

initiation of extension movement and remained strong for roughly two thirds of 

movement duration. Coherence in the same band occurred for FCR\BBLH pairs and 

ECRL\BBLH with different temporal characteristics, starting around half a second 

later than the ECRL\FCR 10Hz coupling feature, suggesting that the couplings are 

generated by different underlying physiological processes. 

" Time dependent intermuscular and corticomuscular cumulant plots proved a 

helpful way of representing coupling information over a wide frequency spectrum 

and complemented the coherence estimates 

" The corticomuscular time dependent coherence plots also reveal task 

dependent features. The most important were the coupling features that occurred in 

the beta band during posture. No strong coherence features were identified for 

movement. The strongest coherence was observed for the FC1-C1 bipolar EEG 

channel. The timing of intermuscular and corticomuscular coherences was similar 

with coherence reaching a maximum soon after the initiation of posture and declined 

before the end of the postural phase. For all bipolar plots, coherence was higher for 

the hold flexed than for the hold extended phase. 

" Very interesting and comprehensive results were derived by the time 

dependent cumulant plots of the pooled EMG data. Coupling frequencies were 

clearly displayed. The duration of posture features, unlike time dependent coherence, 

were also clearly defined, with the short term synchronisation cumulant peaks lasting 

throughout the posture phase. The sidepeaks indicating 20Hz synchronisation 

corresponded to the equivalent coherence features. 10Hz coupling features were 

easily identified in the intermuscular cumulant plots during movement. 

" For corticomuscular synchronisation the bipolar estimates gave more defined 

results than the monopolar. The central synchronisation peaks that emerged, in the 

time dependent cumulant plots showed more distinct, consistent and clear coupling 

features than the corresponding time dependent coherence plots. The central 

cumulant features covered nearly the whole duration of the posture tasks. The 

secondary satellite oscillatory features indicating beta coupling frequency were 

strong for a shorter period. This period matched the time that coherence features 

were also significant. 
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5.1.9 Continuous movement and maintained posture. 
This experiment aimed to examine differences in corticomuscular and 

intermuscular estimates between maintained posture and short posture tasks, as well 

as continuous movement and single movement tasks interchanged with posture. It 

consisted of analysing the following data records: 

" Maintained Posture Flexion (MPF) 

" Maintained Posture Extension (MPE) 

" Continuous Movement Flexion (CMF) (movement flexion segments epoched 
from a continuous movement task) 

" Continuous Movement Extension (CME) (movement extensions segments 

epoched from a continuous movement task) 

0 Intermittent Movement Flexion (IMF) (movement flexion segments epoched 
from the move-hold sequence) 

0 Intermittent Movement Extension (IME) (movement flexion epoched segments 

from the move-hold sequence) 

0 Intermittent Posture Flexion (IPF) (posture flexion segments epoched from the 

move-hold sequence) 

0 Intermittent Posture Extension (IPE) (posture extension segments epoched from 

the move-hold sequence) 
The analysis examined differences in the EMG frequency characteristics 

between MPF - IPF, MPE - IPE, CMF - IMF, CME - IME. It must be noted that all 

records compared had the same amount of information equal to 44.2s of data. 
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Fig. 5.138 EMG frequency characteristics during Intermittent Movement Flexion 
(IMF), (ontinuous Movement Flexion (CMF). In power spectral estimates for (a) 
ECRL, (b) FCR, (c) BBLH the small vertical lines at the top right give the estimated 
magnitude of a 95% confidence interval. The second row of plots gives the 
coherence estimates for (d) ECRL\FCR, (e) FCR\BBLH and (f) ECRL\BBLH. The 
green horizontal line represents the estimated upper 95% confidence limit. 
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5.1.9.1 Intermittent and Continuous Movement Flexion 

Fig. 5.138 shows the spectral estimates for ECRL and FCR and BBLH during 

Intermittent Movement Flexion (IMF) and Continuous Movement Flexion (CMF). 

The agonist FCR EMG has similar activity level for the CMF as for the IMF (Fig. 

5.138b) with an enhanced feature centred around 20Hz. 20Hz power features are 

associated with posture. The antagonist ECRL spectrum however has much higher 

activity for all frequencies during CMF (Fig. 5.138a) with 15Hz-35Hz frequency 

band particularly enhanced. BBLH which performs a similar task in both occasions 
by supporting the elbow at a consents angle, is less active during the CMF. BBLH 

EMG maintains a similar frequency profile with a strong 10Hz peak while the beta 

band frequencies are slightly enhanced during the CMF (Fig. 5.138c). 

The ECRL\FCR coherence (Fig. 5.138d) is stronger for low frequencies 1- 

10Hz during the CMF with a 10Hz peak having similar amplitude during both types 

of movement. There is also some low gamma or beta coupling of similar magnitude. 

For the FCR\BBLH coherence (Fig. 5.138e) there is smaller 10Hz coupling and 

significant 20Hz coupling emerging for CMF but not during IMF. Previous findings 

showing suppression of 15-25Hz intermuscular coherences when one of the 

synergistic muscles becomes involved in a movement task. This is the case only for 

IMF while for the CMF significant 20Hz coupling can still be observed despite that 

FCR is clearly performing movement and BBLH is performing posture. Increased 

20Hz coherence can not only be observed in the FCR\BBLH coherence plot but also 
in the power spectra of FCR and BBLH during CMF compared to IMF (Fig. 

5.138b, c) This feature is usually associated with posture. The ECRL\BBLH (Fig. 

5.138f) coherence shows increased alpha coupling during CMF. 

The ECRL\FCR cumulant plot (Fig. 5.138g) maintains its minimum near 
time Oms and even though it looks as if it retains the 10Hz coupling features for the 

CMF, it is not as clear as for IMF because it has been influenced by the increased 

low frequency (<8Hz) coupling. The FCR\BBLH cumulant (Fig. 5.138h) is similar in 

both cases, revealing 20Hz and 10Hz features. The ECRL\BBLH cumulant (Fig. 
5.1381) contains small beta features during IMF while weak 10Hz features are 
present in the corresponding CMF cumulant. 
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Fig. 5.139 contains the ECRL EMG corticomuscular coherence map with 

bipolar EEG channels during IMF and CMF. The corticomuscular coherence of the 

antagonist ECRL EMG is lower than the significance level at all sites for both CMF 

and IMF, with the exception of low frequency coupling, mainly in the contralateral 

cortex and small beta coupling for medial frontocentral electrodes during IMF that 

are not present during CMF. 

Fig. 5.140 demonstrates the coherence map for the FCR EMG muscle with 

bipolar cortical electrodes during IMF and CMF. A significant increase occurs in the 

beta coherence for the CMF data compared to the IMF despite FCR performing 

movement. The highest increase occurs for the contralateral area and especially for 

the area around FC1-C1 electrode where the maximum occurs. A similar spatial 

coherence pattern of beta coherence was also observed during posture. Normally 

during movement the beta corticomuscular coherence would be expected to be 

suppressed. 

The bipolar corticomuscular coherence maps for the BBLH muscle during 

flexion can be seen in Fig. 5.141. As it has already been stated the BBLH performs a 

posture task supporting the forearm. As it can be seen in Fig. 5.141 the beta 

corticomuscular feature during posture was suppressed for the IMF, despite the fact 

that BBLH is performing a postural task. While absent during IMF, during CMF, 

beta corticomuscular coupling is reinstated, in a pattern similar to the one observed 

during posture. A small alpha coupling feature present during the IMF task is not 

seen during the CMF. 

FCR and BBLH EMGs displayed beta corticomuscular coupling during CMF 

absent during IMF. This was not the case for ECRL map where no beta coupling 

emerged. Observing the corresponding intermuscular coherences during the same 

tasks shows that the 20Hz coupling for FCR\BBLH pair has increased during CMF 

(Fig. 5.138e). FCR and BBLH are the same EMGs that demonstrated increased 

corticomuscular coherence. Beta intermuscular coherence for muscle pairs including 

the ECRL (ECRL-FCR, ECRL-BBLH) remains unchanged (Fig. 5.138dJ). 
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Fig. 5.142 EMG frequency characteristics during Intermittent Posture Flexion (IPF), 
\Ltint, mncd I'o»turc flexion (MPF). In power spectral estimates for (a) ECRL, (b) 
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for (d) ECRL\FCR, (e) FCR\BBLH and (f) ECRL\BBLH. The green horizontal line 
represents the estimated upper 95% confidence limit. 
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Fig. 5.143 Pooled coherence map of all subject data, between right wrist ECRL 
EMG and multiple bipolar EEG channels during flexion posture (Intermittent Posture 
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5.1.9.2 Intermittent and Maintained Posture Flexion 

Intracortical frequency characteristics during IPF and MPF are compared in 

Fig. 5.142. The ECRL power spectrum (Fig. 5.142a) shows lower spectral power for 

MPF with activity below 15Hz being significantly decreased compared to IPF. The 

FCR power spectrum (Fig. 5.142b) shows enhanced 10Hz and near 20Hz features 

during MPF. As with ECRL, the overall FCR spectral power has decreased at all 

frequencies during MPF task when compared with IPF. The BBLH power spectrum 

(Fig. 5.142c) has also more defined 13Hz and 18-30Hz features, higher gamma 

power and reduced 3Hz activity during MPF than during the IPF task. The overall 

power level has increased. 

The ECRL\FCR coherence (Fig. 5.142d) still shows high beta coherence 

reaching similar levels and small but enhanced alpha coupling during MPF, when 

compared with the equivalent IPF phase. The main coherence feature is slightly 

shifted to higher frequencies (from 21Hz to 23Hz). In the FCR BBLH coherence 

(Fig. 5.142e) the already strong 10Hz coupling feature of the IPF, shows significant 

increase for the MPF, while 15-35Hz coherence is also enhanced. This time the shift 

to higher frequencies (from 22Hz to 26Hz) is more obvious. 35-50Hz coupling has 

also increased during MPF. The ECRL\BBLH coupling (Fig. 5.142f) has increased 

during the same phase, and moved to higher frequencies (from 22Hz to 2Hz). The 

cumulant density plots (Fig. 5.142g, h, i) agree with the above findings. 

Fig. 5.143 shows the comparison of bipolar corticomuscular coherence for 

the antagonist ECRL muscle during the Intermittent Posture Flexion (IPF) and 
Maintained Posture Flexion (MPF). The strong IPF contralateral coherences have 

significantly decreased during the MPF and stay statistically significant for a number 

of electrodes with an area of high coherence around electrode FC1-C1. A 6Hz 

feature' in the contralateral, frontocentral-central row of electrodes has also been 

suppressed during the maintained task. 

The coherence map for the FCR (agonist) muscle (Fig. 5.144) shows a similar 

reduction in coherence for the maintained task. The coherence for the MPF is 

considerably reduced (more than five times for the FC1-C1 electrode) compared to 
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IPF. Despite the reduction, the FC1-C1 and neighbouring bipolar electrode 

coherences remain statistically significant. 
A similar situation is observed for the BBLH muscle. As it is shown in Fig. 

5.145 the beta corticomuscular coherence during MPF, has greatly decreased 

compared with "the IPF, while a number of electrodes maintains statistically 

significant corticomuscular coherence despite a dramatic decrease. A 13Hz feature in 

the central contralateral cortex has also been suppressed. 

The beta intermuscular coherence magnitudes for the same phases (Fig. 

5.142), appear similar for the ECRL FCR, and FCR BBLH pairs, and are enhanced 
for the ECRL BBLH pair during MPF. 
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5.1.9.3 Intermittent and Continuous Movement Extension 

The differences between the EMG frequency estimates for the IME and the 

CME are examined in Fig. 5.146. The ECRL power spectrum (Fig. 5.146a) shows 

more defined 10Hz and 20Hz features during the CME. During CME the FCR power 

spectrum (Fig. 5.146b) shows lower but still significant 10Hz activity while the 

BBLH power spectrum (Fig. 5.146c) retains the high 10Hz peak during the same 

task. ECRL and FCR show a similar average power level during both CME and IME, 

while BBLH gives lower spectral power during CME. 

The ECRL\FCR coherence (Fig. 5.146d) shows extremely high sub 5Hz 

activity while the 10Hz peak is smaller during CME compared to IME. The 10Hz 

coupling has also been reduced for the FCR BBLH coherence (Fig. 5.146e) during 

CME, while a significant 40Hz peak appears. The most interesting observation is the 

significant increase in the FCR\BBLH beta band occurrence during CME. A similar 

observation was previously made for the CMF. As shown in Fig. 5.146e and Fig. 

5.146e the 15-25Hz and 20-30Hz intermuscular coherences have increased during 

CMF and CME compared with the IMF and IME respectively. The ECRL BBLH 

coherence (Fig. 5.146f) shows a sub 5Hz increase in coherence during CME. Apart 

form that, coherence does not exceed the confidence level for the remaining of the 

examined spectrum. 

The cumulant estimates reflect the features of the coherence plots. The 

ECRL\FCR cumulant (Fig. 5.146g) while maintaining the trough is strongly 

influenced from the low frequency coherence and 10Hz coupling reduction during 

CME, so the 10Hz coupling is not clearly demonstrated. Features signifying beta 

coupling, have appeared in the FCR\BBLH cumulant (Fig. 5.146h). However the 

10Hz content in the CME is still visible since it follows a similar pattern to the plot 
derived from the IME data. The cumulant estimate for ECRL\BBLH (Fig. 5.1461) 

shows 'weak beta coupling, that is strongly influenced by the increased 0-5Hz 

coherence component during CME. 

Fig. 5.147 is the pooled coherence map for all subject data, between right 

wrist ECRL EMG and multiple bipolar EEG channels during IME and CME. There 

is no clear pattern in the changes of beta corticomuscular coherence. C3-C1 displays 
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higher coherence during CME while for C1-CPI the largest coherence occur for the 

IME. 

For FCR however there is significant beta coupling present during the CME 

as demonstrated in Fig. 5.148. The beta coherence features are much smaller than 

those occurred during IPE but they appear statistically significant for the FCI-C1 and 

surrounding electrodes, which also display maximum coherence during posture (Fig. 

5.144). For IME there is no significant beta coupling. Small differences can be 

spotted in alpha and gamma bands, but the pattern is not as clear as with beta. 

The largest features of beta corticomuscular coherence during movement 

occurred for the BBLH EMG during CME (Fig. 5.149). The BBLH beta 

corticomuscular coherence was almost completely suppressed during the wrist IME, 

despite of the fact that the muscle was performing a posture task. It appears that 

when wrist is performing continuous movement this suppression does not occur for 

BBLH.. The coherences that appear are at the same level or even higher than during 

posture (Fig. 5.145) and have a similar distribution. This is also the case for CMF 

(Fig. 5.141) where BBLH beta corticomuscular coherence, suppressed during the 

IMF, re-emerged during the continuous movement task (CMF). 

Since coherences for both FCR and BBLH EMGs with Bipolar EEGs were 

increased it is important to mention that as seen previously in Fig. 5.146e, significant 
beta intermuscular coupling appears between the same muscles, during CME. The 

substantial increase in corticomuscular coupling for BBLH, and the increase in FCR 

corticomuscular coupling for the same task, further suggests a link between 

corticomuscular and intermuscular phenomena. ECRL did not display increased beta 

coherence neither with the cortex nor with synergistic muscles. 
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5.1.9.4 Intermittent and Maintained Posture Extension 

The intermuscular frequency characteristics of ECRL, FCR and BBLH 

EMGs are compared during extension posture data derived from IPE and MPE in 

Fig. 5.150. The overall power for the ECRL power spectrum (Fig. 5.150a) for MPE 

is smaller, with a higher decrease in low frequencies (0-5Hz) compared to IPE. The 

overall FCR power spectrum level (Fig. 5.150b) is also lower for MPE with an 

enhanced 25Hz spectral power feature and smaller 10Hz feature. The BBLH power 

spectral profiles (Fig. 5.150c) are very similar, with a small decrease in the overall 

power for MPE. 

The ECRL\FCR coherence estimate (Fig. 5.150d) is much altered showing 

high 10Hz coherence for the MPE. The IPE 15Hz-30Hz coherence has moved to 

higher frequencies between 18-38Hz during MPE with not so well defined central 

peak. The strong 35-47Hz has also been reduced to a strong but narrow 40Hz peak. 

The difference of the FCR\BBLH coherence during the two types of posture 

extension (Fig. 5.150e) is considerable. The vast coherence feature is man times the 

confidence level and much higher during MPE than during IPE for all examined 

frequencies and especially for beta coherence which is dominating the plot. This vast 

coherence feature should not be due to crosstalk because both recordings were 

obtained at the same experimental session, so IPE and MPE as well as CME and 

IME (Fig. 5.150e) would be expected to have similarly high coherences, which was 

not the case. The ECRL\BBLH coherence (Fig. 5.150]) shows increased alpha, 

significantly increased beta and some gamma coherence for the maintained posture 

task. 

The ECRL\FCR cumulant density (Fig. 5.150g) is not very clear because it 

contains coupling over a broad spectrum of frequencies. The FCR BBLH cumulant 
(Fig. 5.150h) demonstrates the dominant beta coupling while the ECRL BBLH 

cumulant (Fig. 5.1501) shows 20 and some 10Hz coupling 
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Fig. 5.151 shows that the agonist ECRL beta corticomuscular coupling has 

significantly decreased during MPE compared to IPE. The main 20Hz coherence 

features have been reduced and the 10Hz and 15Hz features are almost completely 

suppressed during MPE trials. Coherence is almost absent from the ipsilateral cortex 

during MPE, where there was small but widespread beta coupling for the IPE. The 

maximum coherence peak still occurs for the FC1-C1 bipolar electrode pair for MPE 

as with IPE with the beta coherence statistically significant for a number of 

electrodes around their maximal feature. The main coherence feature has also shifted 

to higher frequencies. More specifically the peak was at 19Hz and has moved to 

23Hz for MPE. A similar shift in the frequency of maximum intermuscular 

coherences for ECRL\FCR, ECRL\BBLH pairs of muscles during MPE as can be 

seen in Fig. 5.150df. Some gamma activity is also present during the same phase in 

the contralateral area (FC5-FC3, C5-C3). 

In contrast to the ECRL, the FCR corticomuscular coherence seems to be 

enhanced for the MPE (Fig. 5.152). The beta coherence features look very different 

in shape and are slightly shifted to higher frequencies (from 19Hz to 24Hz). A 

similar shift for intermuscular coherences and ECRL corticomuscular coherences 

was observed. Beta coupling is also more widespread in the ipsilateral area. The 

10Hz observed for F1-FC1, F2-FC2, FZ-FCZ and a few other electrodes for the 

extension posture of the move hold task has been lost as has the strong gamma 
features (FC3-C3 and FC3-FC1). 

Fig. 5.153 gives the BBLH corticomuscular coherence map. MPE coherence 

with BBLH muscle is slightly lower compared to data from IPE. The difference is 

most noticeable for the contralateral frontocentral-central row of vertically aligned 
bipolar, electrodes. The main coherence peaks appear at a higher frequency, (23Hz 

instead of 19Hz) at FC1-C1 and FCz-Cz electrode sites. Similar to BBLH, FCR and 
ECRL corticomuscular coherence maps (Fig. 5.151, Fig. 5.152) present a similar 
shift, as do the intermuscular coherences, suggesting a connection between 

corticomuscular and intermuscular coupling. Small gamma coupling features present 
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during IPE are central, centroparietal and contralateral frontal electrode sites have 

been suppressed during MPE. 

As already seen in Fig. 5.150e, the intermuscular coupling for the 

FCR/BBLH pair changes considerably between IPE and MPE. The beta coherence 

has increased significantly during MPE, with wideband coherence appearing at 24Hz 

in the place of strong IPE coherence. Increases of a similar scale can not be observed 

for the corticomuscular coherence maps of FCR or BBLH, FCR\FC1-C1 coherence 

is slightly increased and BBLH\FC1-C1 coherence is slightly decreased for MPE. 

Both coherences also show a shift to higher coherences (approximately 24Hz). This 

fact suggests a significant degree of independence of the magnitude of intermuscular 

coherence from corticomuscular coherence. Very high intermuscular coherence is 

not the result of analogous very high corticomuscular coherence. The fact however 

that both intermuscular and corticomuscular coherences were shifted to frequencies 

close to 24Hz show strong connection between the phenomena. 
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5.1.9.5 Summary of continuous movement and maintained posture 

results 

This experiment aimed to identify differences in the EMG and EEG 

frequency characteristics between maintained posture and intermittent posture as 

well as between continuous movement and intermittent movement. 

" Significant differences emerged in the intermuscular and corticomuscular 

couplings between data derived from maintained posture and intermittent posture. 

During the MPF the 15-25Hz intermuscular features either reached similar levels or 

were greater than the ones observed during IPF. The coherence features appeared 

centred around slightly higher frequencies. In contrast to intermuscular increase the 

corresponding corticomuscular features, decreased significantly for all three muscles 

during the MPF. 

" During the MPE, FCR\BBLH and ECRL\BBLH intermuscular coherences 
increased compared to IPE, with the first pair showing extremely high wideband 

coherence centred around 24Hz. During the MPE ECRL\FCR EMGs showed 
decreased peak beta coherence. However the feature was broader and the central 

peak was shifted to higher frequencies, with enhanced 1 Hz peak also present. In the 

corresponding corticomuscular maps the ECRL shows clear reduction in beta 

coherence during MPE while for the BBLH there is a small reduction compared to 

IPE. For the antagonist FCR map the coupling with the contralateral cortex during 

the MPE has increased. The increase however does not in any case follow the large 

increase in the FCR\BBLH intermuscular coherence. 

During intermittent movement (IMF, IME), intermuscular coherences of 
coactive muscles participating in posture were suppressed when the wrist engaged in 

movement. During continuous movement (CMF, CME) however, beta 

corticomuscular coherences were considerably enhanced for FCR and BBLH 

muscles. The distribution of coherence features over the cortical map during 
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continuous movement strongly resembled posture. The intermuscular coherences in 

the same frequency range between FCR and BBLH EMGs was also significantly 

facilitated. The changes for ECRL\EEG, ECRL\FCR and ECRL\BBLH coherences 

were not as significant. 

" The near 10Hz intermuscular coupling also showed significant variation 
between intermittent and maintained posture tasks, as well as continuous and 
intermittent movement. A considerable increase in the FCR\BBLH 10Hz coherence 

was observed for the MPF. An increase was also observed for the ECRL\FCR pair 
during MPE 
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5.2 ATTENTION AND COGNITIVE INFLUENCES IN 

CORTICOMUSCULAR COHERENCE. 

5.2.1 Influence of attention in corticomuscular coherence. 
The aim of this experiment was to identify the way that attention to a 

precision motor task affects corticomuscular and intermuscular coupling. More 

specifically the aim was to identify distinct changes in intermuscular and 

corticomuscular coupling between a forearm muscle - right extensor carpi radialis 

longus (ECRL), a hand muscle - right abductor pollicis brevis (APB) and the cortex. 

Coherence was measured during the performance of a precision task in two 

attentional states; a high attention (HA) and low attention (LA) states during the 

performance of a precision task. The task was the compression of an instrumented 

ring between thump and little finger with the wrist in the extended position. The 

force acting on the ring was fed back visually to the subject on the display of an 

oscilloscope. By varying the gain of the feedback signal the LA and HA levels could 

be set for the task which was to keep the force level steady at a target force. With 

high gain feedback the task required more attention since small variations in the 

force create larger differences from the target force. Lower gain consequently 

required less attention to follow the target force since variations were smaller. 

Pooled intramuscular coherence estimates and corticomuscular coherence 

maps were produced for the examined group of nine subjects. The length of the data 

record for each subject for each attentional state was 180s which consisted of three 

separate Imin trials. EMGs from wrist ECRL and hand APB were recorded. 
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In Fig. 5.154a, b the produced estimates for the wrist ECRL and the hand 

APB muscle can be seen. The HA estimates are plotted in red colour while the LA 

estimates are plotted in blue colour. The ECRL power spectra estimates have a 

prominent peak at 11Hz for both attentional states and very similar amplitude. 

However while the power of the HA estimate gradually declines in the 20 to 50Hz 

band, the power of the LA task contains a 20-30Hz feature with maximum at around 

25Hz. 

The APB power spectrum power during the HA task is higher in the whole 

examined frequency spectrum. The HA peak also is shifted to lower frequency of 

19Hz rather than the 22Hz during the LA. The experiment was designed to 

encourage the subject to maintain a constant level of compression on the ring, with 

the same target force for low and high display gain (corresponding to LA and HA). 

EMG power revealed higher activity, despite of the fact that the target force is the 

same. The subjects in the HA task, possibly had to do more corrections in order to 

keep the compression level close to the target, which may have also resulted to 

greater muscular activity. Records of the force were not obtained in order to examine 

whether the actual variation of the force corresponds to the increased muscular 

activity. 

For both HA and LA states, frequency components around 20Hz are present 
in the APB power spectra. However the peaks appear at different frequencies. During 

the HA state the spectrum shows a peak at 18Hz while the peak of the LA occurs at 
22Hz. 

The intramuscular coherence between APB and ECRL muscles (Fig. 5.154c) 

has clearly increased in the 17-30Hz area during the HA compared to the LA 

condition where the coherence was smaller. The peak frequency has also moved 
from 23Hz during the LA to 26Hz for HA. The cumulant estimate also indicates 

higher coupling (Fig. 5.154d). 
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Fig. 5.155 shows the coherence map of the wrist ECRL EMG with the bipolar 

montage of EEG channels. The ECRL bipolar EEG coherence montage shows strong 

coupling for the contralateral electrodes with a maximum at FC 1-C I. The coherence 

is stronger for the LA state than the HA and extends over a wider area to include 

frontal and central centroparietal areas. The coherences for the horizontally aligned 

frontocentral row of electrodes are relatively low while for the central row of 

electrodes it is considerably larger. Alpha coupling is also present for central 

electrodes, especially the vertically aligned frontocentral-central row of electrodes, 

which appears considerably higher for the HA state. 

Fig. 5.156 shows the coherences of the APB and the bipolar cortical montage. 
The beta coupling is again strong in the contralateral area but with the maximum 

activity shifted from the contralateral central area to the contralateral frontal- 

centrofrontal electrodes. The coherences are slightly larger for the HA that those seen 
for LA. The coherences for the frontal and centrofrontal electrodes contain multiple 
features that cover the whole spectrum while the ones in the central estimates contain 

a more defined 19-26Hz component. A smaller sharp peak at 32Hz is also there and 
is larger for low attention. The frontocentral-central vertical row of electrodes 

contains some gamma coupling especially for HA and not present in LA. 
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5.2.1.1 Summary of attentional influence results 
The question of attention influences in corticomuscular coupling has been 

raised before (Kristeva-Feige, Fritsch et al. 2002). It may also be a factor responsible 
for intersubject and intrasubject differences in EEG-EMG coherence, in both normal 

and patients. 

" The results presented showed that corticomuscular and intermuscular 

coherences are relatively robust under different states of attention. Despite variations 
between low attention and high attention conditions, beta intermuscular and 

corticomuscular coherences remained strong and statistically significant. 

" The intermuscular coherence between the ECRL (wrist muscle) and APB 

(hand muscle) increased during the high attention precision task compared to the low 

attention task. The corticomuscular coherence for the APB increased as well. 
However at the same time the ECRL corticomuscular coherence clearly decreased 

suggesting independent control of the CNS on APB and ECRL muscles. 

" The contralateral frontal cortex was strongly coupled with the APB muscle 
during the precision task during high attention and low attention conditions. 
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elastic band precision extension task (blue) and the same task during simultaneous 
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5.2.2 Influence of cognitive loading in corticomuscular coherence 
The aim of this experiment was to study the way corticomuscular and 

intermuscular frequency characteristics are affected by the performance of 

simultaneous cognitive tasks. It involved the bilateral extension of an elastic band. 

Subjects were instructed to keep the length of the extended elastic band constant as 

indicated by marks on a ruler. The constant length corresponded to a constant 

extension force. The experiment was conducted under two conditions; the Dedicated 

Performance (DP) of the task and the Cognitively Loaded (CL) state whilst carrying 

out complicated mental arithmetic. 

Nine subjects were included in the study. EMG was recorded from left and 

right wrist Extensor Carpi Radialis Longus (ECRL) muscles and from left and right 

Abductor Pollicis Brevis (APB). EEG was also recorded from multiple cortical sites. 

The length of the records was 2min for the CL task and 2min for the DP task for each 

subject. Intermuscular frequency estimates were calculated between homologues 

muscles. Corticomuscular coherence maps were also produced between recorded 

EEG and EMG channels. 

Fig. 5.157a, b, c, d show the pooled EMG spectral power estimates from all 

nine subjects. EMGs came from right ECRL (a), left ECRL (b), right APB (c), left 

APB (d). Despite the symmetric performance of the task the power spectra appear 
different between left and right sides. A 7-20Hz feature is present for both left and 

right ECRL power spectra. The peak for the right ECRL is wider and has a peak at a 

slightly higher frequency of 13Hz compared to the narrower peak centred at 11 Hz for 

the right ECRL. A 20-30Hz component is present in the left wrist ECRL EMG while 
it is not as strong or it is absent in the right ECRL power. The overall power for DP 

and CL states are very similar. 
The power for APB EMG in the 0-4Hz band is much higher than the 

equivalent power of the right APB. Comparing DP and CL conditions, while for left 

APB the spectra have very similar spectral power, the right APB power during the 
CL sate has been reduced compared with DP. 

Fig. 5.157e shows the intermuscular coherences for right ECRL and right 
APB muscles EMG while Fig. 5.157f shows the intermuscular coherences between 
left ECRL and left APB muscles EMG. It is clear that the coupling between the left 
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Fig. 5.158 Pooled corticomuscular map of right ECRL coherences with bipolar EEG 

recordings during the dedicated (blue) and cognitively loaded (red) performance of 
the band extension task. 
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the band extension task. 
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forearm muscles is much higher than between the right forearm muscles, for both 

task states. Two main coupling components can be identified one in 4-12Hz band 

and the alpha area and one in 10-35Hz. 10-35Hz coherence on both sides appears 

higher during the CL task than during DP. The 4-12Hz coupling feature for the right 

forearm muscles is slightly stronger for the DP than the CL while for the left side 

where the coherence feature is much higher for the CL task. 

Fig. 5.158 shows the bipolar coherence map for right ECRL muscle. 

Coherences in the beta band are higher on the contralateral side as expected. The 

strongest coherence appears for the FC1-C1. The beta coherence peak for the same 

electrode has a higher peak for DP task but the CL feature appears wider. The picture 

is not clear for the surrounding electrodes where coherence amplitudes are not 

significantly different for DP or CL. 

Fig. 5.159 shows the bipolar coherence map for the right APB. As expected 

stronger coupling occurs at the contralateral side than at the ipsilateral. However the 

map appears different to the one observed for the bipolar wrist muscle map (Fig. 

5.158). Beta coupling is dominant in contralateral central electrodes. However 

significant coherence is not only concentrated in beta band. A wider spectrum of 
frequencies is present for centroparietal areas as well as ipsilateral frontal and 

especially contralateral frontal electrodes. It is not clear if coherence is higher during 

DP or CL. During both task conditions the coherences are statistically significant. 
For the left ECRL bipolar coherence plot in Fig. 5.160 there is very strong 

and defined contralateral beta coupling for both horizontally and vertically aligned 

electrodes. The coherence features are significantly stronger than the corresponding 
features observed for the right ECRL in Fig. 5.158. The coupling is clearly stronger 
for the CL task than for the DP. There is a difference in the frequency that the 

maximum coherence occurs at most of the strongly coupled electrode sites with the 

coherence during the CL task appearing at a 3-4Hz lower frequency. Apart from the 
dominant beta coherences, other weaker coupling can be observed. Alpha coherences 

emerge for the CL task for contralateral frontocentral-central electrodes while absent 
for the DP. Gamma features are also present for the same electrodes for both tasks. 
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Fig. 5.160 Pooled corticomuscular map of left ECRL coherences with bipolar EEG 
recordings during the dedicated (b lue) and cognitively loaded (red) performance of 
the band extension task. 
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The left APB bipolar corticomuscular coherence map in Fig. 5.161 shows 

coherences that appear much stronger than for the right APB (Fig. 5.159). Coherence 

features during the CL task are higher than for the DP task. The CL coherences 

occurred approximately 3Hz lower than the corresponding DP features. Alpha 

coherence emerge during CL while it is absent for DP. The higher left EMG 

coherence, the higher coherence for CL, the 3Hz shift to lower frequencies and the 

appearance of alpha coherence during the CL are all observed for the left ECRL 

corticomuscular map (Fig. 5.160) as well as left APB. 

Coherence of the muscles within the left forearm (left ECRL\Ieft APB) was 
significantly higher than for the right (right ECRL\right APB). Furthermore this 

asymmetry existed for the corticomuscular coherences as well. While the bilateral 

task was mechanically symmetrical the coupling of the left forearm muscles with the 

contralateral cortex (left ECRL\EEG and left APB\EEG) also were much stronger 

than of the right forearm EEG corticomuscular coherences (right ECRL\EEG and 

right APB\EEG). 
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5.2.2.1 Summary of cognitive loading influence results 
In this experiment the focus was to examine how intermuscular and corticomuscular 

coherences are affected during a precision bilateral task, by the performance of a 

simultaneous cognitive task. 

" The magnitude of beta intermuscular coupling was enhanced for the cognitive 
loaded task compared to the dedicated performance. 

" Beta corticomuscular coupling also increased during the cognitive loaded task 

compared to the dedicated performance, for left and right forearms. The increase was 
higher for the left forearm that for the right. 

" 4-12Hz intermuscular coupling clearly increased for the left forearm while 
for the right one was marginally smaller during the cognitive loaded task compared 
to the dedicated performance. 

" There was an asymmetry in the left and right side intermuscular and 

corticomuscular coherences. The left forearm muscles' beta intermuscular coherence 

was much greater than the coherence observed for the right forearm. Furthermore the 
left forearm APB and ECRL beta corticomuscular coherence features with the 

contralateral cortex were much greater than the corresponding features observed for 

the right forearm corticomuscular coherence. The increased intermuscular and 

corticomuscular coherences for the left side were observed during both cognitive 
loaded and dedicated performance conditions, despite the symmetrical nature of the 
bilateral extension task. The coupling predominance of the left side during this 
bimanual task appears to have functional significance since all subjects were right 
handed. This should be further investigated in the future by examining left handed 

subjects. 
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5.3 AFFERENT SENSORY INFLUENCES IN CORTICOMUSCULAR 

COHERENCE 

This experiment aimed to examine how corticomuscular and intermuscular 

frequency characteristics are affected by temporary sensory deafferentation induced 

using an ischemic nerve block (tourniquet induced ischemia) to the upper arm. The 

use of the Ischemic Nerve Block (INB) is a common method examining peripheral 

nervous system changes and the subsequent nervous system plasticity, caused by the 

lack of afferent or efferent input (Glencross and Oldfield 1975; Ziemann, Corwell et 

al. 1998; Ziemann, Hallett et al. 1998; Ziemann, Muellbacher et al. 2001). 

INB deafferentation has been used in humans as a model of reversible short- 

term plasticity (Ziemann, Corwell et al. 1998). Deafferentation induces rapid plastic 

changes in the cerebral cortex. Several mechanisms may contribute, such as changes 

in neuronal membrane excitability, removal of local inhibition, or various forms of 

short or long term synaptic plasticity (Ziemann, Hallett et al. 1998). Long term 

perturbations are difficult to be replicated in normal subjects. 

3 subjects participated in this study. The INB protocol followed inflating a 

sphygmomanometer cuff over the systolic arterial blood pressure level for a length of 

time around 20 minutes. The cuff was placed just above the elbow. As efferent nerve 

fibres are of smaller diameter than the large diameter afferent fibres they are more 

resistant to hypoxia. Thus, efferent fibres conduction declines at a slower rate than 

the function of the large afferent fibres. This usually results in a time window where 

efferent input to the muscles exists without or with reduced afferent feedback. 

Two recordings were performed in 3 intervals during each INB session. The 

recordings were continuous movement for two minutes followed by two minutes of 

maintained extension. Both actions were performed in the vertical plane. The 

sequence was before the inflation of the sphygmomanometer cuff, just after the 

inflation of the cuff, 10 minutes after the inflation, 15 minutes after the inflation and 
finally just after the cuff deflation. 

For the Subject 3 the experimental protocol was slightly modified. Instead of 
having two separate 2 minute recordings for movement and posture the subject 
interchanged continuous movement with continuous extension every 10 seconds 
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(indicated by regular audio cues). Each session lasted around 4 minutes which was 

epoched and appended into two minutes of posture and two minutes of movement. 

The obtained records were pooled analysed using similar methods with 

analysis performed for previous experiments. Plots were plotted using the following 

colour code: 

" Blue: before inflation 

" Green: just after inflation 

" Red: 10 min after inflation 

" Cyan: 15 min after inflation 

" Magenta: just after deflation 

5.3.1 Results for Subject 1 
Fig. 5.162 shows the power spectra and coherence estimates for Subject 1 

during posture extension. Fig. 5.162a gives the ECRL power spectra. Near 10Hz 

peaks, present during posture extension are enhanced during INB. After the release 

of the cuff the 10Hz feature is significantly reduced. The near 10Hz peaks do not 

occur at exactly the same frequency. Beta and "high beta" features also area also 

present. Their shapes do not appear consistent and they also seem to have a harmonic 

relationship with the 10Hz features. The overall picture shows significant variability 

in the agonist EMG power spectra. 

Fig. 5.162b shows the FCR power posture extension. Near 10Hz activity is 

present and enhanced during the INB. The most distinct peak appears 20 min after 

applying the block, when the highest overall power level also occurs. Immediately 

after the release of the nerve block the general activity level returns to the pre-INB 
levels while the near 10Hz peak diminishes. Beta features that appear after 10 and 15 

minutes show a harmonic relationship with the l0Hz centred peaks. On the whole 

there is high variability in the overall power level as well as in the distinct spectral 
features. 

Fig. 5.162c shows the power spectra for FC1-C1. They remain quite 

consistent throughout the INB. The most significant change is the suppression of the 
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10Hz feature after the release of the cuff. 0-4Hz power seems to increase with the 

INB. 

Examining the FCR/ECRL coherences in Fig. 5.162d, a 10Hz features appear 

before, during and after the INB. Despite that 10Hz EMG features were enhanced 
during the INB, the intermuscular coherence appears to decrease in the same 
frequency band. Beta coherence shows variability, having no clear connection with 

the progress of the INB. The highest beta coherence occurs for the session after the 

deflation of the cuff. 
Fig. 5.162e gives the FCR\FC 1-C 1 coherence. The corticomuscular 

coherence for the antagonist muscle shows an enhanced beta coupling during the 

INB. The maximum coherence appears after the deflation for the cuff. There is no 

noticeable alpha coherence feature. Fig. 5.162f shows the agonist ECRL\FC 1-C l 

coherence. The corticomuscular coherence shows enhanced coupling during the INB 

and after the deflation of the cuff, where the highest coherence occurs. 
Fig. 5.163a shows the power spectrum of ECRL during movement. The 

spectral content of the FCR EMG does not change dramatically. The 10Hz peak 
feature appears pretty constant, compared with the near 10Hz feature observed 
during extension posture which varied considerably. The overall power level appears 
higher after the deflation of the cuff. Similar is the picture for the FCR muscle (Fig. 

5.163b). The FC1-C1 spectra (Fig. 5.163c) contain high 0-5Hz power as well as a 
distinct beta component and alpha features. The plots are very consistent during the 

INB. 

Despite the strong 10Hz feature in ECRL and FCR power spectra the 
intermuscular FCR/ECRL coherence (Fig. 5.163d) shows a clear 10Hz coupling 
feature only before the inflation of the cuff. The FCR\FC1-C1 coherence (Fig. 

5.163e) shows 10Hz coupling which is enhanced after the inflation of the cuff but 

then declines with time during the INB. Gamma activity at around 40 and 45Hz is 

present with no clear connection to the INB the INB. Similar is the picture for the 

coherence between ECRL and FC1-C1. 
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5.3.2 Results for Subject 2 
Fig. 5.164a gives the power spectral of ECRL for Subject 2 during posture 

extension. The 10Hz peak seems to be enhanced with the INB and declines after the 

release of the block. A similar observation was made for Subject 1. Beta features 

appear to have a more consistent form than for Subject 1. The overall picture shows 

again significant variability in the shape of the agonist EMG power spectra, 

especially for the near 10Hz peaks, which do not occur at exactly the same 

frequency. In FCR power spectra (Fig. 5.164b), near 10 and 20Hz features are 

present, during and after the INB with increasing overall power level. Immediately 

after the release of the nerve block the spectral power returns to the pre-INB levels. 

There is little variability in the overall shape of the power spectra. Fig. 5.164c shows 

the FC1-C1 spectra which contains a persistant 10 Hz feature before and after the 

INB, witch is suppressed during the INB. Beta features are present and weaken 

during the INB, to return to the pre-INB levels after the release of the cuff. 

FCR/ECRL coherence in Fig. 5.164d, does not show high alpha coupling. 
Intermuscular beta coupling shows some variability but in general it remains high. 

The highest beta coupling occurs just after the inflation of the cuff and the highest 10 

min after the inflation. The corticomuscular coherences for the antagonist FCR 

muscle (e) show significant beta coupling during all phases. Fig. 5.164f shows the 

coherence for ECRL\FC1-C1 corticomuscular coherence. The beta corticomuscular 

coherence appears slightly suppressed but still high during and after the INB. 

Fig. 5.165 gives the frequency characteristics of the recorded signals during 

continuous movement. ECRL power (Fig. 5.165 a) shows a 10Hz feature before 

inflation and after the release of the cuff, which is suppressed during the INB. The 

power spectrum of the FCR EMG (Fig. 5.165 b) does not show any clear features 

and a 10Hz feature is obvious only after the deflation of the cuff. The overall level of 

power appears higher during and after the INB, compared to the power before the 

inflation, as was at case for ECRL. FC1-C1 power (Fig. 5.165 c) shows high "low 

frequency" power, a distinct beta component and no distinct alpha features. The 

spectra are quite consistent throughout the INB. The FCR/ECRL, FCR\FC 1-C 1 and 
ECRL\FC1-C1 coherences (Fig. 5.165 d, eJ) do not show any important features 
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5.3.3 Results for Subject 3 
During the posture extension task near 10Hz, 15Hz and 25Hz features are 

present in ECRL and FCR spectra (Fig. 5.166a, b) but with high variability, and no 

clear connection to the phases before, during and after the INB. The Fig. 5.166c 

gives the FC1-C1 bipolar EEG power. There is no clear 10Hz peak while a 25Hz 

feature is present. The feature declines with the INB and does not recover after the 

deflation. 

The FCR/ECRL coherence can be seen in Fig. 5.166d. A very strong 10 Hz 

feature is suppressed during the INB and does not recover after the deflation of the 

cuff. 25Hz coupling is also observed but decreases during the INB and recovers 

afterwards. The corticomuscular coherence for the FCR muscle shows significant 
beta coupling before, and after the INB. Coupling just after the inflation it is 

decreased but is still significant, while coherence for the progressed stages of the 

INB appears very low. High alpha coupling is also present before the application of 
the INB. 

The ECRL/FC1-C1 coherence is displayed in Fig. 5.166f. Beta 

corticomuscular coherence appears high before and after the INB, while suppressed 
during the INB. 

Fig. 5.167 shows the results for Subject 3 during continuous movement. For 

the ECRL muscle (Fig. 5.167a) suppression of 10Hz feature occurs at the 15 min 
INB. No other change related with to the INB is present. The power spectrum of the 

FCR EMG (Fig. 5.167b) shows clear 10Hz features. The overall power appears 
higher during and after the INB compared to the power before the cuff inflation. The 

FC1-C1 spectrum (Fig. 5.167c) does not contain any alpha or beta features while no 

obvious changes can be observed that can be observed during the INB. 

FCR/ECRL, FCR\FC 1-C 1 and ECRL\FC 1-C 1 coherences (Fig. 5.167d, eJ) 
do not show any distinct features related to INB. 
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5.3.4 Summary 
The aim of this experiment was to examine whether perturbations of the 

peripheral nervous system can affect the corticomuscular and intramuscular 

frequency characteristics. The results illustrated a significant intersubject and 

intrasubject variability of the frequency characteristics. 

" Subject 1 showed an increase of posture beta corticomuscular coherence for 

ECRL and FCR during the INB. The corticomuscular coherence progressively 

increased during the INB, with maximum coherence occurring after the release of the 

block. Intermuscular coherence also displayed variability with the largest coherence 

appearing after the release of the INB. There was no clear connection between the 

sequence of the recordings during the block and the magnitude of the peaks. A clear 

connection of intermuscular coherence and loss of afferent input was not evident. 

10Hz posture intermuscular coherence was clearly suppressed with INB despite the 

significant increase in the corresponding EMG activity. 

" Subject 2 maintained high corticomuscular coherence as well as 

intermuscular coherence throughout the INB. Beta EEG power declined during the 

INB but partially recovered amplitude after the release. The alpha EEG power 

feature was suppressed during INB, and re-emerged after the release of the block. 

The corresponding EMG alpha and beta spectral peaks were present during the INB. 

" Subject 3 showed a progressive decrease of corticomuscular coherence during 

the INB. The coupling feature diminished during the late stages, returning to the pre- 

INB levels after the release of the block. This progressive reduction should be 

connected with the ongoing decrease of the afferent activity, induced by the ischemia 

of the neural tissue. Reduction in beta coupling also occurred for the intermuscular 

coherence between agonist and antagonist. A similar reduction also occurred in the 

beta EEG power. Alpha intermuscular and corticomuscular coherences were also 

suppressed during the INB. 

" During continuous movement none of the subjects demonstrated consistent 

changes for intermuscular coherence characteristics. 
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6 DISCUSSION 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

The growing interest in the study of brain activity involved in motor control and 

development of robust methods of intention detection for use in the activation and 

regulation of prosthetic devices and communication aids for the severely motor disabled 

were the driving force behind the work carried out within this thesis. The aim of the 

experiments performed was to identify task dependent corticomuscular features in EEG 

and EMG signals, and consider their use for intention detection. 

The patient groups that could benefit from neuroprosthetic systems are quite 

diverse. They can be grouped into two main groups; patients with or without residual 

voluntary control. The first group consists of amputees, incomplete spinal cord injured 

patients, hemiplegics etc. The second group include "locked-in" patients including these 

with high complete spinal cord injury, degenerating neuropathies etc. Patients with 

voluntary control in principle should be able to use neuroprosthetic systems that react to 

EEG and/or EMG signal characteristics and may also utilise the corticomuscular 

synchronisation. For "locked-in" patients only EEG is available to be utilised for 

neuroprosthetic control. 

EEG and EMG signals are known to reflect the rhythmic activity in the nervous 

system. The current study used advanced time-frequency analysis techniques on forearm 

muscle EMGs and recording of multichannel EEG electrodes in order to examine the 

spatial and temporal characteristics of activity representative of a wide area of the 

cortex. Task dependant changes in frequency content and corticomuscular coherence 

were monitored during a sequence of simple posture and movement tasks. These signals 

were expressed as EEG and EMG power, as well as corticomuscular and intermuscular 

coupling estimates such as coherence, cumulant and phase estimates. 
The connection between corticomuscular coupling and changing levels of motor 

attention or cognitive loading was also examined in order to consider the robustness of 
the examined signals. This form of evaluation is an important aspect of the intention 

detection not often considered by researchers e. g. (Wolpaw et al. 2002). 
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Similarly, because this study only examined normal subjects, temporary 

deprivation of sensory feedback using an INB was used to study how pathologic 

deafferentation may affect the frequency characteristics and corticomuscular coupling. 

Subjects with sensory deficits may not show similar features to these seen in EEG and 

EMG recordings in normal subjects. These experiments were therefore intended to 

examine to what extend the task dependencies in EEG/EMG coupling are affected by the 

loss of feedback from ascending sensory signals. 

6.1.1 Novel methodological and analytical features 

The study employed novel methodological and analytical features combined with 

methods validated from previous studies (Halliday et al. 1995; Halliday, 1998; Mulcahy, 

2001). The analysis of the results involved analysis of pooled records obtained from 

different subjects. Pooled estimates (Amjad et al. 1997) give numerical results calculated 

over all available data, giving a population result in contrast to having to consider trials 

separately. Pooled coherence analysis is an established method, useful to summarize a 

large data set, and avoids presenting individual data in the form of a "typical" example 

(Halliday and Rosenberg 1999). It is recognised that significant intersubject variability 

in corticomuscular coherence has been observed (Kilner et al. 1999), thus presentation 

of selected data sets from an individual can often lead to misleading conclusions, by 

emphasizing features not typical of the population as a whole (Fetz 1994). Within the 

framework of this thesis, the primary aim was to examine the typical population 

movement related behaviour that can be considered significant for the entire population 

group studied. The results suggested that movement related characteristics exist and 

could be used for intention detection systems. However clinical applications should 

consider the variability within the general population result and customise the intention 

detection systems to the task dependencies of the individual. A customisation process 

will probably require the use of automatic feature extraction and classification systems 
(Pfurtscheller et al. 2000) that will relate the individual task dependent features to the 

intention command. These systems will also have to be able to deal with, and potentially 
benefit from central and peripheral neuroplasticities. New task dependencies may be 
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developed or enhanced during training and continuous use of the system by the users, 

giving a need for systems to be adaptive. 
In this study a main novel methodological feature involved the assessment of 

corticomuscular estimates during short posture tasks and maintained posture tasks, as 

well as between short movements and continuous movement. 
An additional important novel methodological feature was the performance of a 

symmetrical bilateral isometric extension task that demonstrated a significant asymmetry 
between left and right side corticomuscular and intermuscular associations. 

Equally important were the novel analysis techniques used. The estimation of 

cumulant components corresponding to coupling in specific frequency bands proved a 

useful tool for the interpretation of complex cumulant plots. Coupling features in 

different frequency bands may be the result of different underlying physiological 

mechanisms which have different functional significance. 

A new method was devised for the calculation of the phase estimate of rectified 
"out of phase" coupled EMG signals. The coupling was converted into "in phase" by 

inverting one rectified EMG, which provided a robust estimate of the delay, which was 

not possible before. The method also applied for "out of phase" coupled EEG and 

rectified EMG signals. 

A new approach was also developed for generating pooled time (cumulant) and 
frequency (spectral power, coherence) domain estimates over time. It consisted of 

pooling movement phases aligned as short disjoint sections across different trials and 

subjects. It generated good quality results with high time and frequency resolution 

providing an insight of how each frequency characteristic changes in time during posture 
and movement as well as during transitions between tasks. It successfully overcame the 

compromise between time and frequency resolution demands often met in this type of 
study. 
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6.1.2 Main findings 

The experimental protocols and analytical methodologies have produced original 

results and findings. The most important findings of this study are: 

Time dependent frequency estimates in time (and especially time dependent 

power, coherence and cumulant) gave a very comprehensive picture of task dependent 

features throughout the duration of repeated movement and posture tasks as well as 

during the transition between tasks. 

Signals within the beta band demonstrated the clearest task dependent features. 

EEG and EMG power, intermuscular coupling, corticomuscular coupling showed 

synchronisation in the beta band during posture that is suppressed during movement. 

Intracortical coherence showed beta band decoupling during posture, an expression of 

increased organised cortical activity in this band. 

Beta power and corticomuscular coupling has been shown to be strongly 

associated with posture. However the present study has also shown that it may not be 

essential for the establishment of posture as has been previously suggested (Baker et at. 

1999). It appears to be greatly dependent on movement performed in neighbouring 

joints since beta EMG power and corticomuscular coherence associated with biceps 

during posture of elbow was suppressed during short duration wrist movement tasks. 

The posture specificity of beta band activity was also challenged since 

continuous wrist movements also revealed beta intermuscular and corticomuscular 

coherence for muscles involved in movement. 
Important differences were identified in frequency characteristics between 

maintained posture and short posture tasks as well as continuous movement and short 

movement tasks. These results demonstrated that the CNS may adopt different strategies 
for the performance of similar tasks according to the broader movement context. 

Important asymmetry was identified in the intermuscular and corticomuscular 

coherences between the left and right sides during a symmetrical bilateral isometric 

extension task. The left forearm corticomuscular coherences with the contralateral cortex 

were higher than the corresponding right forearm corticomuscular coherences. This 
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asymmetry was also reflected in the intermuscular coherence since coherence between 

left forearm homologues muscles was higher than for the right. 

EEG power in alpha, delta and theta bands showed clear task dependent 

variations during the move-hold sequence which have not been reported in previous 

studies. 
The role of alpha band in EMG was thoroughly investigated. Alpha EMG 

activity emerged during wrist movement primarily in antagonist muscles, rather than the 

agonist. The agonist\antagonist EMGs were strongly coupled at 10Hz confirming the 

biphasic double pulse model suggested by (Vallbo and Wessberg 1993). Using the novel 

analytical features described earlier, important attributes of that model are presented in 

the present study. The most important is the "out of phase", Oms delay between agonist 

and antagonist which strongly suggests a central origin for the 10Hz modulation. 

For BBLH which acted to support the forearm during the wrist move-hold 

sequence, a strong alpha feature was evident in the EMG and it showed a well defined 

frequency variation (9-14Hz) dependent on the position of the wrist. This finding 

demonstrates the fact that even small variations in a frequency feature may be 

functionally significant. It may also be concluded that tracking techniques that frequency 

tracking techniques focusing on narrow bands may not be as effective in detected task 

dependencies. 

It has also been demonstrated with the use of cumulant components that coupling 

in the same frequency band during different movement phases may be the result of 

different underlying mechanisms. It has also been demonstrated that coupling in the 

same frequency band for different pairs of muscles may also be the result of different 

neurological processes. 
Increased motor attention in a precision task lead to increases in intermuscular 

coherence and corticomuscular coherence for the hand musculature involved, but it 

simultaneously decreased in the corticomuscular coherence for wrist muscles. This 

demonstrated that corticomuscular coherences of synergistic muscles can increase and 

decrease independently according to the task requirements. 
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Cognitive loading did not appear to decrease intermuscular and corticomuscular 

couplings. Furthermore increased cognitive loading appeared to enhance these 

coherences. 
INB results were not conclusive because of the small number of subjects and the 

variability observed in the results between the subjects. Results obtained from one of the 

subjects are in agreement with previous findings (Pohja and Salenius 2003) showing a 

decrease in the strength of frequency features as INB progresses. This was not seen in 

the other two subjects. 

Additional evidence was provided suggesting that the source of the underlying 

corticomuscular coherence is an oscillating dipole generated within the contralateral 

motor cortex. The dipole direction oscillates from positive to negative at the beta 

frequency. Its orientation (for wrist muscles) was diagonal, lying approximately on the 

axis connecting the centroparietal and frontal electrode sites. 

Significant evidence was provided illustrating that different oscillators may be 

driving synergistic muscles. This was suggested by small differences in the centre beta 

frequencies of corticomuscular coupling as well as the orientation of the corresponding 

cortical dipoles for the individual muscles. 
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6.2 TASK DEPENDENT RHYTHMICEMG-EEG FEATURES 

6.2.1 Introduction 
The main aim of the study was to identify task related features in the temporal 

and spatial characteristics of EMG and EEG frequency estimates. These estimates 

include spectral power, coherence, cumulant and phase. Multichannel EEG signals from 

28 cortical electrodes as well as EMG signals from ECRL, FCR and BBLH muscles 

were examined during the repetition of a sequence of move-hold tasks. 

Task dependent variations during movement and posture were identified. 

Because of the dynamic nature of the examined signals, it was also useful to examine the 

way the time dependent frequency characteristics change in time, over a wide range of 

frequencies (0-50Hz) not only during a movement or posture but also during the 

transition between two successive tasks. This information may be relevant for the 

control of neural prostheses as well as for the improvement of our understanding of the 

dynamic nature of the control of human movement. Considering the low signal to noise 

ratio content of the examined signals, real time intention detection methods will require 

the use of the most sensitive available task related information. 

6.2.2 EMG task related features 

8-12Hz modulation within the EMG, and the level of motor-unit synchronisation, 
has been associated with the control of voluntary dynamic movements (Vallbo and 

Wessberg 1993; Wessberg and Vallbo 1995; Wessberg and Kakuda 1999). Modulation 

in the 15-35Hz EMG activity has been mainly associated with posture (Farmer et al. 

1993; Conway et al. 1995; Halliday et al. 1999). It has also been suggested that the 

rhythmic modulation of motor-unit synchronisation in these two frequency ranges might 

be interrelated, such that both rhythms occur simultaneously in the EMG, but are 

conversely enhanced or weakened in task-specific fashion during a movement or a 

postural task (Wessberg and Kakuda 1999). 

The EMG power spectral plots and spectrograms (time dependent power spectral 

plots) during the move hold sequence revealed task related components present at 8- 
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12Hz during movement and at 15-25Hz mainly during posture. However the association 

was not always clear and well defined, displaying rather poor task dependency. Such 

that 8-12Hz features also occurred during both posture and movement and the 15-25Hz 

features were masked by the overall increase in activity during posture. 

Intermuscular coupling displayed more consistent task dependent features than 

the corresponding power spectra. The most notable feature was the strong agonist 

antagonist coupling at 8-12Hz during movement. Previous studies have demonstrated for 

finger movements that the near 10Hz agonist and antagonist EMG modulations come in 

a form of biphasic motor output giving bursts in agonist muscles that are followed by a 

braking burst in the antagonist at 8-12Hz (Vallbo and Wessberg 1993). 

The present study demonstrated that the 10Hz EMG modulation occurs primarily 
in the antagonist whereas the agonist power spectrum was often not dominated by a 10 

Hz peak during the wrist movement. Similar observations have also been reported for 

finger muscles where the 8-12Hz flexor antagonist power was greater than the extensor 

agonist power during extension (Mulcahy 2001). Yet, in the present study, despite the 

absence of a clear ECRL 10Hz power feature, ECRL\FCR coherence plots during 

movement flexion revealed strong coupling in the above frequency range. The lack of a 

clear 10Hz feature in the EMG power spectra and spectrogram does not mean low power 

content within this frequency, since the power of agonist ECRL was higher than for 

FCR. 10Hz power is probably masked by the generally high activity over the spectrum. 

These observations partially confirm previous findings suggesting that 8-12Hz 

finger agonist and antagonist modulations come in a form of biphasic motor output. 

However, it would appear that the agonist muscle may be able to increase power in a 

more smooth way while the breaking action of the antagonist contributes more to the 

expression of the 10Hz movement tremor. The concentric and eccentric nature of 

contraction of agonist antagonist may be a contributing factor in the production of a 

more distinct frequency feature for the antagonist muscle. While this was not described 

in the Vallbo (1993) study it was evident in the acceleration records as individual 8- 

10Hz cycles are asymmetrical with decelerations showing higher peaks than the 

preceding accelerations (Vallbo and Wessberg 1993). 
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The cumulant estimates between agonist and antagonist can give more insight 

into the association. The cumulant component for the 8-12Hz coupling (as well as the 

phase) of EMG signals revealed interesting features regarding the origin of this biphasic 

motor command. The "out of phase" nature of coupling as well as the near Oms delay 

indicate a central origin for the 10Hz signals and provide further evidence to support 

previous studies already suggesting that the coupling is not the result of a reflex loop and 

is of central origin (Vallbo and Wessberg 1993; Wessberg and Vallbo 1995; Wessberg 

and Vallbo 1996). The present study demonstrated that the agonist-antagonist signals are 

almost perfectly out of phase, a finding which can not be easily reconciled with a reflex 

mechanism given the conduction distances and times available. 

Although EEG has been used to reveal oscillatory activity and corticomuscular 

coherence in the beta band there has been no consistent evidence for the existence of an 

alpha central descending motor command during movement. However EEG results are 

often poorly localised and are not clearly related to ongoing moor activity (McAuley and 

Marsden 2000). New recording techniques such as MEG have been used for the study of 

central oscillatory motor activity and have provided with some evidence for alpha 

central motor activity. However most of the evidence suggesting the central origin of the 

8-12Hz tremor is indirect, by ruling out reflex loops contributions that can make to 

rhythmicities. Despite of this evidence the peripheral mechanisms that may contribute to 

the primarily central 8-12Hz tremor are being reconsidered (McAuley and Marsden 

2000). 

FCR EMG had a clear spectral 9Hz feature during extension movement while it 

had an 11Hz spectral feature during posture flexion. This small but noticeable difference 

may suggest that the underlying physiological mechanism may be different, despite both 

occurring in the alpha range. This was clearer for corticomuscular coherences in the 

same alpha range. For example the FCR\BBLH pair displayed high 8-12Hz 

intermuscular coherence during movement flexion as well as movement extension. 

Strong coupling also occurred in a similar band during posture flexion, but not during 

posture extension. Furthermore the cumulant profile was different revealing different 

timing characteristics for the detected coupling. For example, coherence during 
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movement was "in phase", while during posture extension it was "out of phase", 

supporting the suggestion that 8-12Hz movement and posture coupling features are the 

expression of different underlying mechanisms. 
This finding is not in line with the majority of the studies investigating the 8- 

10Hz EMG discontinuities, which have suggested that the frequency occurrences during 

posture and movement are related phenomena (Wessberg and Kakuda 1999). However, 

as the present study illustrated this may not be the case. Both movement and posture 

tremor demonstrate EMG-acceleration coherence in the area of 8-10Hz. High 

motoneuron-acceleration coherence in the area of 8-10Hz may be observed for 

movement tremor, but for postural tremor this is not the case. This suggests that the two 

phenomena are observed as activity in the same frequency range rather than being a 

related process. 
8-12Hz coupling was also observed between the same pair of muscles during 

different tasks (posture and movement) and likely arising by different physiological 

processes. Different physiological mechanisms may also be implicated for the 

generation of 8-12Hz corticomuscular coupling during movement between different sets 

of muscles. ECRL\FCR and FCR\BBLH show high 8-12Hz intermuscular coupling 

during flexion movement. The cumulant components and phases for the specific band 

were "out of phase" with a delay close to Oms for ECRL\FCR but were "in phase" 
between FCR\BBLH (FCR leads BBLH by 21ms, despite the BBLH being the most 

proximal of the pair to the CNS). Given corticomuscular conduction times and 

peripheral reflex loop delays, different intermuscular coupling delays suggest different 

neuronal pathways. Similar findings were observed for movement flexion. One more 
indication that a different underlying mechanism is responsible for the two coupling 
features is the general lack of coherence for the ECRL\BBLH muscle pair. If 

ECRL\FCR and FCR\BBLH were coupled at 8-12Hz under the influence of a common 

rhythmical input then it would be expected that ECRL\BBLH would also be coupled in 

the same band. Equally convincing evidence for the different nature of near l0Hz 

coherence features appeared in the relevant time dependent coherence plots. While the 
ECRL\FCR l0Hz coherence starts immediately after the initiation of movement the 
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FCR\BBLH coherence feature emerged after the start of movement (approximately 

0.7ms). The different temporal characteristics lend support to the idea that different 

physiological processes may contribute to generate coupling that has a similar 

frequency. 

The BBLH spectrogram contained a continuous showing spectral feature in the 

9-14Hz band which was strong throughout the move-hold sequence. Careful observation 

demonstrated that this feature showed task dependent frequency variations. While this 

task dependency of the spectral power in the 9-14Hz band has not been reported before, 

it is a good example of the dynamic way that physiological systems behave. It is not 

clear what physiological process generates this frequency variation, or if different 

mechanisms may be engaged during different phases of movement. Even small 

variations in the emerging frequencies may have important functional significances 

which are not obvious from frequency tracking using narrow bands (Mulcahy 2001). 

The BBLH also displayed 15-25Hz during wrist posture phases. However this 

activity (corticomuscular and intermuscular couplings as well as power) was 

significantly suppressed during wrist movement. This was unexpected based on previous 

discussions of the role of corticomuscular coherences (Conway et al. 1995; Salenius et 

al. 1997; Conway et al. 1998). As with the 9-14Hz band examined earlier this clearly 

illustrates that the frequency content of EMG is modulated not only with the task that a 

specific muscle is performing but also by the task that the synergistic group of muscles it 

couples to are engaged in. This task dependency of the spectral power in the 15-25 Hz 

band has not been reported before and also support previous observations that the drive 

to muscles depends on functional rather than anatomical organization (Gibbs et at. 

1995). What has been reported is that a common drive in this frequency range was 

observed between muscles coactive in postural tasks (Gibbs et al. 1995). Furthermore it 

has been reported that when either of the muscles becomes involved in movement this 

coupling was usually lost (Mulcahy 2001). Motor-unit synchronization generated by 

central presynaptic common drive is considered to be the main source of this frequency 

modulation and importantly this activity appears to be suppressed during movement 

(Farmer et al. 1993; Conway et at. 1995; Halliday et al. 1999). Consequently it was 
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suggested that the near 15-25Hz intermuscular coupling feature is functionally 

significant for the establishment of muscle synergies during posture. 
When single slow wrist motions (2s flexion and extension) were combined with 

short periods of wrist posture (2s held extended or flexed) with the forearm stabilised by 

voluntary contraction of the BBLH muscle, ECRL, FCR and BBLH demonstrated 

increased 15-25Hz coupling during posture (Conway et al. 1998). This was expressed by 

clearly defined ECRL\FCR, FCR\BBLH, ECRL\BBLH 15-25 Hz coupling while no 

coherence was present during movement. The coherence features shared some common 

characteristics including the peak frequency (approximately 22Hz). They also took their 

maximum value approximately 0.8s after the audio movement cue. However, the 

coupling features did not last until the end of the phase and declined approximately 0.5s 

before the end of the short posture task. The fact that fixed interval audio cues were 

used to instruct the subjects to move or hold, has to be taken under consideration. The 

reduction in coherence before the onset of the movement could be caused by the subject 

anticipating the trigger for the next movement. The reduction could alternatively be a 

normal variation of coupling during posture maintenance. It has been shown that periods 

of enhanced and suppressed intermuscular coherence have been reported during long 

maintained posture tasks (15min) for individual subjects (Hansen et al. 2002). The latter 

could explain the decline of coherence in short lasting postural tasks seen in the present 

study. In the present study, maintained posture records of approximately 45s derived 

equal or significantly higher intermuscular coherence features than appended short (2s) 

posture -records, but the variations in time were not examined. The anticipated and 

predictable time of the end of the short posture phase is quite likely to have contributed 

to the observed coherence pattern. This anticipation may be connected with the attention 

of the subject, which may influence the level of synchrony and coherence, (Schmied et 

al. 2000). 

The replacement of beta with alpha coherence during maintained posture has also 
been reported before (Hansen et al. 2002) where it was observed that rhythmic activity 
in a muscle switched from "in phase" 15-35Hz coherent synchronisation to a central 
trough featuring 7-12Hz coherence during continuous recordings. Some recordings 
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illustrated that the two patterns may coexist, but the results suggested that one or the 

other dominates at different times and that the switch from one pattern to the other may 

take place within a rather short time span (Hansen et al. 2002). The results in the present 

study are in line with these findings. 10 Hz intermuscular coupling was present during 

short posture tasks for the pooled data. For FCR\BBLH this coupling appears higher 

towards the end of the posture phase where 20 Hz coherence had already declined. For 

ECRL\FCR EMGs 10 Hz coherence measured during extension posture occurred 

simultaneously with the main 20 Hz feature. Therefore it was demonstrated that 10 Hz 

intermuscular coupling may also occur during short posture tasks. 

As mentioned before, during posture flexion a three way synchronization 

occurred in the 15-25Hz band with each wrist muscle strongly coupled to each other and 

both coupled to the biceps. Cumulant and phase plots derived sharp peaks and delay for 

all three coherences at less than 3ms. The small latency together with the sharp central 

peaks confirm to the suggestion that the underling cause is short term synchronization 

most probably as a consequence of a central common presynaptic drive to the muscles 

(Farmer et al. 1993; Conway et al. 1995; Halliday et al. 1999). If a peripheral reflex 

mechanism was involved, longer latencies should have been observed. It important to 

mention that no noticeable delay emerged between BBLH and the wrist muscles, despite 

BBLH having shorter corticomuscular conduction time, due to its proximity to the CNS. 

This indicates that the CNS probably compensates for this delay which is programmed 

in the corresponding neuronal circuit. 

It is important to note that the magnitude of the 15-25Hz ECRL\FCR coherence 
during posture extension 15-25 Hz coherence feature was higher than the magnitude of 

the corresponding feature during posture flexion. However for FCR\ECRL and 

ECRL\BBLH coherences the corresponding features were clearly higher during posture 

flexion. This fact indicates independent organisation of coupling between different pairs 

of muscles can exist according to the task performed. This is also further supported by 

the different profile of the coherence features during posture flexion and posture 

extension for the same pair of muscles, and the shift in coherence peaks to slightly 

higher frequencies (2-3Hz) during posture extension. This is a further indication that the 
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15-25Hz corticomuscular coupling feature is not hardwired and can show variability 

according to the performed task. 

Comprehensive results were also derived from the time dependent intermuscular 

cumulant plots during the move-hold sequence. Coupling features were visible. The 

durations of different features were also clearly defined for the pooled data. During 

posture, the central cumulant peaks in intermuscular plots (and the secondary features) 

indicating 20Hz synchronisation were in line with the corresponding time dependent 

coherence features. The central peaks in the time dependent cumulant plots defined the 

duration of posture more clearly than the beta coherence features, which declined before 

the end of the phase. In posture tasks where the 15-25Hz coupling was replaced by a 
10Hz feature (eg. FCR\BBLH during flexion posture), the corresponding 20 Hz 

sidepeaks at ±50ms were replaced by features indicating 10 Hz synchronization with the 

central peak being unchanged. 10 Hz coupling features could be also easily identified in 

the intermuscular cumulant plots during movement. Features like the sharp negative 

cumulant trough for ECRL\FCR, indicating out of phase short term synchronisation 

were also very clearly illustrated. 

Apart from 8-12Hz and 15-25Hz intermuscular coupling and power features, the 

most significant feature observed was 35-45Hz intermuscular coherence and 0-6Hz 

power and coherence features. During posture extension significant coherence was 
present in the 35-45Hz band. The cumulant component and phase estimates derived a 

near Oms delay, which suggests short term synchronisation as an underlying cause. The 

functional significance of the feature is not clear and a similar feature is not present 
during posture flexion. 0-6Hz features usually occurred during the transition from 

posture to movement and vice versa. Their temporal characteristics and functional 

significance were not very clear. 

6.2.3 EEG and corticomuscular characteristics 
6.2.3.1 EEG Characteristics 

The EEG spectrograms (monopolar and bipolar) revealed significant spatial and 
temporal task dependent features during the performance of the move-hold sequence. A 
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task dependent synchronisation-desynchronisation pattern was identified in the delta 

frequency band, which was well defined, widespread and present at all examined 

monopolar and bipolar electrodes. A similar pattern also appeared in the intracortical 

time dependent coherence estimates, suggesting that the observed synchronisation- 

desynchronisation pattern follows a very similar coupling-decoupling pattern. 

These features are thought to be the expressions of movement related slow 

cortical potentials. Slow cortical potentials in the form of electric or magnetic fields 

have been described in the literature, mainly for self paced movements rather than 

guided sequence of movements with fixed intervals (Nagamine et al. 1996; Stancak and 

Pfurtscheller 1996; Pineda et al. 2000; Wolpaw et al. 2002). These are usually examined 

only as the pattern of rise of electric potential (or magnetic) field before and after the 

onset of the movement without examining the frequency content of the pattern. 

Frequencies also in the theta and delta range are not normally examined thoroughly, as 

studies have traditionally focused on frequencies above the alpha range. Therefore it is 

believed that the movement related delta features reported in the present study have not 

been reported on before. However, their functional significance is not clear, and further 

work is required to clarify the functional significance and origin of those features and 

evaluate any potential clinical relevance. The widespread occurrence of the features over 

multiple electrode sites is also a challenging issue to clarify. 

Alpha cortical task dependent power variations were also clearly identified in the 

EEG spectrograms. A pattern of alpha activity was always well defined throughout the 

move hold sequence with task related synchronisation occurring before the onset of the 

movement. This synchronisation most probably expressed a preparatory state of the 

subject in anticipation of the next cue for movement. It could also be related with to 

cortical activity at a late stage of posture. The alpha synchronisation feature was present 

in both monopolar and bipolar EEG recordings mainly at the central and centroparietal 

areas. A feature in the same frequency range is present in intracortical time dependent 

coherence and was expressed as decoupling mainly over the ipsilateral motor cortex. 

Decoupling does not necessarily contradict synchronisation since both can express 

underlying cortical activity. Studies on 8-12Hz "mu" rhythm, have shown 
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desynchronisation over the sensorimotor cortices prior to voluntary movement 

(Pfurtscheller et al. 1997). In the present study synchronisation was observed. However 

the experimental protocols for most "mu" rhythms studies have been different, which 

may explain the differences. The most important difference is that action follows a rest 

phase while in the present thesis posture follows movement and vice versa. 

The beta EEG spectral features were the most distinct task dependent features in 

the monopolar as well as the bipolar spectrograms. 15-25Hz power variations were best 

defined in FC1-C1 bipolar electrode pair. This suggests localised activity. Beta 

synchronisation was present during posture and was suppressed during movement. For 

contralateral electrodes weak beta features re-emerged during movement, while the 

power in that band was completely suppressed during the transition from posture to 

movement and vice versa. 
The intracortical frequency characteristics revealed important features of cortical 

organisation during posture. This was expressed by decoupling in the beta band. The 

decoupling occurred despite a simultaneous increase in the beta EEG power of 

monopolar and bipolar EEG channels. These findings agree with the view that cortical 

information content is highest when neurons are differentially and independently active 

with the overall activation showing no regular time course (Feige 1996). The decrease of 
beta intracortical coupling expresses high information content related to the posture task. 

The range of frequencies that this decoupling occurs over is in the same range as with 

cortical spectral power, corticomuscular and intermuscular coupling features which 

suggest that the phenomena are related. 
The intracortical phase also displayed task modulation and was another 

indication of the central task dependencies in the beta band. The phase delay modulation 

may be expressing organised synchronous activity of small populations of neurons, 

where the near Oms phase delay indicates strong wideband idling activity. These 

populations may be the source of the oscillations and provide input to corticospinal 

neurones that communicate with the spinal motor pools. More work is needed in this 

area. Experimental setups and simulation studies aimed at studying the phase 
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characteristics of intracortical signals must be designed and performed to examine this 

hypothesis. 

6.2.3.2 Corticomuscular characteristics 
Previous work has demonstrated the existence of coupling between hand muscle 

EMG and the corresponding muscle motor areas of the contralateral cortex (Conway et 

al. 1995). The coupling occurred in the same frequency range as intermuscular 

coherence during posture and was suppressed during movement. 
The findings in the present study confirmed these previous findings regarding 

corticomuscular coherence (Conway et al. 1995) (Conway et al. 1999) (Halliday et al. 

1998). Time dependent coherence and cumulant plots demonstrated task dependent 

variations in a comprehensive manner. All three EMGs appeared to be coupled with the 

EEG in a similar pattern and similar frequency range. The coupling features appeared to 

be associated with the corresponding features in intermuscular coherence, beta cortical 

synchronization and beta intracortical decoupling. Beta coupling occurred during 

posture while no strong coherence features were identified during movement. The 

features observed for the FC1-C1 bipolar EEG channel displayed the strongest 

corticomuscular synchronisation. The timing of intermuscular and corticomuscular 

coherences was similar to coherences visible a few ms after the audio cue, reaching their 

maximum at approximately 0.8 sec after the audio cue and ending before the end of the 

posture phase. 

For'all bipolar EEG time dependent corticomuscular plots, coherence was higher 

during posture flexion than for posture extension. This shows some sort of preference 
from the CNS in wrist motion involving posture flexion. However, ECRL\FCR 

intermuscular coherence was higher during the posture extension phase despite the fact 

that corticomuscular coherences were largest during posture flexion. This fact 

demonstrates a degree of independence between amplitudes of corticomuscular and 
intermuscular coherences, despite the strong association of the phenomena. Stronger 

corticomuscular coherences for two EMGs do not necessarily result to stronger 
intermuscular coherence for the muscle pairing. This supports the hypothesis that 
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different central oscillators are producing the corticomuscular coherences for individual 

muscles. 
Corticomuscular time dependent cumulant plots gave a clear picture of the 

corticomuscular coupling pattern in the beta frequency band during the move-hold 

sequence. During posture tasks, the sharp central peak features indicative of short term 

synchronisation were clearly visible. These central peaks spanned nearly the whole 

duration of the posture tasks unlike coherence features that decline before the end of 

posture phase. The secondary cumulant secondary features, whose distance (lag) from 

the central peak indicate the frequency of coupling, usually lasted for shorter periods 

than the central peak. This period roughly matched the time that beta corticomuscular 

coherence features were also significant in the corresponding time dependent coherence 

plots. 

The coupling features present in the cumulant plots were much more consistent 

and defined than their corresponding coherence plots. Time dependent cumulant plots 

proved an excellent way of representing coupling information over a wide frequency 

spectrum. The representation appeared in a clear and comprehensive form. A plethora of 

features were present in the monopolar and bipolar plots. Despite the fact that their 

underling mechanism and functional significance is not clear this may provide an 

important source of signals for use in movement intention detection systems. 

The corticomuscular delays revealed by the phase and cumulant plots for beta 

posture coupling features were not consistent ranging from 4-9ms, lower than the 

corticomuscular conduction times which are in the range of 15ms. The conduction times 

for 4-8Hz movement features derived conduction times in the more realistic 15ms range. 
It is not clear whether the delay derived by phase and cumulant estimates corresponds to 

the real corticomuscular conduction time (Gross et al. 2000). Transcranial magnetic 

stimulation studies have demonstrated corticomuscular conduction times in the range of 
15ms (Rothwell et al. 1991). However a number of studies have shown contradicting 

results. It was not within the aims of the current study to examine the issue in depth. 

Further studies should be performed to investigate the corticomuscular times in greater 
detail. 
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6.2.3.3 Spatial organisation of corticomuscular features 

The temporal characteristics of EMG power, corticomuscular coherence and 

cumulant estimates of corticomuscular synchronisation were successfully revealed by 

the time dependent plots. Taking advantage of the 28 channel EEG recording 

configuration, a range of maps was generated illustrating the spatial characteristics of the 

identified features. The spatial characteristics can provide evidence on the origin of the 

activity contributing to some of the movement related features. Furthermore knowledge 

on the characteristics of these signals may also have clinical implications. Any 

commercial intention detection system will need to use a restricted number of recorded 

channels, in order to minimise the hardware and processing resources required. 

Therefore cortical recordings should be strategically mapped to sites where the highest 

movement information content can be acquired. 
The most important EEG power and coherence task dependent variations 

occurred in the delta, alpha and beta band. While all the spectral bands displayed spatial 

patterns, the topographic maps of the bipolar EEG power variations from movement to 

posture and from posture to movement gave the most consistent results. It displayed that 

the beta synchronisation-desynchronisation during posture-movement respectively, 

occurred in a distinct pattern mainly overlying the contralateral motor cortex. 

The monopolar coherence maps revealed two centres of high beta 

corticomuscular coherence over the cortex associated with posture; medial frontal and 

frontocentral (maximum for Fz channel) as well as contralateral central and 

centroparietal electrodes (maximum for CP3). The corresponding cumulant estimate 

maps revealed important differences regarding the two areas of beta monopolar 

corticomuscular coherence. While Fz and the surrounding electrodes appeared to be 

coupled "in phase" with the forearm EMGs, CP3 and the surrounding electrodes were 

coupled "out of phase" with EMG. This observation, combined with the corresponding 
bipolar corticomuscular coherence and cumulant estimates indicating maximum 

coherence at FC1-C1 electrode site, suggest that a cortical oscillator over the 

contralateral motor cortex is responsible for the couplings seen in both monopolar and 
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bipolar setups. The centre of the oscillating dipole source for FCR and ECRL was 

approximately sited at the FC 1-C 1 electrode pair. The orientation is diagonal, 

approximately parallel to the axis connecting Fz with CP3 sites. The dipole direction 

(polarity) appeared constant but its strength oscillates at the 17-23Hz frequency. 

The results reported in this study are consistent with the hypothesis that 

oscillatory activity in the primary motor cortex drives the spinal motoneuron pool during 

isometric muscle contraction and during the hold phase of a tracking task by modulating 

the firing probability of populations of motor units (McAuley et al. 1997). This 

hypothesis was also largely confirmed by the topographic cumulant maps of posture 17- 

23Hz component estimates. The individual corticomuscular cumulant estimates 

represent the envelope of averaged EEG channel activity timelocked to the strongly 

coupled EMG bursts. The 17-23Hz cumulant component specifically represents the 

averaged 17-23Hz EEG timelocked to the coupled 17-23Hz EMG features. Therefore 

the cumulant estimates in effect represent a cortical electric potential field, (i. e. the 

envelope of the averaged EEG). Therefore the resulting cumulant topographic maps 

represent the distribution of electric potential field over the cortex generated by a 

cortical oscillator. The electric potential field isocontours in such monopolar and bipolar 

maps supported the existence of the dipole source as described above. 

These findings are in line with previous findings involving MEG activity (Gross 

et al. 2000). The averaged MEG signal timelocked to the motor units of the right 

extensor indicis muscle demonstrated damped oscillations similar to the ones obtained 
by bipolar cumulant estimates. The spatial distribution of the magnetic field at the time 

of the first negative peak preceding the EMG onset showed a dipolar field pattern 

modelled by a single dipole in the hand area of the left primary motor cortex as 
illustrated in Fig. 2.22. The corresponding electric potential field pattern that resulted 
from the present study is in line with the magnetic field and the two fields appear to be 

orthogonal, as expected. The EEG results of the present study are exceptional 

considering that the much smaller number of 28 electrodes was used compared to the 
122 electrodes used for the MEG study (Gross et al. 2000). 
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One more interesting finding was that the dipole orientation for BBLH was 

slightly different to the one identified for FCR and ECRL during posture. While the 

centre appeared to localise to FC1-C1 site the orientation was more parallel to the 

anterior-posterior axis rather than the Fz-CP3 axis. This combined with the previous 
findings regarding the slightly higher coherence frequency (23-24Hz) for BBLH 

compared to FCR and ECRL (20-21Hz) of the CNS acts to control individual muscles. 

a 
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6.3 COMPARISON OF INTERMITTENT MOVEMENT AND POSTURE 

WITH CONTINUOUS MOVEMENT AND MAINTAINED POSTURE 

This component of the study compared data from posture and movement 

performed as maintained, continuous or intermittent actions. 

6.3.1 Differences between maintained posture - intermittent posture 

Significant differences were observed when Intermittent Posture and Maintained 

Posture were compared. During the MPF, intermuscular coherence features had similar 

or higher magnitude, while corticomuscular features decreased significantly compared to 

the IPF. During the MPE, the intermuscular and corticomuscular coherences varied, 

increasing or decreasing in comparison to IPE. There was no direct connection in the 

magnitude of corticomuscular features and intermuscular features since they increased 

or decreased independently. If there is a direct dependency between intermuscular and 

corticomuscular coherences and both phenomena were the expression of the same direct 

cortical motor command, analogous corticomuscular-intermuscular coupling variations 

would have been observed. 

The current study also demonstrates that beta corticomuscular coupling features 

can also be partially suppressed during maintained posture. The decrease in maintained 

corticomuscular compared with the intermittent coherence observed is in line with 

MEG\EMG data (Kilner et al. 2000) where coherence for a 3min maintained steady 

grasp was significantly lower than the corticomuscular coherence observed just after a 

movement. 

These findings as well as previous studies support the suggestion of independent 

control of the synergistic muscles by the CNS. The beta range synchronization is 

regarded as an "indicator" of efficient motoneuron recruitment associated with a 

minimum of computational effort (Baker et al. 1999; Brown 2000). It is also possible 

that the maintained or short posture temporal modulation expresses two different 

functions of coherent oscillatory activity, one that is related to maintained contractions 

and another that is related to the changes in the motor state (Kilner et al. 2000). 
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It has also been suggested that 20-30Hz cortical oscillations may not be caused 

by a single generator (Baker et al. 1999). Evidence has been provided that one 

component of the 20Hz EEG recorded over the sensorimotor cortex was motor in origin, 

whilst another was a harmonic of 10Hz rhythms, thought to originate from 

somatosensory cortex (Salmelin and Hari 1994; Salenius et al. 1997). The existence of 

two or more distinct types of 20 Hz cortical rhythms could explain the observed 

differences. It is possible that multiple underlying phenomena and mechanisms may be 

responsible for activity which overtly appears similar in electrophysiological recordings 

(Baker et al. 1999). The independent suppression or strengthening of those features may 

account for the different shape of the beta corticomuscular features and the frequency 

change. 

6.3.2 Differences between intermittent movement - continuous 

movement 
The comparison of results obtained from Intermittent Movement and Continuous 

Movement were equally interesting. For the IM, it was observed that the beta 

intermuscular coherences between all three coactive muscles present during posture 

were suppressed when the wrist engaged in movement. The suppression of beta 

corticomuscular coherence was the case for all muscles including BBLH which was 

active in supporting the forearm position. 

During the CM beta intermuscular and corticomuscular coherences emerged for 

FCR and BBLH muscles with the contralateral cortex which were suppressed during the 

IM. The distribution of coherence features over the cortical map strongly resembled 

results obtained during posture. 

The current results challenge the functional significance of intermuscular and 

especially corticomuscular coherence, in the beta band and its relation to posture. It was 

demonstrated that significant coupling in this band can also appear during movement 

and more specifically during wrist CM combined with synergistic elbow posture. So far 

strong beta coupling had been observed mainly during posture. 
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It is important to mention that two coherence peaks were identified in the posture 

time dependent FCR corticomuscular estimate; one at 21Hz and one at 24Hz. The 24Hz 

feature was also associated with BBLH activity. During continuous movement the 

corticomuscular features that emerge for FCR was centred at 24Hz, the 21Hz feature 

was suppressed. It may be that the functional association between FCR and BBLH, in 

relation to the postural activation of the BBLH is responsible for the emergence of beta 

corticomuscular coherence during FCR movement. This is supported from data by 

Mulcahy where continuous wrist movement with forearm support (therefore BBLH was 

inactive) did not reveal significant beta corticomuscular coherence for FCR (Mulcahy 

2001). 

All the results presented in this thesis suggest that the functional connection 
between FCR and BBLH is more important than between ECRL and BBLH. These 

differences may have evolutionary origin. As one considers changes in motor activity 

from lower mammals to higher primates, one of the major changes one observes lies in 

the cortical control of forelimb muscles. In man and primates effective synergistic action 

of wrist and elbow flexors may be vital for the execution of important hand tasks like 

feeding, or perform simultaneous elbow and wrist or hand tasks and may be a critical 

factor for survival. 

Based on the previous findings the direct functional link between beta 

corticomuscular and intermuscular coupling during posture is being challenged. Beta 

corticomuscular coherence was seen to decrease during MPF while the corresponding 

intermuscular coherence features increased. During MPE beta intermuscular coherence 

was seen to increase in a much larger scale than the corresponding corticomuscular 

coherences for the same pair of muscles (FCR\BBLH). The descending command may 
be further modulated and amplified, at supraspinal level, most probably by the cerebellar 

or spinal level processes. The cerebellum has been reported to contribute to automatic 

movements that require little attention, while more cortical activity is allocated to 

difficult and unpractised movements that require more attention (Jenkins et al. 1994) 

(Jueptner and Weiller 1998) (Grossberg and Paine 2000). The influences of peripheral 

mechanisms (mechanical resonance, unfused motor units, feedback loops etc. ) in the 
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central corticomuscular motor control have also to be considered (McAuley and 
Marsden 2000). The methodology used in this thesis combined peripheral and central 

recordings, and identified brain oscillations that are strongly manifested or absent in the 

periphery. However there is the possibility that some peripheral rhythmic oscillations are 

either peripheral artefacts or not of functional significance. Association of oscillatory 
features might also reflect that common anatomical pathways are involved during 

processing and conveyance of motor commands and not actual functional coupling 
(McAuley and Marsden 2000). 
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6.4 EFFECTS OFATTENTIONINCORTICOMUSCULAR COUPLING 

The question if attention influences corticomuscular coupling has been raised 

before (Kristeva-Feige et al. 2002) as it may be a factor responsible for intersubject and 

intrasubject differences in EEG-EMG coherence, in both healthy and patient 

populations. Increased attentional demand is one of the factors responsible for the high 

rejection rates of conventional upper limb neuroprostheses (Greatting 1991; Wright et al. 

1995). It is important that neuroprosthetic control will not require the full attention of the 

user, even though a moderate level of attention will always be needed. Similarly, short 

lapses in attention, or short attention shifts, should not affect seriously the control of the 

device. The results presented in this study illustrate that corticomuscular and 

intermuscular coherences are relatively robust under different levels of attention. The 

precision task investigating attentional demand involved compression of an instrumented 

ring between two fingers while recording from a hand muscle (APB) and a wrist muscle 

(ECRL) during visual feedback of the grip force under low attention and high attention 

conditions (controlled by modifying the gain of the feedback signal). 

The beta intermuscular coherence between ECRL and APB muscles was 

statistically significant during both high and low attention tasks. When higher motor 

attention was required, an increase in the beta intermuscular coherence was observed. 
The APB corticomuscular coherence with the contralateral EEG also increased during 

the high attention task compared to the low attention coherence. These results are in line 

with previous studies showing higher intermuscular coupling features during execution 

of more difficult and therefore more attentional demanding tasks (Bray 1999). 

In contrast to the increase of ECRL\APB intermuscular coherence and APB 

corticomuscular coherence, ECRL corticomuscular coherence was clearly reduced 
during the high attention state. APB has a more critical role in the performance of the 

precision task and this is reflected in the increase of the beta corticomuscular coherence 

with the contralateral cortex. This may result to the reduction of the decrease of ECRL 
beta corticomuscular coherence that has a less critical role. 

Since APB\EEG coherence increased, while ECRL\EEG coherence decreased it 

appears that the CNS provides independently channels of information flow to synergistic 
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muscles. These results agree with theories of limited attention capacity in the sense that 

more coherence appears for the more important channel than for the less important one. 

Therefore the CNS may be allocating limited resources according to the demands of the 

individual task. 

It is not yet clear whether a common generator is driving synergistic muscles and 

producing corticomuscular and intermuscular coupling in the beta band. The present 

study provides some evidence against the common generator hypothesis. The beta range 

synchronization is regarded as an "indicator" of efficient motoneuron recruitment (Baker 

et al. 1999; Brown 2000). It is possible that the corticomuscular network works in this 

mode when the attentive resources are directed towards the motor task. The results of 

this experiment clearly support this suggestion by demonstrating that the level of 

corticomuscular coherences can change independently for different synergistic muscles 

under different attentional conditions since during high attention an increase in 

corticomuscular coupling was observed for the hand muscle but a decrease was observed 

for the wrist muscle. 

The increased coupling with APB, observed from frontal lobe electrodes during 

the attention demanding task is no surprise considering the fact that the frontal lobe has 

been implicated in attentional mechanisms. More specifically, the frontal cortex has a 

critical role of in the attention control of movements as it has been shown to impair 

attention control of unpractised movements during motor learning in man (Richer et al. 
1999). It also seems to be widely accepted that the frontal lobes are important when 

attention must be sustained over time (Rueckert and Grafman 1998). 
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6.5 EFFECTS OF COGNITIVE LOADING IN CORTICOMUSCULAR 

COHERENCE 

This experiment's focus was to examine how intermuscular and corticomuscular 

frequency characteristics are affected during a precision task, by a simultaneous 

performance of an attention demanding cognitive task. The experiment involved the 

extension of an elastic band between left and right hands to a constant length under two 

conditions; a dedicated performance of the task and a cognitively loaded condition in 

which the task was performed with the subject simultaneously carrying out a mental 

arithmetic task. EMG was recorded from left and right wrist ECRL muscles and from 

left and right APB muscles. 

Two main components were identified in the intermuscular coherence of 

homologues muscles for both arms; an alpha and a beta feature. The magnitude of beta 

intermuscular coupling 'was clearly enhanced during the cognitive task on both sides. 

Similarly corticomuscular coherence for left and right sides was found not changed or 

became slightly enhanced during the performance of the cognitively loaded task. 

The attention demanding mental arithmetic task may occupy a segment of the 

attentional capacity. In that sense a limited motor attention channel (because of 

increased cognitive load) would have resulted in decreased coherence, which was not the 

case. This may suggest that cognitive tasks do not interact with descending motor signal 

and the mechanisms generating intermuscular coupling, or that a central mechanism 

compensates for the execution of a cognitive task and broadens the available attention 

channel. The cognitive task may have also compelled the subject to allocate more 

attention to the motor task to compensate for the cognitive resources used in the 

arithmetic task, increasing the attentional capacity. In every aspect cognitive loading of 

the type required in this experiment does not decrease beta intermuscular EMG 

synchronisation features. This result enhances the potential for the signals to be used for 

intention detection. 

The previous findings are not in line with a study aiming to investigate the 

effects of attention on beta range EMG\EEG synchronisation (Kristeva-Feige et al. 
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2002). In this study beta corticomuscular coherences decreased below the statistical 

significance level when attention was divided between a motor task and a mental 

arithmetic task. However in the referred to study none of the 10 subjects investigated 

showed broad coherence peaks. 

A very important result was the significant asymmetry seen for corticomuscular 

and intramuscular coherences during the bimanual task. The intermuscular coherences of 

homologues muscles within the left forearm were significantly higher than within the 

right forearm. Furthermore, this asymmetry also occurred for corticomuscular 

coherences. Coupling of both left APB and ECRL EMGs with the contralateral cortex 

was significantly higher than the corresponding right forearm EMGs corticomuscular 

coupling, despite the mechanical symmetry of the bilateral task. This observation 

suggests a connection between corticomuscular and intermuscular coherence 

phenomena, since the significant difference between left and right corticomuscular 

coherence was reflected in the intermuscular coherence. The independent left-right 

control of descending motor command channels is suggested by the strong asymmetry. 

This was further supported by the lack of bilateral intermuscular coherence. Importantly 

all subjects were right handed. In right handed individuals the left arm is less skilful at 

performing precision tasks. Therefore the CNS may allocate more resources to the non 

dominant side to meet the demands of the performed task. Higher intermuscular 

coupling features that have been reported during more complex tasks, than simple and 

familiar tasks (Bray 1999). 

The observed coherence asymmetry may have important implications if the 

examined signal characteristics are used for neuroprosthetic control. As shown before, 

the attention demanding cognitive task does not decrease the task related 

corticomuscular and intermuscular characteristics. Yet it was shown that a simultaneous 

attention demanding motor task (in this case the left forearm involved in the bilateral 

task), may decrease the magnitude of the right forearm corticomuscular or intermuscular 

coherence. Bilateral tasks are very common in everyday life and therefore left and right 

sided sources of activity may alter in unpredictable ways. 
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Experiments by Mulcahy, (2001) on amputees performing bilateral tasks have 

shown that amputation significantly affects corticomuscular coherence even for the 

intact side. For a group of 8 amputees performing an extension bimanual posture little or 

no corticomuscular coherence was observed for either the amputated or normal side 

(Mulcahy 2001). 4 patients showed beta intermuscular coupling features in the normal 

limb while only one showed clear stump intermuscular coherence. However these results 

were not conclusive because of issues concerning mainly the quality of stump EMG 

recordings. More experiments have to be conducted. 

In another study involving amputees, movement of the intact hand showed a 
level of fMRI activation similar to movement of the right dominant hand in the healthy 

controls, while during imagination of moving the phantom hand, patients showed 

significantly higher activation in the contralateral primary motor and somatosensory 

cortices compared with imagination of hand movements in the controls (Lotze et al. 

2001). Therefore it is important to further study the relation of coherence to handiness 

and what happens following amputation of dominant or non dominant arms. 

All aspects of simultaneous motor control have to be further examined since it 

may not only be bilateral tasks that affect the intention indicators but other kinds of 

motor activity. This is very important for the evaluation of this methodology for 

neuroprosthetic control, since the effectiveness in real life situations has to be eventually 

examined and not just in experimental sessions with dedicated subjects. 
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6.6 EFFECTS OF DEAFFERENTATION IN CORTICOMUSCULAR 

COHERENCE 

The aim of the INB experiment was to examine whether corticomuscular and 

intramuscular frequency characteristics are affected by INB induced deafferentation. 

Direct influences from deprivation of the sensory input, or indirectly trough plastic 

changes in the CNS occurring as a result of the lack of sensory input, may be an 

inhibiting factor for the robustness of the examined intention indicators in clinical 

applications. 
The results illustrated significant variability between subjects. For Subject 1, beta 

corticomuscular coherence during posture increased during the INB. The biggest 

increase seen in FCR corticomuscular coherence. In this subject the maximum 

coherence occurred after the release of the INB. This fact combined with the observation 

that the changes were not relative to the progress of the block may suggest that the 

changes were not purely the results of loss of afferent activity. The EEG beta spectral 

power did not show significant change. Intermuscular coherence also changed, and the 

largest coherence appeared after the block release, as was the case for the 

corticomuscular coherence. There was no clear connection in coherence changes with 

the sequence of the recordings during the progress of the block. However the changes 

suggest that afferent feedback may play a role in establishing corticomuscular 

coherence. 
For Subject 2, high beta corticomuscular and intramuscular coherence features 

occurred before and throughout the duration of the INB. The beta EEG power however 

declined with the INB progress. Alpha EEG power diminished during the INB and 

reappeared only after the release of the block. The changes in afferent activity may be 

underlying the observed changes. 
Subject 3 showed a progressive decrease of corticomuscular coherence during 

the INB. The coupling level diminished during the late stages, returning to the pre- 
ischemic levels after the release of the block. This progressive reduction could be 

connected with the decreasing level of afferent feedback, induced by the INB. A similar 
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pattern of reduction in beta coupling also occurred for the intermuscular coherence 

between agonist and antagonist. A very important feature was the corresponding 

reduction of beta EEG spectral power. The beta feature was a small narrow feature 

occurring at exactly the same frequency range as the coupling feature. This a very good 
illustration that the perturbation of the peripheral nervous system can induce immediate 

changes in the function of the central nervous system. These changes are short term 

changes since immediately after the release of the block, both EEG and corticomuscular 

coherences recover to pre-ischemic levels. 

No consistent reduction in the peak frequency of the posture beta coupling 

occurred during the INB. If such a reduction was observed that would mean that the 

prolonged efferent and afferent fibres conduction times would have contributed. Thus a 

feedback loop was not essential for the beta corticomuscular synchronisation, suggesting 

that it is centrally driven. Similar results have also been reported in previous studies 

(McAuley et al. 1997; Pohja and Salenius 2003). The lack of change in coherent 

frequency in the MEG/EMG coherence observed during ischemia, indicated that a 

feedback loop is not essential for the generation of corticomuscular coherence (Pohja 

and Salenius 2003). Also the modulation peripheral feedback by local anaesthesia, by 

increasing feedback delays with extra loading or by varying firing frequencies 

(contraction strength) did not alter the occurrence of the 20Hz frequency peaks in EMG, 

tremor and muscle vibration recordings (McAuley et al. 1997). 

Reduction in the MEG/EMG coherence has been observed in previous studies 
during ischemia, with the coherence level returning to the pre-INB levels after the 
ischemia had ended (Pohja and Salenius 2003). In the same study the reduction was also 

observed for the non ischemic arm as well. The decrease in strength of coherence 

compared with both pre-ischemia and post-ischemia may be attributed to the reduction 

of sensory information and/or to a change in central state (short term plasticity). Acute 

ischemic nerve block has been shown to induce focal increase in excitability in the hand 

motor representation in both the deafferented hemisphere and the contralateral one 
(Werhahn et al. 2002). The results of the Pohja (2003) study strongly resemble the 

results obtained from Subject 3 where both corticomuscular and intramuscular coherence 
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levels declined with the progress of the INB and recovered to the pre-ischemic levels 

after the release of the cuff. A similar change in the central state may be reflected in the 

results of Subject 2 where despite strong coherence, beta EEG activity during posture 

decreases with the progression of ischemia, only to reappear after the release of the INB. 

For Subject 1 where increased coherence is observed, cortical activation may have been 

enhanced because the subject struggled to keep the contraction steady, possibly due to 

partial motor conduction block in addition to the sensory block. It has been shown that 

subjects tend to underestimate the extension of the movement in the ischemic limb 

(Goodwin et al. 1972). Therefore, the decrease in sensory feedback may indirectly 

induce the increase in strength of coherence. 

The fact that the deafferented as well as the intact limb may be affected is also 

supported by amputee data. Unilateral wrist amputees performing bimanual wrist 

extension tasks show little or no corticomuscular coherence (Mulcahy 2001). The lack of 

corticomuscular coherence in amputees suggests that long term plastic changes in central 

state may occur on both hemispheres after amputation or loss of sensory input. This may 

not be a surprise given that short term changes have been observed for INB in normal 

subjects (Pohja and Salenius 2003). 

The effects of deafferentation have also been studied by examining patients 

suffering from pseudochoreoathetosis after pathological deafferentation (Timmermann 

et al. 2001). This condition is characterised by continuous involuntary finger 

movements. Strong corticomuscular coherence resembling corticomuscular features seen 
during posture was observed for this group of patients during rest (whilst involuntary 

movements occurred) despite the lack of sensory input. This finding suggested that beta 

corticomuscular coherence does not require sensory data. This is also in line with the 

observation of beta intramuscular coherence in a patient suffering from severe peripheral 
deafferentation(Farmer et al. 1993). 

In contrast to the previous study Kilner (2004) suggested that the presence of 

sensory afferent signals are necessary for the modulation of 15-30Hz oscillations in the 

motor system. For a task that required a hold-move-hold pattern of grip force to be 

exerted on a compliant object with the dominant right hand, significant task-related 
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modulation of 15-30Hz coherence between EMG activity in hand muscles in the control 

subjects. In contrast, the deafferented subject showed very low levels of significant 

coherence in the 15-30Hz range and no peak at this frequency in the power spectra of 
her EMG activity (Kilner et al. 2004). 

The results presented are not conclusive and contradict previous research 
findings. The small number of subjects limited the potential for interpretation. However 

the value of the INB experiment results was significant for this thesis. It points out the 

unpredictable nature of the examined signals and the difficulties that will be faced in 

applications that aim to utilise the examined signals in prosthetic control. However the 

possibility of using these signals as movement intention indicators still exists. Any 

neuroprosthetic control mechanism will have to be customised for each individual user 

utilising any individual task dependent frequency features. Successful implementation of 

such systems on all patients is however quite unlikely since some patients may not be 

suitable for this kind of treatment. 

Regarding the INB experiment, larger numbers of patient groups have to be 

examined, using a more complete experimental protocol that will also examine the 

progress of the deafferentation in afferent conduction capability, in order to produce 

more conclusive results. 
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6.7 IMPLICATIONS FOR NEUROPROSTHETIC CONTROL 

As mentioned earlier the growing interest in the development of robust methods 

of intention detection for use in prosthetic devices and communication aids for the 

severely motor disabled was one of the main driving forces behind the work carried out 

in this thesis. Task dependent corticomuscular features were identified. The task specific 

behaviour of the studied signals may provide the basis for effective neuroprosthetic 

control providing the robustness of the signals are adequate. The present study did not 

aim to provide methods for intention detection. The aim was to provide the foundation 

that such methods will be developed in the future. 

The potential for use of the examined signals in intention detection has been 

mixed. The EMG spectral power did not show potential because of the great variations 

which mask more task specific features. Furthermore 8-12Hz power was present during 

posture as well as movement and 15-25Hz features, normally associated with movement 

were not strong. 

Intermuscular coupling showed more potential. There were no significant 

wideband variations as with spectral power. Changes were task specific and mainly 

concentrated in 8-12Hz and 15-25Hz (or 15-35Hz). Well defined coupling features were 

present in coherences between agonist and antagonist. Coherence at 10Hz was 

associated with movement and at 15-25Hz with posture. Continuous movement did not 

change this pattern significantly since agonist\antagonist 10Hz peak was not affected. 

Maintained posture did not have negative effect on the task specific coupling pattern 
since 15-25Hz peaks remained statistically significant, many times over the confidence 

level. The only concern was the high 10Hz coherence of agonist\antagonist during 

maintained posture extension, which undermines the movement specificity of the 8- 

12Hz band. However, since the similar features are generated by different physiological 

processes, their cumulant and phase delay characteristics are going to be different. 

Therefore using 8-12Hz cumulant component and phase delay estimate would be able to 

differentiate between movement and posture. The role of the cumulant could be even 

more significant since time dependent cumulant plots demonstrated more defined 
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cumulant peaks than coherence features during posture. Intermuscular coherences of 

ECRL and FCR with BBLH also derived additional task related coupling features. 

It was very important to find that posture intermuscular coherence was not 

affected by the simultaneous performance of a cognitive task (in fact it was increased). It 

was also not affected by performing the task in high or low attention conditions. This 

was very important since any clinical neuroprosthetic application should not require the 

full attention of the subject (event though moderate attention will always be required), 

and the system should be able to be used while performing other cognitive tasks. Similar 

to intermuscular coherence corticomuscular coherence appeared robust under these 

conditions. 
EMG intention detection systems however would not suit certain patient groups 

where there is no residual voluntary motor control. Here only EEG may serve as a 

window into the patients intention. EEG spectral power showed three bands where task 

dependent features were evident; delta, alpha and beta. The clearest association was beta 

synchronisation during posture, especially in bipolar montages. Alpha and delta bands 

showed more complex patterns of task related synchronisation-desynchronisation. While 

their functional significance is not clear they may have potential for use in 

neuroprosthetic control when combined with automatic feature extraction and 

classification systems (Pfurtscheller et al. 2000; Wolpaw et al. 2002). In this respect the 

delta band may be extremely important since it was detected by all examined electrodes. 

Among the EEG frequency characteristics, intracortical coupling showed the 

most defined task related features and has the greatest potential for use in 

neuroprosthetic control. Beta band decoupling was associated with posture, and 

coexisted with beta band synchronisation for the examined electrodes as revealed by 

time dependent coherence and spectral power plots respectively. 
Corticomuscular coupling also contained significant task dependent features at 

15-25Hz associated with movement. Coherence and cumulant gave well defined 

features. The features were also robust in low and high motor attention tasks as well as 
during the performance of a mental arithmetic task. However beta corticomuscular 

coherence was not as robust as intermuscular coherence during maintained posture and 
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continuous movement tasks. During maintained posture flexion for example, ECRL and 

FCR beta corticomuscular coherences showed a significant decease (however remaining 

above the statistical significance level at FC1-C1 electrode). During continuous wrist 

movement, beta corticomuscular coherence (associated with posture) emerged for FCR, 

which contradicted the association of movement with the suppression of beta coherence. 

There is good indication that this coherence feature is an expression of the CNS motor 

command to BBLH (which is posturally activated). This feature has a peak at 24Hz 

while the FCR posture corticomuscular feature should appear at 21Hz. Therefore there 

are task specific features that could resolve such issues and support the use of 

corticomuscular coherence as reliable movement intention detection system. Still any 

use of EMG limits applications to groups of patients with residual voluntary control. 

The bilateral extension task generated some concerns regarding the low 

corticomuscular coherence for the dominant forearm during bilateral tasks. However, as 

mentioned before plasticity induced by amputation may change this. 

Finally the INB experiment, due to the small number of subjects, did not reveal 

any conclusive results. All three subjects behaved in a different way. Furthermore past 

studies also give mixed messages regarding the effect of deafferentation or other sensory 

perturbations on the examined signals. 
It is fair to say that the present study has given encouraging results regarding the 

use of the examined signals and the frequency characteristics in neuroprosthetic control. 
Such applications however will have to be subject specific, and use advanced feature 

extraction systems in order to overcome intersubject and intrasubject variability. 

Through training and use of the system, the user could also develop new task dependent 

relationships, or enhance the already existing by taking advantage of the plasticity of the 

CNS and PNS. 

The current study will possibly open the way for further research benefiting the 

quality of life of patients with motor disabilities like spinal cord injured patients, 

amputees and stroke patients. The design that could benefit those motor impaired groups 
is the utilisation of functional components in order to bypass or replace the affected, 

non-functional components or assist the residual components. For example a large part 
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of the paralysed musculature as well as the peripheral nervous system of a hemiplegic 

patient will still be functional, but the lack of an effective motor command from the 

higher centres of the central nervous system (CNS) to the legs makes the patient 
immobile. 

Muscles of the contralateral side or weak muscles on the affected side of the 

body could provide control signal for functional electrical stimulation (FES) systems to 

innervate muscles that are completely paralysed. The same concept could be applied in 

the control of a neuroprosthetic arm for amputees. Here, the missing skeletomuscular 

structure could be 'replaced with an electromechanical prosthesis. The missing motor 

command could be provided by EMG signal from the muscles of the stump, or other 

muscles like muscles of the shoulders and the back or even EEG signal. Locked in 

patients could also modulate their EEG signal in order to operate assistive or 

communicating devices using brain computer interfaces. 

Using as control indicators physiological signals that are closely associated to 

task performance such a system should function in a more natural manner than present 

systems that require a lengthy training process. The advantage of reduced training may 
lead to better uptake and smaller rejection rates compared to current systems. The way to 

make optimal use of the body's integral physiological signals and to extract the 

maximum of the relevant information will be the key to delivering effective 

neuroprosthetic devises for the motor disabled. 
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7 CONCLUSION 

7.1 SUMMARY OF THESIS 

Since the early descriptions of the relation of CNS rhythmic activity to body 

tremors a considerable amount of work has investigated the properties of central 

oscillations and their physiological manifestations in the periphery. This thesis has 

attempted to investigate the motor related activity of the CNS and its potential for use in 

neuroprosthetic control through examining central and peripheral oscillations. 

Task dependent 15-25Hz intermuscular coherence was observed between 

muscles acting around the wrist during intermittent posture. This coherence was 

increased during maintained posture. 15-25Hz corticomuscular coherence was also 

observed during posture. Simultaneously EEG synchronisation and intracortical 

decoupling was observed in the beta (15-25Hz) band supporting the idea of a cortical 

origin to the intermuscular and corticomuscular coupling observed during posture tasks. 

Cortical oscillating dipoles modulated in the beta band during posture were identified 

arising from contralateral motor cortex in the same areas where 15-25Hz EEG 

synchronisation-decoupling were observed. 

The strong beta corticomuscular coherence observed during intermittent posture 

flexion was decreased during maintained posture flexion. In contrast intermuscular 

coherence that increased during the maintained task. During a high attention precision 

task the hand muscle beta corticomuscular coherences for the hand muscle and the 

intermuscular coherence between the wrist and hand EMG were increased (compared to 

the attention task). In contrast corticomuscular coherence for the wrist extensor muscle 
decreased. These results suggest independent central control over synergistic muscles 

according to the task needs. This was also supported by the detection of differences in 

CNS dipole oscillator orientation for different muscles. 
During movement tasks 8-12Hz coherence was observed between agonist and 

antagonist EMGs while their coupling was out of phase with a Oms delay supporting the 

hypothesis of a central origin of this modulation. 8-12Hz rhythmic modulations were 
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also observed in the EMG spectral power during movement and were most apparent in 

the antagonist muscle EMG during movement (especially for wrist flexor during wrist 

movement extension). 
The unexpected influence of the wrist movement on the frequency content, and 

corticomuscular characteristics of biceps EMG was also an important finding. The 15- 

25Hz biceps EMG power and corticomuscular coherence were suppressed during 

intermittent wrist movement. However during continuous wrist movement the beta 

corticomuscular coherence for biceps muscles re-emerged. Furthermore strong beta 

corticomuscular coherence was also observed for the wrist flexor EMG, with a 

distribution over the scalp resembling that seen during posture. The wrist flexor 

corticomuscular coherence during wrist movement is probably related to the 

simultaneous postural activation of biceps. The last finding suggests a special functional 

relationship between wrist flexor and biceps muscles. This relationship is also supported 

by the fact that biceps intermuscular coherence was always higher with the wrist flexor 

than the wrist extensor during both posture flexion and posture extension tasks. 

Increased motor attention amplified corticomuscular coherence for the hand 

muscle that was directly involved in the precision task; however, the corticomuscular 

coherence for the wrist extensor muscle decreased despite a rise in intermuscular 

coherence. Cognitive loading also appeared to amplify the corticomuscular and 

intermuscular coherences. These findings demonstrated high adaptability of the CNS to 

the functional demands required for the successful performance of the task. This 

adaptability was also demonstrated by the higher intermuscular coherence seen between 

the left forearm muscles and the corresponding corticomuscular coherences when 

compared to the right forearm corticomuscular coherences during the bilateral extension 

task in right handed subjects. 

Finally the INB appeared to affect the corticomuscular coupling, but the results 

were not conclusive. 
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7.2 FUNCTIONAL SIGNIFICANCE 

There is the question of whether the corticomuscular and intermuscular 

characteristics could be an epiphenomenon, and have no functional significance. There 

are certain facts that arise from the findings of this thesis that suggest this. 

. Considerable variability was observed in the occurrence of beta corticomuscular and 

intermuscular coherences between subjects. 

. The time distribution of coherence features during short posture tasks was not 

uniform and declined before the end of the task. 

. Posture was established with and without significant coherence for biceps. 

. Beta corticomuscular coherence was observed in muscles involved in movement 

(wrist flexors during continuous movement). 

. There was no clear connection between the magnitude of beta intermuscular 

coherence and the corresponding corticomuscular coherence features. 

Other findings in this thesis argue in favour of coherence between cortex and 

muscle being related to specific parameters of motor control. 

The association of posture with 15-25Hz features in EEG synchronisation- 

decoupling, intermuscular coherence and corticomuscular and its suppression during 

movement. 

. The localisation of the posture related oscillating dipole source and EEG beta 

synchronisation-decoupling over the anatomically correct contralateral motor cortex. 

The robustness and meaningful variations in intermuscular and corticomuscular 

coherences under different attention and cognitive conditions. 

The left-right asymmetry in the magnitude of intermuscular and corticomuscular 

coherences. 
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There is also the possibility that the observed intermuscular and corticomuscular 

features do not express a clear functional or a by-product relationship but a mixture of 

both. According to Rosenblum, (2001) coherence can be the result of the output of two 

oscillators, having their own rhythms when the oscillators are coupled. However 

coherence could be also generated by the mixture of signals generated by two 

independent oscillators. This will mean that signal from one oscillator may find its way 

in the neural pathway where the other output of the other oscillator is measured. 

Nevertheless either epiphenomenon or having functional significance, corticomuscular 

and intermuscular characteristics, where present, appear to have task dependent 

behaviour and are relatively robust. Therefore the use of such features for 

neuroprosthetic control remains a strong possibility. 

7.3 FUTURE WORK 
The methodology used in this thesis combined peripheral and central recordings, 

and identified brain oscillations that associate with motor output. This approach is 

particularly suited to human investigations because of obvious limitations in direct 

central recordings. Although EEG reveals much oscillatory brain activity, the 

oscillations are usually poorly localised and often not clearly connected with motor 

activity. Furthermore, peripheral oscillations are a summation of a number of 

oscillations across the frequency range and include mechanical resonances that vary with 

the mass and stiffness of the limb segment. This makes the proposition and proving of a 

new hypotheses a complex process. 

. Future work should be directed towards the use of relatively new recording 
techniques like MEG and high resolution EEG. For best results the two 

complementary 'techniques should be combined to reveal more localised and 

complete information. This will be useful especially for the detection of small 
differences between oscillating dipole characteristics for different muscles and 
different tasks. Changes in the dipole orientation in relation to the direction of 

movement or force should also be subject of further studies 
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" Cortical beta synchronisation and decoupling should be further examined. The 

intersubject variability in relation to corticomuscular and intermuscular coherence 

variability should be studied. Changes in cortical activity in relation to the direction 

of movement or applied force should be also examined. The influence of imaginary 

tasks in cortical synchronisation and decoupling will also help towards the 

development of efficient neuroprosthetic devices for patients with no voluntary 

control. 

. The contradicting and not consistent corticomuscular conduction times as revealed 
by corticpmuscular synchronisation estimates like cumulant and phase is an issue 

that has not received a satisfactory answer. The effect of different types of EMG and 

r EEG filtering on calculated delays should be examined. Hilbert transform based 

techniques should also be compared with FFT algorithms, as they appear to derive 

more accurate estimates for non linear systems. 

The task dependencies of the identified alpha and delta EEG spectral power features 

should be further examined. The role of attention and anticipation for the production 

of these bands should be examined by modifying the experimental protocols to use 
variable intervals between different tasks and/or self guided movements rather than 

movements guided by audio cues. 

" The role of the CNS in sensory information processing should be examined. This 

could be achieved by examining the cortical activation during repetitive peripheral 

stimulation by means of muscle, nerve or cutaneous electrical (or magnetic) 

stimulation or muscle vibration. Coherence, cumulant, phase, delay characteristics 

and frequency response between the stimulation trigger process and the resulting 
EEG will reveal an insight to CNS processing of afferent information. 
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" The role of handedness in corticomuscular coherence should be examined by 

comparing left and right handed subjects, performing unilateral and related or 

unrelated bilateral tasks. 

" Further experiments using INB on a larger scale should also be performed. The 

number of subjects should be higher in order to cover the existing subject variability, 

or select a subject group with high beta corticomuscular coherence. The protocol 

should be based on the move-hold sequence experimental protocol with intermittent 

posture and movement tasks. The modulatory effect of ischemia and the progress of 

deafferentation should be examined by measuring the latencies of early 

somatosensory evoked fields and the magnitude and time course of an H-reflex. 

" Considering the limitations for invasive procedures in human subjects repetitive 

TMS (rTMS) could be a useful tool for examining the influences of cortical 

activation in the periphery. Technology is now able to deliver high frequency rTMS 

of between 1-60Hz which covers the frequency band that was investigated in this 

thesis. Stimulation of the motor cortex and the study of the coupling estimates 

(coherence, cumulant, delay) between the stimulation trains and the resulting EMG 

response will reveal features of the CNS motor control. The latencies measured will 

also provide more evidence on the actual corticomuscular conduction times. 

Single movement trial experiments in normal subjects and patients should be 

performed, assessing the robustness and the signal-to-noise ratio of the examined 

signals. The single trial studies should be also combined with advanced classification 
techniques that will automatically associate the subject specific task dependences to 
the desired task. There is a great variety of methods that could be used. Bearing in 

mind that the patient population is quite diverse, specific patient groups should be 
targeted, the user requirements of the control system defined and the classification 
systems should be implemented and evaluated off line and on line for testing and 
evaluation. 
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9 APPENDICES 

9.1 APPENDIX 1- SUBJECT VARIABILITY 

The data used to produce the graphs presented in the results chapter were 

pooled records for all nine subjects in the studied subject group. Pooled frequency 

characteristics like coherence estimates presented the common features of the studied 

population. However different subjects may demonstrate widely different frequency 

characteristics, for virtually identical simple motor tasks. Furthermore pooled results 

may misrepresent the common population features. 

For this reason the examined frequency characteristics were constructed for 

individual subjects. This gave us the chance to compare the results and evaluate the 

variability of the calculated plots in the subject group for performing the same simple 
tasks. 

Significant variability was observed in the occurrence and magnitude of 
coherence features. However most subjects demonstrate task related features 

especially for extension movement and extension posture. 
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Fig. 9.1 Plot displaying subject variability for intermuscular coherence during 
movement flexion. ECRL\FCR, FCR\BBLH and ECRL\BBLH coherences are 
displayed for all 9 subjects. 
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Fig. 9.2 Plot displaying subject variability for corticomuscular coherence during 
movement flexion. ECRL\FC 1-C 1, FCR \FC 1-C 1 and BB LH\FC 1-C 1 coherences 
are displayed for all 9 subjects. 
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Fig. 9.3 Plot displaying subject variability for intermuscular coherence during 
posture flexion. ECRL\FCR, FCR\BBLH and ECRL\BBLH coherences are 
displayed for all 9 subjects. 
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Fig. 9.4 Plot displaying subject variability for corticomuscular coherence during 
posture flexion. ECRL\FC 1-C 1, FCR\FC 1-C l and BB LH\FC 1-C l coherences are 
displayed for all 9 subjects. 
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Fig. 9.5 Plot displaying subject variability for intermuscular coherence during 
movement extension. ECRL\FCR, FCR\BBLH and ECRL\BBLH coherences are 
displayed for all 9 subjects. 
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Fig. 9.6 Plot displaying subject variability for corticomuscular coherence during 
movement extension. ECRL\FC 1-C 1, FCR\FC 1-C l and BB LH\FC 1-C 1 coherences 
are displayed for all 9 subjects. 
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Fig. 9.7 Plot displaying subject variability for intermuscular coherence during 
posture extension. ECRL\FCR, FCR\BBLH and ECRL\BBLH coherences are 
displayed for all 9 subjects. 
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Fig. 9.8 Plot displaying subject variability for corticomuscular coherence during 
posture extension. ECRL\FC 1-C 1, FCR\FC 1-C l and BB LH\FC 1-C 1 coherences are 
displayed for all 9 subjects. 
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9.2 APPENDIX 2- EEG Po WER 

During the move-hold sequence task EEG recordings were acquired. In order to 

examine task dependent changes in the power spectral power of EEG signals the 

corresponding to the move-hold sequence phase, monopolar and bipolar power 

spectral density plots were produced. These plots demonstrated some interesting 

features throughout the whole examined power spectrum: 

Very high delta (0-3Hz) and high theta (4-7Hz) frequency content during all 

move-hold sequence phases. 

" Distinct alpha (8-13Hz) features during all move-hold sequence phases that 

appear in central electrodes and reach a maximum in centroparietal electrodes. These 
features were laterally symmetrical. 

" Beta features were always present and increased mainly during posture. 

" Gamma features did appear but with no clear organisation and task 

dependency. 

It was not possible to extract more information in the way the EEG power 

spectral plots were presented. The main reason was the fact that the differences 

between the corresponding graphs representing different phases were too small to be 

qualitatively evaluated. Plotting the differences of the spectral estimates for 

successive movement or posture phases revealed the task modulation in a more 

comprehensive manner. For example the EEG spectral power modulation between 

movement flexion and posture flexion was derived by simple arithmetic subtraction 

of the spectral estimates for corresponding channels during these two phases. The 

scale and improved magnitude resolution of the produced plots allowed small 

differences to emerge in a way that can be easily identified. The differences of the 

spectral estimates for successive movement or posture phases are presented in the 

Results 5.1.4.1 section (EEG Power Spectral density task dependent features) 
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Fig. 9.9 Monopolar EEG power spectra during movement flexion 
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Fig. 9.10 Bipolar EEG power spectra during moveme nt flexion 
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Fig. 9.11 Monopolar EEG power spectra during posture flexion 
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Fig. 9.13 Monopolar EEG power spectra during movement extension 
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Fig. 9.17 Time domain analysis of the correlation between two motor unit spike 
trains (Halliday and Rosenberg 1999). Estimates of (A) Cross-correlation histogram, 
which has the units of counts, (B) square root of the product density, (C) square root 
of the cross-intensity function, and (D) cumulant density function. The dashed 
horizontal lines in B, C and D are the estimated asymptotic values, the solid 
horizontal lines are the estimated upper and lower 95 % confidence limits under the 
assumption of independence. 
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9.3 APPENDIX 3- INTERPRETATION OF COHERENCE PHASE 

AND RHYTHMIC CUMULANT RESULTS; A SIMULATION 

STUDY 

9.3.1 Introduction 

In this thesis, cumulant density plots are going to be used extensively. 
However the interpretation of the cumulant plots is not straight forward. In this 

chapter, simulations of simple neuronal networks appearing in the literature and the 

resulting cumulant plots will be presented. Flowingly a simulation study will be 

curried out, aiming to recreate some of the presented results and provide some new in 

order to give insight to the interpretation of the cumulant analysis results and 
frequency domain results in general. 

9.3.2 Literature review 

9.3.2.1 The concept of spike triggered average and parameter estimates 

of time domain point processes. 
Spike triggered average consists in averaging of an intracellular recording 

from a motoneuron triggered by action potentials from a single intact afferent 

revealing a waveform which is taken as an estimate of the postsynaptic potential for 

that input. Averaging is required due to the presence of unrelated activity within the 

cell, which can be regarded as noise. 

A similar procedure, the cross-correlation histogram is often used to assess 
the coupling between two simultaneously recorded sequences of action potentials. It 

shows the relative timing of spikes in one spike train with respect to a second spike 

train where in this case it is the timing of spikes in one spike train, which is averaged 

with respect to the timing of spikes in a second spike train. 

Except from the two methods already mentioned a number of time domain 

parameters, estimates can be used to characterize interactions between spike trains 

and stochastic time processes including the cumulant density we have described 

before. All procedures effectively reveal any correlation between two signals. With 

an almost certain noise component present cases the signals studied can be 
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considered as stochastic processes. Fig. 8.17 adapted from (Halliday and Rosenberg 

1999) shows the estimates of (A) the cross-correlation histogram, (B) the square root 

of the product density, (C) the square root of the cross-intensity function, and (D) the 

cumulant density function between two motor units spike trains. The close 

relationship between the cross-correlation histogram and the other three parameter 

estimates is clearly demonstrated in this figure. The three parameter estimates all 
have the same basic shape determined from the cross-correlation histogram. The 

main difference is in the asymptotic value and upper and lower confidence limits of 
the three estimates, which reflect the different probability descriptions. 

A large peak at lag u =+5ms, exceeds the upper confidence limit in all 

parameter estimates, indicating correlated motor unit activity. Also present are 

smaller oscillatory features on either side of the central peak, these features are often 

referred to as sidebands and taken to reflect the presence of common rhythmic 
inputs. The confidence limits in the three parameter estimates indicate that these 
features are only of marginal significance at the 5% level. 
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Fig. 9.18 Paired neurones with a single common excitatory input (Halliday and 
Rosenberg 1999) 
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Fig. 9.19 Paired neurones with a single common inhibitory input (Halliday and 
Rosenberg 1999). 
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9.3.2.2 Simple neuronal networks 
Simulation studies of simple neuronal networks will be presented. These 

examples will give an outline of what cumulant analysis can reveal about the 

structure of a simple network 

9.3.2.2.1 Paired neurones with a single common excitatory input. 

In Fig. 8.18 we can see a simple neuronal network, consisting of two neurons 

receiving a common excitatory input and independent inputs. Ni represents the 

single common input, a 10 Hz sinusoidally modulated spike train with Gaussian 

distribution of intervals, to two neurones whose output spike trains are represented 
by N4 and N5 while N2 and N3 are independent inputs to the paired neurones. Peaks 

in the coherence estimated from a sample of the discharges from the pair of neurones 
driven by the common input reflect the two dominant frequency components in the 

spectrum of the common input. The cross-covariance plot gave a high and narrow 

peak at lag u ems. The peak in the N4 autospectrum in Fig. 8.18, represents the 

mean firing rate of the corresponding neuron. 

9.3.2.2.2 Paired neurones with a single common inhibitory input. 

This time the single input, Nl, common to processes N4 and N5 is inhibitory. 
In this example the three pair wise cross-covariances would allow the identification 

of a common inhibitory input from N1 to N4 and N5 (Fig. 8.19). Common inhibition 

gave a peak in the cross-covariance centred near lag u ems. The magnitude of this 

peak was smaller than for the excitatory common input Fig. 8.18. 

The coherence plot is similar to the one obtained for common excitation, 

containing two major frequency components. One of the oscillation of the common 
input and one of the mean firing rate of the common input. 
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Fig. 9.20 Balanced excitation-inhibition in simple counting neurons. (A) 
Common excitatory and inhibitory inputs produced a sharp central peak. Rasters of 
the first Is of the cell discharge are shown at the top. Twenty seconds of activity in 
total were simulated. (B) The common source of excitatory inputs was removed. The 
common inhibitory inputs were adjusted to resemble the properties of somatic 
inhibition. (C) Delayed common inhibitory feedback from one excitatory pathway. 
(D) Delayed common inhibitory feedback from both excitatory pathways. The 
central peak was flanked by symmetrical troughs (Pauluis 2000). 
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9.3.2.2.3 Balanced excitation-inhibition in simple counting neurons 

The counting model proposed by Shadlen and Newsome was used for the 

following simulation. Two cells were simulated with independent random trains of 

events for inputs, with a Poisson distribution with 50 Hz mean frequency. In the first 

simulation (Fig. 8.20A), 75 of 300 of each of the excitatory and inhibitory inputs 

were common to the two cells, while the rest of them were independent, which 

produced a narrow cross-correlation peak, similar to the one seen in Fig. 8.18 

(Pauluis 2000). 

For the simulation in Fig. 8.20B, only 30 inhibitory inputs were simulated, 

shared between the two cells with no common excitatory drive present. A central 

peak appeared in the cross correlation histogram exhibited, but no trough was 

present. 
The effect of a delayed inhibitory feedback was examined in the next 

simulation. As shown in Fig. 8.20C, such a model produced a trough on one side of 

the central peak. The generation of the inhibitory input time course as a scaled-down 

version of a higher-rate process meant that the coefficient of variation of the 

inhibitory firing was lower than previously, producing the reduced output firing rate 

compared to previous simulations. 

The final simulation tested the effect of constructing the common inhibitory 

drive by scaling down and averaging both excitatory sources, according to the 

following equation: 
This simulation generated a cross correlation histogram with a central peak 

surrounded by symmetrical troughs (Fig. 8.20D). Fig. 8.20D suggests that network 

oscillations are not required to produce collateral troughs in a cross correlation 
histogram and that a delayed common inhibitory feedback. 
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Fig. 9.21 Cross-correlation between output spikes of two conductance based 
integrate and fire neurons X and Y with partially common excitatory (le D 100 Hz) 
and inhibitory input (upper row: ?. i 30 Hz, bottom row: Xi 90 Hz). The columns 
represent 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, and 90% common excitatory and inhibitory input. 
Averages are over 16,500 to 25,000 spikes; bin size is 0.5 ms (Stroeve and Gielen 
2001). 
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9.3.2.2.4 Neurons with partially common excitatory and/or inhibitory input 

sources without correlation 

The correlation between the firing of two neurons with partially common 

excitatory and/or inhibitory input sources without correlation in the input streams of 

each single neuron is now seen in Fig. 821. 

The cross-correlation of neural activity of two neurons with both common 

excitatory and inhibitory inputs, for various ratios of common input, and both for a 
low (30 Hz) and a high (90 Hz) inhibitory frequency is seen in Fig. 8.21. The cross- 

correlation had only a single central peak for 90 Hz, whereas it is oscillatory for 

30Hz due to the small coefficient of variation of the neurons with low inhibitory 

input. This means that after synchronous spiking of the two neurons due to the 

common input, there is a large probability that both neurons will fire again after a 

time equal to the interspike interval <SI > The oscillation frequency equals dSl >'. 

The coefficient of variation is much higher for 90Hz common input and the cross- 

correlation is not oscillatory. Second, as expected the zero-time increases with the 

proportion of common input (Stroeve and Gielen 2001). 
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Fig. 9.22 The figure shows two neurones (threshold 5mV, refractory period 
5ms, capacitance 1 nF, resistance 20MOhms) that are receiving a common excitatory 
input, and independent excitatory and inhibitory inputs. 
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Fig. 9.23 (a) shows the power spectrum of your I, very similar to the power 
spectrum of yout2. (b) shows the coherence and (c) shows the cumulant between 
outputs youtl and yout2. 
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9.3.3 Simulation study 

Neurones usually receive a large number of common and independent inputs. 

Given the simultaneous measurement of a number of spike trains, the systematic 

application of cumulant coherence and phase measures is a powerful tool for 

determining patterns of neuronal connectivity. The simulated systems are simple 

neuronal networks, based on the literature presented before or built on purpose. 

These simple systems may form the basis for explaining the function of more 

complex networks than those discussed. 

9.3.3.1 Example 1- Neurones receiving a common excitatory input 

Two neurones are receiving a common excitatory input (Fig. 822). The 

i 
f 
t 
E 

I{ 
S 

common input consists of 20 excitatory Poisson spike processes, each with a mean 
interspike interval of 20 ms. The independent excitatory and inhibitory inputs share 

the same properties as the common input, each consisting of 20 Poisson spike 

processes, with a mean interval of 20 ms. Threshold level for the two neurones at 
5mv and 5ms refractory period result to 76Hz output mean firing rate. In figure Fig. 

8.23a, the power spectrum of output youtl (which is very similar to the autospectrum 

of the yout2) can be seen. It contains a peak close to the mean output frequency. The 

coherence plot (Fig. 8.23b) reveals broad coupling throughout the spectrum, with 0- 

50 Hz the area showing the highest coupling. Despite the common maximum for 

youtl and yout2 power spectra, there is no clear coherence peak in that area. In Fig. 

8.23c the cumulant density can be seen. This is also common result for physiological 

signals as well. As it will be shown later, often increased power in the same band 

does not result in coupling for the same band. A central narrow peak at zero ms 

exceeding the confidence limit is the main characteristic in the cumulant plot. The 

fact that the peak occurs at zero ms reveals that there is no delay for one of the two 
inputs. In case a small time delay is introduced in the input of one of the two neurons 

the central peak will be shifted accordingly. The distance of the central peak from 

zero can reveal the length of the delay. 
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Fig. 9.24 The figure shows two neurones (threshold 5mV, refractory period 
5ms, capacitance 1nF, and resistance 20MOhms) are receiving a common excitatory 
input, and independent excitatory and inhibitory inputs. 
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Fig. 9.25 (a) shows the power spectrum of yout], very similar to the power 
spectrum of yout2. (b) shows the coherence and (c) shows the cumulant between 
outputs yout I and yout2. 
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9.3.3.2 Example 2- Neurones receiving a common inhibitory input 

Two neurones are receiving a common inhibitory input. In Fig. 8.24 the 

f 

i 

simulation network can be seen. The common input consists of 35 excitatory Poisson 

spike processes, each with a mean rate of 20 ms. The independent excitatory inputs 

share the same properties, each consisting of 40 Poisson spike processes, with a 

mean rate of 20 ms. The independent inhibitory inputs consist if 5 Poison spike 

processes with a mean rate of 20Hz. The threshold level for the two neurones is 5 

mV. In contrast with the previous example a trough in the power spectrum can be 

seen in the mean output frequency band. Fig. 8.25a gives the autospectrum of youtl 

output, which is very similar to the one of yout2. In Fig. 8.25b, c the coherence 

cumulant and cumulant plots can be seen. A central peak at zero ms exceeding the 

confidence interval is the main characteristic in the cumulant plot. Coherence over 

the confidence limit can be observed for the whole spectrum, with the low 

frequencies again showing higher coherence. 
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Fig. 9.26 The figure shows two neurones (threshold 5mV, refractory period 
5ms, capacitance lnF, resistance 20MOhms) are receiving a common excitatory 
input, and independent excitatory and inhibitory inputs. 
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Fig. 9.27 (a) shows the power spectrum of youtl, very similar to the power 
spectrum of yout2. (b) shows the coherence and (c) shows the cumulant between 
outputs your] and yout2. 
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9.3.3.3 Example 3- Non oscillatory inputs producing oscillatory output 

This model (Fig. 8.26) is going to demonstrate the fact that non oscillatory 
inputs can produce oscillatory output cumulant plot. Two neurones are receiving a 

common excitatory and a common inhibitory input as well as independent inhibitory 

and excitatory independent processes. The common input is comprised by 90 

excitatory Poisson spike processes (100 Hz mean rate each) and 90 inhibitory 

Poisson spike processes (30 Hz mean rate each). Each of the independent excitatory 

and inhibitory inputs consist of 10 Poisson spike processes that share the same 

properties as the common inputs. 85mv of threshold level and 15 ms of absolute 

refractory period result to 27 Hz output mean rates. 
The autospectrum (Fig. 8.27a) shows a peak at 27 Hz which also is the mean 

output firing rate. It is also characterised by strong harmonics of this frequency. 

Broad coherence, strong in the 0-50Hz area can also be observed (Fig. 8.27b), 

without any well defined peak. Small coherence peaks over the confidence interval 

can be observed for the rest of the coherence spectrum. The cumulant plot (Fig. 

827c) has a visibly oscillatory shape which also possesses a prominent narrow peak 

at 0 ms. The frequency indicated by the secondary peaks is around 27 Hz. The 

oscillation frequency is clearly defined by the mean output frequency. 
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Fig. 9.28 The figure shows two neurones (threshold 5mV, refractory period 
5ms, capacitance lnF, resistance 20MOhms) are receiving a common oscillatory 
input with common excitatory poison processes, and independent excitatory and 
inhibitory inj2uts. 
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Fig. 9.29 (a) shows the power spectrum of youtl, very similar to the power 
spectrum of yout2. (b) shows the coherence and (c) shows the cumulant between 
outputs youtl and yout2. 
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9.3.3.4 Example 4- Common oscillatory inputs 
The next two simulations will demonstrate the effect of common oscillatory 

Poisson processes in frequency characteristics of neuronal output. While in the 

previous examined model non oscillatory inputs resulted in oscillatory shape 

cumulant this time oscillatory inputs will result in oscillatory cumulant plots. The 

first model is illustrated in Fig. 8.28. The common input is comprised by 20 common 
Poisson processes, with 20 ms mean rate each, modulated by a sinusoidal signal with 

period 25Hz. For the second model illustrated in Fig. 8.30 the input comes in the 
form of independent Poisson process sets (20 processes with 20ms mean rate each), 
for each cell, modulated by a common sinusoidal signal, with the same 

characteristics as for the previous model. For both models each cell also receives 
independent inhibitory and excitatory Poisson inputs. 

The comparative results can be seen in Fig. 8.29 and Fig. 831. The output 

power spectra are extremely similar. The coherence analysis plots are quite similar 

especially around the frequency of high coherence. A closer look however can reveal 

certain differences. First of all the maximum coherence is slightly larger for the first 

model Fig. 8.29a (common Poisson inputs) than for the second Fig. 8.31a (common 

modulating signal). Secondly while the coupling for the second model is 

concentrated around the frequency of the modulating signal, for the first model more 

widespread coherence can be observed, mainly in the 0-70 Hz area, and also peaks 
arise over the confidence limit throughout the whole spectrum. This "additional" 

coherence is indeed similar to the coherence observed in Fig. 8.23 where the input 

consisted of only of excitatory Poisson inputs without modulating signal. 
The cumulant plot has been significantly affected. In both cases it has an 

oscillatory shape but for the first model a significant narrow central peak can be 

observed in Fig. 8.29b that is not present for the common modulating signal in Fig. 
8.31b. This peak is similar to the one observed in Fig. 8.23 and is obviously created 
by the common Poisson inputs. 
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Fig. 9.30 The figure shows two neurones (threshold 5mV, refractory period 
5ms, capacitance 1nF, resistance 20MOhms) are receiving a common oscillatory 
input with independent excitatory poison processes, and independent excitatory and 
inhibitory inputs. 
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Fig. 9.31 (a) shows the power spectrum of youtl, very similar to the power 
spectrum of yout2. (b) shows the coherence and (c) shows the cumulant between 
outputs youtl and yout2. 
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9.4 APPENDIX 4- INFORMATION FOR VOL UNTEERS 

Purpose of the investigation 

The aim of the project is to investigate the physiological mechanisms of 
human movement. The results of this investigation on normal subjects will be used 

as an aid for patients (mainly amputees) in the form of prosthetic devices that will be 

able to detect the patients intention for movement by processing signals taken from 

superficial electrodes from the amputated limb and be able to control neuroprosthetic 
devices. 

Methodology and procedures 
The investigation includes a spectrum of methods. Not all of them are going 

to be used for the current experimental setup. The investigator will give you more 
details on which of the methods are going to be used. 

EEG recordings 
EEG electrodes are going to be placed on the head and will record brain activity in 

the form of small currents flowing on the skin of the head. 

EMG recordings 
EMG electrodes are going to be placed on the skin overlying muscles of which the 

activity we wish to record. 

Electrical stimulation 
Short current pulses will flow through strategically placed electrodes simulating 
nerves or muscles. 

Ischemic nerve block 
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The blood flow in the upper limb will be blocked by inflating a sphygmomanometer 

cuff over the blood pressure for approximately 20min. 
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Potential hazards 
There is a small risk of allergic reaction because of the electrodes, the 

electrolyte gel or the adhesive tape that is going to be used. If you have experienced 

in the past such a reaction you should inform the investigator. 

During the ischemic nerve block there is a small risk of blood clots, 

especially in female subjects using contraception. All female patients should be 

excluded from this specific procedure. 

All the methods to be used have been described as safe in previous 

experimental and clinical applications. The equipment to be used complies with the 

safety standards and the investigators have extended experience using it. However 

there is always a negligible danger of an electric shock in case of catastrophic 

malfunction of the equipment. 

Even though the methods o be used are safe, they can be uncomfortable for 

some subjects. Nerve and muscle electrical stimulation cause a tickling sensation that 

can become painful. The subjects have the right to stop the experiment at any time 

and for any reason. 
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Participant consent form 

Subject name: 
Date of birth : 

Please tick YES NO 

" Have o read the information sheet? 0Q 

" Have you had the opportunity to ask 

questions and discuss the study with the investigator? QQ 

" Have you received satisfactory answers to all your questions? QQ 

" Have you received enough information about the study? QQ 

Who have you spoken to? 

" Do you understand you are free to withdraw from the study 

at any time, without having to give a reason? 00 

" Do you agree to take part in the study? QQ 

Signed 

Name in block letters 

Date 

Name of witness in block letters 

Signature of witness 

Date 
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